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December 27, 1974

5ir Jolm Crawford
32 Helbourne Avenuo
Deakia, Canberra, A.C.T. 2600
AUSTRALIA

Dear Sir Johs

1. You will resomber that following the Consultative Group meting in
ioveuber, the three co-oponsors met among themselves to onsiMr, in the light
of the rapid growth in the system, what improvemaats night be made to simplify
and anuoth its work. One of the things decided was to remmaA to the Group
that the term of appointment of TAC rembers be two years roaneable by mutual
consat for a second two-year term, but not normally rm=sbl. for a third tars,
though exceptiou could be made, for example in the case of the Chairman or the
Chairman designate. Another was to consider how we might streamline Qmters
Week, which has grown to be a rather unwieldy affair, and the annual cycle of
activities of the system. The Secretariat was asked to make sm proposals to
the Co-sponsors. We have doe so and are now awaiting their views. I am
writing to you right away, however, so you will be fully informed and so we
may discuss these proposals when you are in Washington. You may also wish to
discuss them at the TAC eeting in February.

2. We have several objectives:

(a) To streawine Centers week sad the concurrent Consultative
Group meeting by improving the preparatious for it, by
shifting som of its buoinese to different times of the year,
ad by reducing the number of preentations.

(b) To schedule TAC meetings so as to have two per year (equally
spaced), one affording close exchange between TAC members and
CAnter Directors and the other providing an opportunity for
TAC members to meet the representatives of the mambr of the
Group.

(c) To provide for regular meetings of the Go-sponsors.

(4) To sche4ule Centers Week slightly earlier in the sawr so as
to ensure good represeutation by not pressing too hard on the
vacation season.

3. With respect to TAC, we suggest that it meet in May, with Conter
Directors invited, and in November, in coujunctiou with the Consultative Group
mating. It would, of course, be entirely up to TAC to determine its own ageada,
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but it would seem sensible that the November meeting concentrate on long-range
basic questions, for which staff work could be put in train to provide papers
for the summer meeting of the Consultative Group, and that the May meeting con-
centrate on significant matters respecting the individual Centers and their
programs. The May date is suggested because it would come after the Centers had
determined (by Board action or otherwise) their programs for the upcoming year,
but be sufficiently ahead of the s r Consultative Group meeting to permit
providing the meeting with written comments on significant points in advance.
We suggest that the Center Directors be present to discuss their programs with
TAC in the same way as has been done in the past at the time of Centers Week.
If this November-May schedule were adopted, TAC would not need to assemble at
the time of Centers Week but could be represented by its Chairman and, if it so
wishes, its Secretariat.

4. Respecting Centers Week, we suggest that it be held in the middle of
July rather than at the end. As heretofore, all Center Directors would be pre-
sent, but we propose that only half of them make presentations. Each Center
would thus make a presentation every other year, but of course exceptions could
be made when there was good reason for a Center to make a presentation two years
in a row. This reduction in the number and frequency of presentations should
make it possible to provide enough time for thorough presentations by the Directors
of the four or five Centers selected.

5. The Consultative Group, as heretofore, would meet twice a year, once in
the summer in conjunction with Centers Week and once in November. We propose,
however, to modify somewhat the agenda of the summar meeting. The aim would be
to focus on broad questions of policy (including those emanating from TAC) and
on the programs and budgets of the Centers and of the system as a whole. Dis-
cussion of financing would be in global terms. We would take the measure of
the system's total needs and the prospects of meeting them, and we would consider
how these were likely to develop in the future. We would not, however, take up
time getting detailed center-by-center indications of financing by individual
donors. To the extent necessary for discussion of global needs and resources,
this more detailed information would be gathered by the Secretariat in advance.
Definitive indications of their intentions would be made by donors at the
November meeting, as is done at present.

6. We propose that the Co-sponsors hold a regular annual general business
session in November at the time of the Consultative Group meeting and have a mid-
year session at the time of Centers Week when warranted. These would be closed
meetings.

7. The affect of these proposals taken together would be an annual sequence
of activity about as follows:

(a) Early in the year (January/February) each Center would hold a
review to establish the guidelines for its program in the
following calendar year. Significant new initiatives would
be notified to the CGIA Secretariat. The Secretariat would
be responsible for alerting TAC, which might then wish to obtain
further information direct from the Center.
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(b) The draft Program and Budget Paper would, as already arranged,
be sent to the Seeretariat in time to be received by it on
April 1. The Secretariat would promptly confirm any significant
saw initiatives to TAC.

(c) Each Center, in accordance with its own practices, would get
Board approval of its proposed program and budget in March or
April with a view to getting the final document in the hands
of the members of the Consultative Group in the first week of
June.

(d) There would be a TAC meeting in May with Center Directors invited.

(e) After getting cominants from the Center concerned, the draft
Secretariat Commentary on each Center's Program and Budget Paper
would be sent to the Consultative Group members in time to be
received in the first week of June.

(f) Centers Weak and the Consultative Group meeting would be in mid-
July.

(g) Firm indications by donors of their donations to each Center
would be made at the November meeting of the Consultative Group.

8. Our aim is to bring this series of changes into effect in 1976, but we
would like to institute even in 1975 whatever seems practicable. We doubt that
it is feasible or wise to try to move Centers Week to the middle of July this year
(though we should be glad to hear views on this) but we could make some of the
other changes, namely:

(a) Have only four or five of the Centers make presentations at
Centers Week this year.

(b) Have TAC meet in February (as already fixed) and November,
but not in July this year.

(c) Possibly have a May meeting of TAC this year with all or
some of the Center Directors present.

(d) Receive from TAC, in time for distribution with the other
documents for Centers Week, written comments and recoumend-
ations on any new proposals put forward by the Centers in
their Program and Budget Papers which were of such signi-
ficance for the Consultative Group as a whole as to warrant
comment.

(e) Focus the discussions of the Consultative Group at Centers
Week as described in paragraph 5 above.
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9. I would welcome discussing these proposal. with you when you are here
in January. I expect to be visiting CIAT betvaen January 12 and 17 so I shall
not be here when you arrive an the 15th, but I expect you will be fully occupied
on other things at first. Perhaps ve could plan to get together early in the
week of the 20th.

10. Mueh of what is proposed affects the Centers, so I have written to Herb
Albrecht along the sam lines as this letter so the Directors can consider the
proposals at their meeting at IITA in February.

Sincerely yours,

Michael L. Lejemne
Executive Secretariat

MLLejeaane ;ph
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Michael L. Lejeune

S-:14tMY4 0 -CenugrDielos'f

The whole process of "publishing" the presentations of the individual
Centers Directors made at Centers Week is an extraordinary burden on the
Secretariat. We discussed this and decided that while ve would complete
the process for the. presentations made at the 1974 Centers Week , we will
not accept this chore again. Would you please do whatever is necessary
to extricate us from this next year. I assume that among other things
the directors should be told so that they may make their own arrangements
for "publishing" if they wish. Perhaps the best way to do this is to
write to Albrecht as Chairman of the Directors' meeting in February so
he can put everyone on notice of the meeting.

HLLejeune ph

cc: Mr. Coulter
Mr. Gavino
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FROM: The Secretary September 19, 1974

INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

Attached, as requested by a number of Directors, is the text

of the statement at the Department Directors' Meeting on September 16,

1974, by Mr. Baum on International Centers Week and the Consultative

Group on International Agricultural Research.

M. P. Shivnan
Secretary
Department Directors' Meeting



International Centers Week and the CGIAR

Statement by Mr. Warren C. Baum
at the Department Directors' Meeting

on Monday, September 16, 1974

Last month the Bank again hosted International Centers Week, a series

of activities revolving around the Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research, of which the Bank is co-sponsor together with FAO and

UNDP and for which the Bank supplies the Chairman and the Secretariat. The

original international agricultural centers were established by the Ford and

Rockefeller Foundations, and when the continuing financial responsibility for

their support became too large, a decision was taken to find international

funding for them through the device of a Consultative Group.

The system of internationally-sponsored agricultural research has

expanded rapidly over the last 3 - 4 years since that decision was taken, and

is receiving greater attention as result of mounting world food problems.

There are two first-generation centers - CIMMYT in Mexico concerned with wheat

and maize, and the home of Norman Borlaug who won the Nobel peace price for

his work on dwarf varieties; and IRRI in the Philippines concerned with rice.

These two centers are generally credited with having produced the so-called

"miracle" seeds which led to the Green Revolution. To these two centers have

been added two others in Latin America - one on potatoes in Peru (CIP) an

one working on tropical agriculture and located in Colombia (CIAT). Tropical

agriculture is also the responsibility of a new center in Nigeria (IITA) now

entering full activity. Three centers are in the planning stage or beginning

construction - one concerned with the semi-arid tropics and located in

Hyderabad, India (ICRISAT) and two African livestock units - a livestock disease

laboratory in Kenya (ILRAD) which is to be associated to a general livestock

center in Ethiopia (ILCA). The Consultative Group is also financing a system

of rice field trials in West Africa, and is setting up a network for collecting
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and storing germ plasm. This brings to ten the number of activities sponsored

and financed by the international group. Some are crop oriented and intended

to serve all of the developing world, while the others are concerned with

research on all crop and farming problems on a regional basis.

Centers Week gives an opportunity for Center Directors to report to

donors and other centers on the progress of their research efforts. CIMYT,

for example, is developing a high protein maize which is also high yielding,

and has moved beyond the experimental stage with tritical.e, the first man-made

grain in recorded history - a cross between wheat and rye - which is also high

in protein content and suitable to a variety of growing conditions. IRRI is

developing new rice strains more resistant or tolerant to disgeses and pests

than their predecessors and is experimenting with rice varieties under rain-fed

as well as irrigated conditions. Similar types of progress are reported from

other centers. All centers are focussing on the development of varieties

suitable for small farmers, for whom breeding plants that combine good yields

with pest and disease resistance are important in view of the high costs of

chemical protection. Another important point in view of the fertilizer

shortage is that the -new varieties, while responding best under controlled

fertilizer use, are not dependent on fertilizers to be superior in yield to

traditional local strains.

The gap between what modern research and technology has now made

possible and actual output in most of the developing world has become very

large. Average yields, even in countries like Mexico and the Philippines

which have benefitted directly from the location of the first-generation

centers in their territories, are only a small fraction of what is demonstrably

possible from field trials. All centers are therefore giving greater attention
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to what they call outreach -- linkages to national research programs -- and

to research on farming systems and the socio-economic conditions which

constrain the rate of adoption of the new technology by small farmers. The

Bank also has an important, and so far largely neglected role to play here,

in financing national research programs, not only in the context of specific

agricultural or rural development projects, but also as projects in their own

right.

Centers Week is also the occasion for a meeting of the Consultative

Group itself, where among other things new initiatives are considered. Three

major ones were on the agenda this year. One is a Mid-East Center, the last

of the major regional centers which the Consultative Group is likely to

consider, at least for the time being. It would be concerned broadly with the

systems of land use and farm production in semi-arid zones of winter rainfall.

Its location in the region has been a matter of some controversy since a

number of countries would like to host it. The Technical Advisory Committee

(TAC),which is headed by Sir John Crawford and serves as the technical arm

of the Consultative Group,has recommended that the main research work be at

a headquarters in Lebanon, linked to a smaller station in Syria. There would

be two associated centers to complete the coverage of ecological and climatic

conditions in the region - one in Iran and one in Algeria; all would be managed

by one Board of Directors as a single operation. The Consultative Group

approved the proposed new center in principle, and a Steering Committee has

been set up to move it forward.

Another new initiative is a proposal from the United States for an

International Fertilizer -- more precisely Plant Nutrient -- Research Institute,
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to deal with the three topics of chemical fertilizers, biological fixation

of nitrogen, and organic fertilizers. TAC has this proposal still under

study. But the United States has already made a generous offer to convert

some of the staff and facilities of the TVA installation at Muscle Shoals

into a non-profit corporation with an international board of directors doing

research into new chemical fertilizers adapted to tropical growing conditions.
Institute.

The third new proposal is for an International Food Policy Research/

It would undertake studies of key policy issues relating to world agricultural

development, especially food. The Policy Institute would be intended to

complement the work of other agencies in the data gathering, information and

policy fields, acting rather like an Institute of Strategic Studies for

Agriculture. It would make its advice on food policy matterq available in

particular to LDC governments. The proposal was initiated by the private

foundations, who are prepared to finance it but would like to have it come

under the umbrella of the Consultative Group system. Several donors have

raised questions about the relationship of the proposed Institute to the

work of FAO, and as a result, the status of the Institute - particularly in

its relations to the CG system - is still being worked out.

The financial requirements of the system have grown rapidly - five

fold over the last four years, from $9 to $46 million. There are now 20

donors: 13 Governments, 4 private foundations, the Bank, UNDP and IDB. The

financial requirements will continue to grow, especially with inflation, and

some of the original donors such as the foundations, although strong supporters,

will have trouble in increasing their contributions. So we are looking for

more support from some of the newer donors, such as Japan and Australia, and

in particular from the Mid-East oil producers who will benefit from the new

center and have already benefitted from the work of the existing ones. We
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would like to avoid a system of regionally-financed centers, which would

introduce a centrifugal force into the CG operations, and would therefore

look to these new donors to support the system as a whole. Iran has already

been approached in this vein. Romania has also expressed interest in

joining, and we have sent out feelers to the USSR, so far without response

although a Russian scientist in on the germ plasm Board. Venezuela is

another potential donor.

I think it is fair to say that the CGIAR is a unique and to date

highly successful venture in international cooperation on a combined public

and private basis. The system has operated so far with a great deal of

flexibility and informality, drawing on the good will of donors and the

general respect for what the centers - which on the whole have been well

managed - have been accomplishing. But as it expands, there is growing

concern on the part of donors to ensure that the funds they appropriate are

used properly by the Centers for agreed purposes, that research priorities

among and within centers are well established, and that the capital plans

of the new centers are properly vetted for design and costs before they are

launched. In part these are responsibilities for TAC, notably with respect

to scientific research priorities, but mostly they devolve upon the Secretariat

which the Bank provides. The Secretariat, for example, has established

accounting and financial reporting standards, conducts annual reviews of the

programs and budgets of each of the centers, and prepares an integrated paper

on the financial outlook and problems of the system as a whole. This gives

me a chance to close by paying tribute to Harold Graves, who has been very

effective as Executive Secretary over most of the young life of the CGIAR,

and to welcome Mike Lejeune who will replace Harold when he retires.



Mr. William Curtin September 13, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek I

CGIAR -- Exenses of Centers Week

The Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research was
to have met in the Bank's Board Room on August 1 and 2, 1974. A few
days in advance, we were informed that the Board would be in session
on August 1 and it was therefore necessary to have changes made in the
layout and related recording, microphone and interpretation provisions
in Room E-436. Visual Aid Electronics therefore made changes in these
arrangements for us on Wednesday, July 31, for which they are due an
additional payment of $300. This sum should be charged to the budget
of the CGIAR, which is budget item 302-07.

cc: Mr. Jaime Martin
6 .mcj



Letter No. 291 September 12, 1974

Dear Hans:

I was glad to have your letter of August 22 concerning the work
of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research. We
made an increased effort this year to keep in touch with the Bank re-
gions both in the business sessions and through social contacts in the
course of International Centers Week. We have already talked with IITA,
WARDA and Roger Rove re closer working contacts between the CG-sponsored
centers and Bank staff.

I agree it would be best to discuss matters further while you are
here for the Annual Meeting. Meanwhile, I am enclosing a copy of the
draft Sumary of Proceedings of the July/August meatings. When you are
here, we can take up the question of the more specific materials on and
contacts with ILRAD and ILCA, as well as the work of IITA, WARDA and
ICRISAT as they relate to Western Africa.

With reference to the seminar that ILCA is proposing to hold in
Bamako, I will check this out and let you have further information as
soon as possible.

Alison and I appreciate your kind comment on the "worthwhile cause".
It is a difficult undertaking and may take some time to achieve. The
Swiss, of course, have such an exquisite view of this matterI Perhaps
we can talk some more about this, too, when you are here.

With best personal regards to you both.

Sincerely,

Bruce M. Cheek

Enclosure

Mr. Hans Wyss
Chief, World Bank Permanent Mission

in Western Africa
B. P. 1850
Abidjan
Ivory Coast

()MC:mcj
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE
OYO ROAD, P.M.B. 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA TELEPHONE 23741 CABLE: TROPFOUND, IKEJA

9 September 1974

Mr. Harold Graves, Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Harold:

I am returning to you herewith the transcript of the remarks made by Herb
and myself at International Centers Week. Herb and I have penciled in
suggested changes in these remarks - these changes are not the thorough
editorial type changes which would be needed to turn a transcript of a
verbal presentation into a well-formed written document, but merely are
intended to correct the few inaccuracies which existed in the transcript
and make the transcript somewhat more intelligible when separated from
the slides which went along with the comments.

With best regards.

Yours sincerely,

Jo L. Nickel
Deputy Director General

ar
encl.

LAGOS/IKEJA OFFICE 89, SOBO AROBIODU AVE. P.O.BOX 145 IKEJA TELEPHONE: LAGOS 33931
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Saptember 3, 1974

Dr. ?. David 'opper
President
International Davelopment Research Centre
Box 850O
Ottawa
Canada Kl(, 3!9

vear David:

You will reef.ber that during International Centers Week, the
Consultative Group discussed the question of ,,hether there would be
anything inconsistent between plannin, the establishrent of an Tnter-
national Food Policy Research Institute and the various plans which

dight be ekpected to emerge from the World Food Policy Conference.

At the conclusion of the discussion, the Consultative Group
Chairnau said that he believed that the .atter of establishing the
Institute should continue to be considered within the fraevork of
the Consultative Group. He suggested that there were two ways of
pursuing the question of the relationship to the work of the Vorld
Food Conference: it ight be pursued by the steering committee or
by the Consultative Group Secretariat, but in either case, the pro-
cedure should be quite infornal.

I itentioned to you on the telephone several weeks a o that T
intended to visit the United Nations and to speak to 'Dr, John 'iannah,
the oeputy Secretary General of the World Food Conference, about this
matter. I nade that visit on August 20. Dr. 'annnh told me that in
his opinion the establishment of the proposed Institute s1hould by all
,eans proceed.

It was subsequently pointed out to me that approval, in effect,
is given to the idea of a food policy research institute by the draft
recoemendations which the Preparatory Conmittee of the World Food Con-
ference will consider in its meetings that begin next Septenber 23.
The relevant draft recommendation occurs in Paragraph 307 of the
Conference paper, 'The 'orld Food Problem: Proposals for National and
International Action. That parav'raph reads in part, "... It would he
a mistake to neglect other probles... a solution to which could benefit
all parts of the world. These global topics uight better be ndertaken
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in developed countries because of their sophisticated requirnemntu, their
high cost and their long-tero nature. Examplas include... developing
"ore sensitive global rachinery for analysint and understanding issues
related to world food policy, the factors bearing on it, and their
future implicationa... The complete text of this part of the paper is
attached.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

cc: Sir John Crawford
Mr. Baum
Mr. Tudelnan

HNraves :apm



THE WO1D FOOD PPOELP1T

proposals for national and international- action

306. In Chapter 3 it was shown that to meet the food requirements of
1985 large areas of new land will have to be brought into culti-

vation especially in Africa and South America. To make this possible the
necessary resources should be allocated to studying the soil problems of
the savannah belts and to the management of the soils which are exposed
for the first time when tropical rain forests are cleared. There is here
a complex of problems which needs to be solved before arable farming can be
maintained permanently in these districts.

307. While, as can be seen from the foregoing examples, the topics
have immediate application in some or all developing countries, it would be
a grave mistake to neglect other problems of a much more fundamental charac-
ter, a solution to which could benefit all parts of the world. These global
topics might better be undertaken in developed countries because of their
sophisticated requirements, their high cost and their long-term nature.
Examples include the evolution of new "genetic engineering" and propagation
techniques; better understanding of the nitrogen-fixing mechanism; further
insight into energy/agriculture relationships, including the better and
cheaper utilization of sunshine, wind and water as energy sources, the
improvement of photosynthetic efficiency of plants, basic aspects of radia-
tion technology;1/ pollution studies as related to agriculture; improved
means of monitoring and understanding weather and relating weather patterns
to crop and livestock production and research (perhaps one of the more grossly
neglected aspects of science); developing more sensitive global machinery for
analyzing and understanding issues related to world food policy, the factors
bearing on it, and their future implications; and so on.

1/ There are, of course, already wide uses for techniques derived from atomic
energy resources in agricultural research. These include the induction of
mutations as an aid to plant breeding; numerous applications in pest con-
trol, such as the sterile male technique; the use of tracer isotopes,
neutron probes, etc. in work on soil-plant-water relationships and plant
nutrition; food preservation by irradiation; the development of radiation-
attenuated vaccines for the control of pathogenic parasites in livestock

etc. Further advances may be expected from future basic research.
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August 27, 1974

Dear Mr. Grant:

In Warren Baum's absence, I would like to acknowledge your nice

letter of August 13 concerning CGIAM Centers Week. It will be brought

to this attention on his return, but meanwhile thank you very uch.

Sincerely yours,

A. King
Acting iee President

Projects Staff

Mr. U. J. Grant
Director General
Centro Internacional de
Agricultura Tropical (CIAT)

Apartado Aerso 67-13
Cali, Colombia

cc: Mr. Baum

JAKing:jlg



CC: 53~

August 22, 1974

Dear ralph-

With this letter, I ar sending a transcript of the re-
marks you made in presenting ICRISAT at International Centers
Week. I would be grateful if you would correct the text and

return it to ve so that it can be circulated before the next
meeting of the Consultative Group. The text should be in my
hands by September 25.

We are planning to have informal meetings vith donors in

North Aerica sometime during the second half of September
and with donors in Europe in about the same period. I am

sure that the donors would be interested in any news that is

available by that time about contracts for RISAT construc-

tion, and I hope that you will keep me informed on this score.

Sincerely yours,

Herold Graves

Enclosure

Dr. Ralph W. Cummings
Director
ICRISAT
1-11-256, Beg'4mpet
Hyderabad 16., A.?.
India

HGraves:apm



August 22, 1974

Dear Jerry,

With this letter I an sending a transcript of the remarks
you made in presenting CIAT at International Centers Week. I
would be grateful if you would correct the text so that we can
circulate it in advance of the next meeting of the Consultative
Group. It would be a great help if the amended text could
reach me by September 25.

I was very glad to learn from Armando's talk that your
Trustees have asked him to "organise a series of acta to bonor
Dr. Ulysses Grant... for the extraordinary work he has carried
out for CIAT"

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Dr. U. J. Grant
Directer General
Centro Internacional de
Agriculture Tropical

Apartado Aereo 67-13
Apartado Nal. 737
Cali
Colombia

HGraves :apm



Headquarters:
Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

PERMANENT MISSION IN WESTERN AFRICA
B.P. 1850, Abidjan, Ivory Coast

Telephone 32.24.01 - Cable Address - INTBAFRAD ABIDJAN

No. 376

Mr. Bruce Cheek
Deputy Executive Secretary
CGIAR
I.B.R.D.
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433
U.S.A. August 22, 1974

Dear Bruce,

From "blue copies" coming from our Regional Office

in Washington I understand that there was an International
Centers Week, with presentations by ILRAD and ILCA given on
July 31, 1974. We do not find any documentation or detailed
information on the meetings held late in July. Possibly

this was not organised by CGIAR. But I am sure you are fam-
iliar with the meetings, and would very much appreciate your

sending us whatever working papers and summaries on the

meetings have been issued. Moreover I understand that tech-

nical seminars are planned to assist ILCA in its work, with
a first seminar most likely to be held in Bamako. If you

have any knowledge on this meeting, please let me know.

I plan to be in Washington prior and during the
Annual Meeting and hope to have a chance to get together

with you to learn more about CGIAR's activities.

Please tell Alison that Edith and I were delighted

to seeber picture in the Herald Tribune in the context of

such a worthwhile cause!

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Hans Wyss

Chief of Mission
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August 22, 1974

Dear Hal:

With this letter, I as sending a transcript of the

remarks you made in presenting CDIMMT at International Cen-

ters Week. I would be grateful if you would correct the

text so that we can circulate it before the next meeting

of the Consultative Group. The anended text should be in

my hands by Septeuber 25.

Sincerely,

Rarold Graves

Enclosure

Mr. Ualdore Hanson
Director General
International Maize and Wheat

Improvement Center
Apdo. Postal 6-641
Londres 40
Mexico 0. D. 1.

HGraves :apa
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August 22, 1974

Dear Nyle:

With this letter, I am sending the transcript of the
remarks you made in presenting IPRI at International Can-
ters Week. I would be grateful if you would correct the
text so that we can circulate it in advance of the next
meeting of the Consultative Group. It would help a great
deal if the amended text could reach me by September 25.

Your letter of August 13 is most kind, and I greatly
appreciate your thoughtfulness in sending it.

Sincerely ,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Dr. Nyle C. Brady
Director
International Rice Research Institute
P. 0. Box 583
Manila
Philippines

HGraves :apm



August 22, 1974

Dear Jacques:

With this letter, I am sending a transcript of the

remarks you uade in presenting WARIDA at International Can-

ters Week. I would be grateful if you would correct the

text so that we can circulate it before the next meeting

of the Consultative Group. The amended text should be in

my hands by September 25.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Mr. Jacques Diouf
Executive Secretary
West Africa Rice Development Association
E. J. Roye Memorial Building
P. 0. Box 1019
fionrovia
Liberia

RGraves: apm
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August 22, 1974

Dear Dick:

With this letter, I an sending a transcript of the re-

marks you made in presenting the work of the Genes Board

at International Centers Week. I would be grateful if you

would correct the text so that we can circulate it before

the next me ting of the Consultative Group. The amended

text should be in Wy hands by Septeriber 25.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Mr. Richard f. Demuth
Surrey, Karasik & Morse
1156 - 15th Street, N. W. (Room 1200)
Washington, D. C. 20005

HG raves: apm
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August 22, 1974

Dear Herb:

With this letter, I am sending a transcript of the

remarks you made in presenting TITA at International

Centers Week. I would be erateful if you would correct

the text so that w can circulate it before the next meet-

tug of the Consultative Group. The amended text should

be in my hands by September 25.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Dr. fl. R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of

Tropical Agriculture
Oyo Road, P.K,.B. 5320
Tbadan
Nigeria

HGraves :apm
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August 22, 1974

Dear Armando:

With this letter, I am sending a transcript 
of the re-

marks you made in your part of the presentation of 
CIAT at

International Centers Week. I would be grateful if you

would correct the text so that we can circulate 
it in ad-

vance of the next meeting of the Consultative 
Group. The

amended text should be in my hands by September 25.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Dr. Armando Samper G.

Regional Assistant Director-General
Food and Agriculture Organisation

of the United Nations
Casilla 10095
Santiago
Chile

HGraves :apm



Mr. Yudelman, Mr. Darnell August 22, 1974

Harold Graves

Review Procedures

Here is a letter for consideration by the Bank _ua Bank. Personally,
I don't agree with Mashler, because

A. The reviews are not part of the "integral operation"

of the centers.

B. Reviews are not a new function of TAC, but are an
accepted function of TAC.

C. The TAC Secretariat carried out center reviews in
1972 (Brian Webster went to IITA) (John Crawford went to
IRRI) and these were paid for out of the TAC budget. This
whole matter had been discussed among the co-sponsors at
that time.

D. Sir John Crawford told us in November 1973 that
the additional demands of TAC reviews would necessitate
an increase in the TAC budget. No objection was raised by
any of the co-sponsors at that time.

Attachment

RGraves apat
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August 21, 1974

Dear Frank:

While you were in Washington for International Centers

Week, you sent the attached telegram through the facilities

of the World Bank. The charge is $6.50, and I would be glad

if you would make out a check for this amount to the Inter-

national Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Please

send the check to me.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Dr. Francis C. Byrnes
Leader, Training and Communication
Centro Internacional de Agricultura

Tropical
Apartado Aereo 67-13
Cali
Colombia

HG:mcj



CC: 3

August 21, 1974

Dear John:

With this letter I am sending you the transcript which was
made of your remarks at Centers Week last July 31. I would be
moat grateful if you could correct the text so that we can cir-
culate it in advance of the next Coasultative Group meeting.

It would be marvelous if we could have the corrected text by
Septeuber 25.

Let me mention that we are also looking forward to having

your revised budget - and this we need to have not later than

September 15, please. We do not need a further detailed presenta-
tion at this time. What we need are the annual total. (not in-

cluding subtotals) for capital expenditures (they now appear in
Table IV) and the Total Operations figures to correspond with
those shown as the bottom line of Table V.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Craves

Enclosure -

Dr. John A. Pino
Director for Agricultural Sciences

The Rockefeller Foundation
111 West 50th Street
New York
New York 10020

HGraves:apm



August 21, 1974

Dear Peter:

While he was in Washington for the TAC meeting in July,

Dr. Swaminathan sent the attached telegram through the faci-

lities of the World Bank. Since the telegram was necessitated

by attendance at the TAC meeting, I assume that the cost is

chargeable to TAC.

The charge is $3. I would be glad if you would arrange

to have sent to me a check for this amount, made out to the

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Mr. Peter A. Oram
Secretary
Technical Advisory Committee
Food and Agriculture Organization
Via delle Terme di Caracalla
Rome 00100
Italy

HG:mcj
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August 21, 1974

Dear Herb:

While you were in Washington for International Centers

Week, you sent the attached telegram through the facilities

of the World Bank. The charge is $3, and I would be glad

if you would make out a cheek for this amount to the Inter-

national Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Please

send the check to me.

Sincerely,

harold Graves

inlosure

Dr. H. R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture

P.O. Box 5320
Ibadan
Nigeria

HG:mcj



August 21, 1974

Dear Nyle:

While you were in Washington for International Centers

Week, you sent the attached telegrams through the facilities

of the World Bank. The charge is $9.00, and I would be glad

if you would make out a check for this amount to the Inter-

national Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Please

send the check to me.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

Enclosures

Dr. Nyle C. Brady
Director
International Rice Research Institute
P.O. Box 583
Manila
Philippines

G:mcj
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August 21, 1974

Dear Jacques;

While you were in Washington for International Centers

Week, you sent the attached telegram through the facilities

of the World Bank. The charge is $2.90, and I would be glad

if you would make out a check for this amount to the Inter-

national Bank for Reconstruction and Development. Please

send the check to me.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Mr. Jacques Diouf
Executive Secretary
West African Rice Development Association
E.J. Roye Memorial Building
P.O. Box 1019
Monrovia
Liberia

G -mc'
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SPECIAL DPLIVERY

August 21, 1974

Dear gob:

With this letter, I so sending a transcript of the re-

marks you made in presenting the AVRDC at International

centers Week. I would be grateful if you would correct the

text in time for it to be circulated in advance of the newt

meeting of the Consultative Group. The text should be in my

hands not later than September 25.

Sincerely your*,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Dr. Robert F. Chandler, Jr.
Director
Asian Vegetable Research

Development Center
P. 0. Box 42
Shanhna Tainan
Taiwan (741)
Republic of China

RGraves :ap



SPECIAL DELIVERY

August 21, 1974

Dear Dick:

With this letter, I am sending a copy of the remarks

made by you and Dr. Segura in presenting CIP at Inter-

national Centers Week. I would be grateful if the two of

you could correct the transcript in any way you think neces-

sary and send it back to me in time for it to be circulated

in advance of the next meeting of the Consultative Group.

The corrected text should be in my hands not later than

September 25.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Dr. Richard L. Savyer
Director General
International Potato Center
Apartado 5969
Lima
Peru

HGraves : apm



August 19, 1974

Dear Jean:

With this letter, I am sending you the transcript which was made
of your remarks at Centers Week on July 31, 1974. Part of it is what
you yourself said in English, and part is what the interpreter said,
translating from your French.

Unfortunately, there are many defects in the transcription. I
would be most grateful if you would correct the text so that we can
circulate it to the people who attended Centers Week. It would be
marvelous if we could have the corrected text by around September 25.

Let me also mention that we also are looking forward to having
your revised budget - and this we need to have not later than September
15, please. We do not need a detailed presentation at this time. All
we need are new figures for the table which appeared on page 23 of your
Progranma for 1975.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

Dr. Jean R. Pagot
Director
International Livestock Center for
Africa

P.O. Box 3689
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia

HG:mcj

cc: Dr. Hodgson



THE INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE

August 13, 1974

Dear Mr. Graves,

Just a note to thank you sincerely for all your
help and that of your office crew during the Centers

Week. Such an affair gets rather complicated at times
and is very demanding on those concerned with its
operations. I especially wanted to thank you and
your secretaries for the service you rendered to me
and Dr. Athwal during these meetings.

I also want to take this opportunity to wish you
well as you wind up your activities with the CG. You
have helped us develop a working system of which we
should all be proud-oo We are sorry to see you leave
the Secretariat but understand that you have your own
objectives which can be met only by your retiring.

Please give my regards to your good wife and take
seriously our invitation for the two of you to visit
us again.

Si ere y yours,

Brady
i e or

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on

Industrial Agricultural Research
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
U. S. A.

:vam

51g wwr nmg

eWire so w j,,.

ECEMED

MAl RO.BOX 583,MANILA, PHIlUPPINES / CABLES RICEFOUNDMANILA / RESEARCH CENTER:LOSANOS, LAGUNA / CrTYOFFICE:MANILA HOTEL,MANILA / TEL.49-14-82
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Mr. F. M. Growe, Deputy Div. , Augvst 13 1974

J. A. Pelissier, WAPA2

International Centers Week - !Fighlights of
the- VARA, IITA -nd IIAT Psentations

WARDA (Uest Africa Rice Development Association)

1. Coordinatd varicty t:7ials hrvo conf'irmed the lack of moIsturs tnd
blast disease as the t-do main lititing factirs for upland land rice prothaction.
IR 442 has shown a wide degroe of daptability. Diast resistant vari3ties
introduced from other continnts have proved to ba susceptible in best Atrica.
IR 20 is aiong the top irrigatedi vwrieties.

2. Coordinated fertilizer trials show a strong response of rainfed
rice to phosphorus, and.a response of irri-ated rice to 1 End NP. Top yields
of 10 T/ha were achieved in certain tests.

3. Special research projects are to be carried out to fill specific
needs especially rice breeding for deep flooded and mangrove environments.

4. It appears that frictions have developed between WARDA and IITA,
which results in a lack of coordination of their programs. This is regret-
table.

5. Note: =aRI has publi shed a ptper on their research aimed at
increasing the efiiciency of fertilizers, in order to cope with the tight
supply and high prices. The institute stresses that contrary to popular
belief, their "m-iraclo" varieties yield more than traditional varieties
even uithout fertilizer (this is also true for CLriT wheat). fl1I
recomends (a) thorough weed control; (b) preventing paddy fields fr
drying out; (c) applying nitrogen at trancplanting panicle initiation; and
(d) applying nitro,-en in bands or mired with the soil.

IITA (International 1nstitute e.V Tropical Agriculture)

6. This institute is also adjusting its proj am in order to cope wiLh
the fertilizer situation (of which IRAT appears to be blissfully unaware).
They point out that 3/4 of the nitrogen can be lost with surface applications.
Thizobiua work is underway.

7. Outstandin results have been obtained with naulching and mainiaum
tillage. It is important for us to keep abreast of this work, since we are
financing several projects in which plowing plays an important part.



Ar. F. Z-. Crowe - 2 - ^Auust 13, 1)71;

IrZAT (m Oop R arch lnrtitute for the C-i-rid Trics)

9. Tho in-titute is dovol)pin;; high yiMldi4 pcst rozistunt vart.L s
of sor;,hum, milot, pig;eon peas mnd chick peas.

10. The Institute proposes to develop a cooperative outreach pro;ram
tha mldco-r-r th1,! 7-,-12,n edS nn of !- t ria Th

,V 1t04 allo .L ;rsty) in~ nie a .i -ix o ou in upr
Volta The ida has -r i wll r e 3 -r tv-a- i)-e-r-r
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APARTADO AEREOt 67-13

CABLES: CINATROP

CAU -COLMMA

CENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE AGRICULTURA TROPICAL

DIR-825

August 13, 1974

Mr. Warren C. Baum
Vice President, Projects Staff
World Bank
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Warren:

As chairman of the Center Directors this year, I would like to
officially thank the Consultative Group and its Secretariat for the
excellent arrangements made on behalf of the Centers during the
International Centers Week.

The courtesies extended to us and the arrangements for meeting
rooms were the finest.

We were pleased with the sympathetic response from the CG and
TAC to our statement. The Centers will function and pay great divi-
dends if the operational procedures are kept simple and flexible.
There seems to be no great differences of opinion on the review and
accounting procedures.

We were impressed by your ability to synthetize the discussions
and keep the meetings on track.

While the previous meetings were good, this one, I believe, was
the best ever.

With thanks and best wishes.

Since ely yours,

U. J Gr 7
Dr cto eneral

UJG:m b
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APARTADO AEREOx 67-13

CABLES; CINATROP

CALI COLOMBIA

CENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE AGRICULTURA TROPICAL

DIR-826

August 12, 1974

Dr. M. Yudelman
Director
Agriculture & Ral Development
World Bank
1818 H. Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Monty:

I wish to take this opportunity to thank you and your colleagues

for all of the many courtesies extended to personnel of the centers

during the International Centers Week.

I especially appreciated being invited to your home for dinner.

The group was most interesting and pleasant. The young lady who

sang was marvelous, the food was excellent, and I enjoyed the

evening immensely. Please extend my thanks to your lovely wife.

I look forward to seeing you gain soon.

ince ely yours,

. . r t
I ector eneral
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CI
THE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE OF C
INSECT PHYSIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY Pr"esr Thamas R. Odhimbo

P. 0. BOX 30772 - NAIROBI, KENYA P

Our Ref. S4/CG/106/16. E 1th August 1974.

Mr. Bruce M. Cheek,
Deputy Executive Secretary,
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research,
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433
U.S. A.

Dear Mr. Cheek,

INTERNATIONAL CENTERS WEEK:
Participation

I was very glad to have participated, as an observer, in the
Presentation Days (29th to 31st July 1974) of the International
Centers Week held in Washington. It was an enthralling experience,
and I have greatly gained by it. I would like to convey to you my
deep appreciation for making all the necessary arrangements to
enable me to do so.

On my return, I found that you had cabled me, before the
Centers Week, to take with me 20 copies of summary materials
on the programmes of the ICIPE. I was already out of Africa,
and I was not able to do so. However, I thought you and your
Office might like to have our First Annual Report (for 1973). I
am sending you.co6jpies with this jetter. Other copies will be
going directly to the International Agricultural Research Centres.
I very much hope that we will strengthen our contacts from now on.

With all best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

Thomas R. Odhiambo
Director, ICIPE

Under separate cover:
Six copies of 1973 Annual Report.

TRO/mro.

%416 CABLE: ICIPE NAIROBI 0PHONE: NAIROBI 43049 43081 /43235 43719
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D. J. Nnras Auguat 1, 1974

Peter *wgmby

ntwrnatiuna RsArLM fetbu- fettluw

The minatew of this nesting are being prepared and oirxUaated
by the S3eretfriAt. This not* siml highligts a of points of
partioular interest arising from te awtins.

1. In the General Session en the World Food Situation, Dr.
Ynelom summuwrizsd the Bw* Iroop viewpoint of the problem. He Indioatod
that the present oritioal situation t* duo to the widespread crop failures
in 1972, partiaularly in the US.p and the run dw in wrld grain ro-

weres *1eh followed. A the MA grain crop is of overwuhlming impap-
tAnse in deteiminimg the quantites available for interantional trade
end reswv", short torm fluctnations in th- USA yield will have a moor

lAqet e the world food seng. The longer t etlook for the L.D.C.'s
is partioularly distarbing, far althugh predaction treds in the LDC's
mre similar to these in the C'so trends based on pr-ftetion per eapita
ae sabotantally dfferent. This divargiene in food availability betwesm
the DCs and LDCx if muasboor*, will lead to LDC imports of grain equiva-
lent to 50-85 millio to p.a. eating $16-18 bilon within the next
decade. The may Possi solution is to increase tm rate of inarease
in agricultural prodwtion in the rD*s over and abme the present 2.9%
p.n. Other faotors eaqpoanding the pr wt problem iwalw the sima-

tanaous and s.n.bran.sed .conamis boom in the DC's, the repaltant coo. ity
shortage, the oil pri.e inoreas., .mMaty speculatian based an currvmw
uwartalaties, and a trend for the term of trsde to rewe against agriUl-

turo. Overall the porest wantrise have suffered tme most from thee
oooaeeqnwn, with Seth Asia and thm SahelOan Sams being the hardest hit
wras.

The response of the Bank Iremp to thi situation has bee
tbrefolds

a. To inoes"e lending for acrimlto,.
b. To direct this lamding to the poorest countries
o. To try to raise the preodvtivity of the lower iniam groens

2. J. P. %atharchmrJoe - Dseetr of blioy Plaudig in FAO -
do-eqphasied the 1972 crop failure as a major am. of the present world
food probleal rather he sxaght an explanaties in terms of basis proftetion
trends. He stressed tme need to disagrepte tme food problmand to Io*
nt it in terme of apeeifi. .outries and eawmadties. Wen this is dome
Africa appens to be in th* mest series trouble. Aoeording to JPB tme
Afrio-n food problem ari.se fra two win *sn"*



D. J. arsenm 2 August , 1974

Srapid UrbaniZAtion with ^ high eonsmpton of impored wbe"ther than ind igmou cereal in urban Oowmis.

- poor Pricing policy which fail, to ewwarngw s*mpxtian of
boal ergeals at the Wqxw.e of imported wheat.

In JP's view the food outlook in Suth Asia is basically Mof d on adequ-te fertiliagp supplies and he sought suport forsin Internation-g Fertilier Clearing HFme; an appmal to tte DCts toreduce fertiliser aamoption in low priority areas and assistwe, inincressiug the I.v level of utilization of eapacit in fertiliser plantin the LDC's.

JPB's final and perhaps mst important point w," that pestieideand fugioides are oareied by the tra4e with me year stook Mo hand. Ashortfall in prodtuotion of 4O% in the usA and 25-30% in the world at
large um eists, th=s 19?4-2$?, is likely to witness a ajor pobleLu the smply of thee products. Seriots food produation problem canbe anticipated in the evemt of severe disease or post outbrenm.

3. Th prnenatatioss of the Dre.tur of the Iuternatonal Center.wore gn12 yly eoeent, and oo~evd a se of wxaitent at thepossibilities their work was %novering.

Dr- frt Of mI enpha ised his once= that the teohnologyof MW's was still too eowlex for =Wll fasreM ad this omplexityOxplained the lag in the adopti<n of UT's in Ueditional rice aas.Now traditionl rice aroas and an-traditiowa crpping Seasm aYeasshowed greater noceptane of HT's. He disoussed MI1s work an assesingthe reasons for the lover yields faMe weriewe with MW'& than -Obtained at experiontal statics. Inadquate post and diseae amtro,ppear to be a major ontributer to this yield differvmpe. Ge4etic sami-pulatiun of rice vrieties to espasqio disea48 and pest resistake,couled with studies on farm cropping stem R now mthe priority areas
in T" nr h Progrlmbe. Other MaJor sted imnde attetl., tobre high Protein var'ieties, droagt resistanme, Reid and irmn toxicitytlolranwe, salinity resistanwe and .apacity to elogat. in 4dp water.The gem b.* of TRRT .mw cmtalm 30,000 mAietise e0h otaogued for

'"M ui chtaoter$ rain quality, dim Mancd in*80t ftsistane, coldtalerae, etc.

IfIts Work Of plant nutritnt sqply is m m a-
tisn of uitrog' losso. in the soil root o. fian of atmosphnitrogun Iy flierial and ftugAl fixatin is estimated at 60 kgand is now belng invertigat.d in gmter detail %pnt qGi tao

' 2ert ' axe fod to reduae fertilizer Lnes, Partoularly whencoated at Vi rapid groaas pha s and &t por d t itm o.cat ed mm a# a baa dr-eging gas reesees nitrogen loss.
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a4Wpp1 systems being investigated loba4 rotat 8aw of
oanva rim#, 00M.n XMC bonns qoli peamats for upi,=4, rain fed and
lrrigated mae; the 4d9Qljent of s:1wl e moca +isa+im M*tU is

M integml prt Of tais aspt or MI's wcek. (The "Phnwip
plogh and x 84e ba.falo ydok deoled byr I, whWe not dismutood
bV rr. Bm*, are wws prvidin~g =W o er *&a-en the catation oo*,.

TA Dr. Aa*t view te tecbriqw ith te greatest short teo
Po tal for inCreasing ris prodtdan Invaves douale tping ag .ameinted with Uprood cultivation qwrtagm. He pointed out that mest

SOMO" POO ris is nWt paUnted untdl ram have fallen - a slapU cok
sem". of te need to ha"w Oft -rond to wrk wben using inadequate

and inaifa'ent ltivation methods. B direst &eeda g a short smsm
vrietV at the Start Of the raim 4A4 *nnplantiag a swond or-p 1M
dqw* or so Lwter, uSt rafed rio wmas will yield a *aub2e AUp.

4. ** DiWf. D t ( WA1U trosim4 th difflwity Of u an inter..
anato w hwl8og rim ap in Iat, Afriaa i.e., Other tha a Par

Ommnal or a fully Nmbmss e rico teecmnoog. Trypanommdis restrict*
oattle use Rnd few fim a prepared to bmV drught aftaazt.

Th* pmgauw of WA= 14 aay startlag. It has two pain
*bj**tivnw it thio sta&*.

a. TO 8ISt MN- oaatrim In proje*t identtoatip,
prerptan rod evnluwtim;g

b- 1 wltlaT -a sumay high qualitr *d.

The ppowed reenvh Wpo - is directed to fillig pp. in
OCKating uatidt a Proa4n" of taber 0out='e aid to Osrying out a
sa-lsw of 4ooordinated" variety and foartilena- ta-i,1 uging bilater.,j
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for our present use of these techniques in the oattle projects underway
in Asia. Dr. (.rant hopes that CUT will be able to develop ww sall
farming systems, based an beef production plus subsistence crops, for
the immensae lanos and campo cerrado areas of Latin America - areau
whose present productivity is almost negligible. He is equally opti.
mistic about the rice growing potential of Latin America using IPM
based varieties. CIAT have developed a semi-saohanised production system
using mechanical cultivation and bund formation in 25 x 25 meter fields
where hand seeding and harvesting then follow.

Other major activities of CIAT entre on aasava and beans. New
sweet casava varieties will yield up to 50 tons/ha, while field beans,
claned of virus and other seed borne infections, are yielding 2500 kg
compared to the 5OO kg farmer average. Simple seed bleaning is regarded
as highly important in lifting bean yields. Pig prodaotion is a further
interest of CIAT and substantial improvements in productivity are readily
attainable using adequate protein and mineral supplementation of village
stock. (paqne maise is considered promising in this respeot as it is
adequate as a sole food for indigenous pigs.

6. Dr. Albrecht, Director of IITA and Dr. John Nickel, asociate
Director of ITTA, and now newly appointed Director of CIAT to replace
Dr. lirant, outlined the large easava breeding programme of this institute
and ephasised the important role casAvn plays in human ntrition. Their

main objective at this stage is to breed varieties with a broad range of
disease resistanoe as this is a scale negative character useful to the
smallest and poorest farmer. ITTA also have a large programs on farming
systems where the emphasis is on simplifying bush-falnow rotations.
Their present approach is directed to using pasture and direct crop seeding
without cultivation into grass swards killed with chemical herbicides.
For this purpose l1yoophosphate is apparently a most promising, and poten-
tially a much cheaper alternative to PNraquat.

7. Although I3ISAT is only newly established Dr. Cuaings, the
Director, outlined the results of initial breeding and selection work
on sorghum, pearl &Mlet, pigeon pea and chick pea. ICRISAT is also
interested in farming systems and Dr. Oumiings is hopeful of developing
double cereal cropping practices on the black soils which are water re-
tentive, and ratoon cropping or combining short season grain and legue
double cropping on lighter soils. He is particularly concerned to
development farming systems suited to specific water catahments and
emphasises the importance of efficiency of water use in the semi-arid
areas.

8 *Mr. Rwwon of CRWT centered his remarks on four main topics i

a. The critical nature of the world food situation. He pointed
out that although the production increase of cereals in the 60's was
adequate, roughty half the increase observed ame frm an extension of
crop areas As future extension of crop areas is limited, further inearses
mist increasingly rely on improvemmts in land productivity. Ptst trends
in prodhativity increases are, hpover, not adequate to cope with foreseen
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Increses in demand oept in Hoioo, where average faim yields of wheat
have inerwenad from 700 kg/ha to 420O kg/ha md of maize from 700 to 1400
ka/ha. He was therefor hopeful that the problem could be mot if adequate
research attention and redit grans suh as Melco ha developed in
'Plan Neblo" oculd be extended to other countries.

(b) Hi se od topic dealt with progress in wheat breeding
where the main effort is now directed to breding for resistanoe to wind-
born* disese, particularly rust species. Hechanical nixing and joint
owing of a nuamber of wheat varieties is proving a Nost useful twhnique
for mininiuing large losses in aW one year aM fo alerting the )weeder
to a brekdown in resistance in a given varitoy. :o manimm lif* of
a wheat variety, in the face of the gmti variability and adaptatib
that wheat rust exhibits, is estimated at about 7.10 years.

(a) Tritionle is now at the stage of offering a useful graft
crop to areas too dry or cold for bread wheat; the 4krivenled grain
problem previous varieties presented has nm been remedie. This grain
has a 13% protein omtent and is capable of yielA of 8,000 kg/ha produo-
ing 1100 kg of protein per ha. The lysine centent of TritIale is
signIftenntly better than wheat and approoshes that of opmque-2 *arn.

(d) Ikiso breeding wemk at CISYT is dhasising dsq,&e resi.-
tange and lmovetment in protein levels and omposition. The 4 advantages
inherent in preeat varieties omtebaing the apaque.2 gon (lower yield,
Powr OG=AWsa naePtawo, And onameptability to storage dpwage by fungi
and inseets) are being ovrweme and latest tri-ls indicate soe, opaqAO-2
hybrids mw equal 1a naise in yield. USA, *asil and Colombia have
nw released opaque-2 hybrid. for farm use.

9. ILCA and IMaD are the new livestock and animal disease labs
for Africa. Along with the Potatoe Tsetitate in Lina (CP) they are now
centre with little of xubtance to report at this stage. Dr. AgVt,
of ILCA, 7r. S3mqer of CI? and n. Pinot of TLRAD presented baakprusd
data ad progrie proposalA that promise useful results.

10. Although esah entre Directar mphasied budget do jej.nniee
aM the detrimental and udrestimated iaot that inflation was having
in limitng their work, my overall iression of the meting was me
of great achievmt and optimise. The outwrach pro - - of each
centre have an important role in budget and staff allceatioms; I have
been most impressed by what these omtrwch Mummean can aehiff". A
wide dIOeSUintion of the research results of these Inteuational
Research Centr'. is Clearly most iMportant. An Immediate oern for
us new is to m the agrioultaral projeot staff of the Bm* (oup
are aware of the rapid dovwopments taking place.

sea bwrs. P. Valsum, D. Sathw$al!d, R. Pie.i.tta, X. 1adamar, D. Steopee
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Mr. Ljungh July 26, 1q74

Harold Graves

Additional Guest for Mr. McNamara's Dinner

1. Attached is a letter, delivered this morning, which informs

Mr. McNamara that Dr. John Nickel, now of IITA, will succeed Dr. Grant

as Director of CIAT next autumn. We did not have this news when we

made up the invitation and seating lists for Mr. McNamara's dinner.

2. Mr. Baum believes that it would be desirable to invite

Dr. Nickel, in view of his new status, to Mr. McNamara's dinner on

Monday evening. If Mr. McNamara agrees, Dr. Nickel could be seated

at Mr. Yudeluan's table, between me and Dr. TRodgson.

Attachment

PGraves apm
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Mr. Baum July 26, 1974

Parold Graves

Nepw Agenda Item

Joel Bernstein telephoned yesterday, to revive a dormTant matter
concerning next week's agenda. It arises from last winter's meeting
at Bellagio, sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation, at which agency
representatives discussed measures to strengthen international research.
One conclusion from that meeting was that (a) the Consultative Group
Secretariat might be asked to invite donor agencies to circulate lists
of their projects which relate to international agricultural research

programs. (b) the Secretariat might 'arrange a one-day program, possibly
just before the CGTAR meeting in November 1974, to discuss this work."

In subsequent conversations between me and Colin McClung, speaking
for the Rockefeller Foundation, the request in point (a) was modified
almost to the point of extinction. We agreed that we would invite
information from donor agencies at some later time which might he
convenient to the Secretariat; and we agreed to abandon the idea that

the Secretariat would specify any format for such information. Idca (b)
was never discussed at all.

Yesterday Joel Bernstein called to ask whether item (b) could be
put on the agenda. I said that I supposed it could, but you might want
to consider further whether putting it on the agenda now would in fact
give members of the Consultative Group adequate notice for taking posi-
tions on the matter. My own belief is that it would not.

Assuming, however, that donors night be willing to consider the

proposal on short notice, the Chairman and the Bank might wish to formu-
late a position now. I do not believe we should accept the proposal as
it now stands. One serious objection to it is that it would require the
center directors (now nunbering ten) to travel to Washington for just
one day. Another is that we have virtually no indication of what the

agenda for such a meeting would be.

My own suggestion would be that we point out these two difficulties,
and then propose that the Rockefeller Foundation prepare an agenda which

the Consultative Group could discuss in 4ovembr. At that time we could

consider whether to have such a meeting in conjunction with Centers Week

1975, at which time, Center directors would be here anyway.

T am drafting som remarks on these lines for you to look at.

TlCraves . apm

. Yudelman
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WASHINGTON, D. C. 20008 1n y

July 25, 1974

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary

Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research

1818 H. St. NW
Washington D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Graves,

Please be advised that the delegation of the

Southern and Eastern European Region to the

Consultative Group will be composed of:

Mr. Octavian Ichim Romania
Mr. Gideon Cohen Israel
Dr. Yoash Vandia Israel

Sincerey

Gi e n Cohen
Agri, ultural Counselor
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CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

July 25, 1974

TO: Participants in International Centers Week

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: International Centers Week - Luncheon, Monday, July 29

As indicated in the cover note to the Provisional Schedule of Events
circulated on June 10, all participants in Centers Week are invited to
lunch in the Bank's dining rooms on Monday, July 29 at 1 p.m. The lunch-
eon arrangements have been made in a way that will facilitate contact
between center directors and their staff and the staff of the Bank involved
in operations related to the work of the various centers.

Accordingly, three dining rooms have been set aside for Bank staff
to meet with the staff of the centers located respectively, in Asia,
Africa and Latin America, taking into account that the work of the centers
is not confined to any particular region.

The center and room allocations are as follows:
D Building

1. IITA, ILRAD, ILCA and WARDA Dining Room A

2. CIAT, CIMMYT and CIP and Genetics Board Dining Room B

3. IRRI, ICRISAT and AVRDC Dining Rooms C & D

Participants from Consultative Group members and observers, as well as
the members of TAC, are invited to lunch in the dining rooms in Building
E, on the second floor of the building where the presentations are being
made.
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July 25, 1974

Dr. U. J. Grant
c/o The Cosmos Club
2121 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, D. C. 20008

Dear Jerry:

We have agreed, following Monty Yudelman's discussion with you
and the other center directors at Cali in March, that we would try
to use Centers Week as a way of helping center staff and Bank staff
keep in touch or make new contacts.

Bank staff will be at the Friday seminar and at the centers'

presentations next week. They have also been invited to join with
center staff in the Monday, July 29 luncheon. We have set aside
3 dining rooms for luncheon at 1 p.m. in the D building. One room

would be for Africa-based centers (IITA, ILCA, ILRAD, and WARDA);
we plan on 7 center staff and 7 Bank staff. One room would be for
the three Latin America-based centers and the Genetics Board: we

plan on 12 center staff and 12 Bank staff. A third room would be
for the three Asia-based centers (IRRI, ICRISAT and AVRDC) and would
be for 10 center staff and 10 Bank staff. Bank staff are from the
various regions and the Central Projects Department. The Bank staff
is not confined to the region in question. Other Centers Week parti-
cipants will be dining in the E Building.

Enclosed is the latest copy of the Bank's monthly "Summary of
Operations." This is a restricted document made available to the
Executive Directors of the Bank. We think it might be useful to cen-
ter staff in being aware of Bank operations scheduled for the next 2

years or so. The project proposals are listed by country and cover
all sectors, not only agriculture. Would you like to make this
available to your colleagues and let us know if you feel it is a

worthwhile document for the center directors to receive?

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce X. Cheek

Attachments
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July 24, 1974 Di stribution:

LT

INTE AFRAD

WASHINGTONDC

MISC 972 BAUM, CHAIRMAN CGIAR FROM BERTHOUD MANY THANKS YOUR

CABLE SEVENTEEN JULY RE CGIAR MEETING.

,A, FROSCH, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR WILL

REPRESENT UNEP TO PART OF MEETING. HE WILL

CONTACT MICHAEL HOFFMAN.

UNITERRA NAIROBI

COL LT MISC 972 CGIAR RE CGIAR FROSCH,
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Mr. Baum July 24, 1974

Harold Graves

Seat ing Plan for Mr. McNamara's Dinner with Center Directors, July 29

Here is a proposed seating plan for Mr. McNamara's dinner with

directors of international agricultural research centers on July 29.

Persons whose names appear above the name of the host at each table

would be sitting to the host's right, and those below would be sitting

to the left. Names marked with asterisks are those of Board chairmen.

Attachment
HG:mcj



Dr. Albrecht, IITA Dr. Pagot, ILCA *Dr. Bentley, ICRISAT

Dr. Hopper, IDRC Dr. Cummings, ICRISAT *Mr. Demuth, Genes Board

Mr. Mashler, UNDP Dr. Sawyer, CIP *Dr. Segura, CIP

Dr. Grant, CIAT *Dr. Hill, Ford/IRRI Dr. Wortman, Rockefeller

MR. McNAMARA MR. BAUM MR. YUDELMAN

*Mr. Bukar Shaib, IITA *Dr. Pino, Rockefeller/ Dr. Hardin, Ford
ILRAD

Mr. Yriart, FAO *Dr. Barco, CIMMYT
Mr. Diouf, WARDA

Dr. Bernstein, USAID Mr. Graves
Dr. Chandler, Asian

Dr. Brady, IRRI Vegetable Center *Dr. Hodgson, ILCA.

Sir John Crawford *Dr. Samper, CIAT

Mr. Hanson, CIMMYT

Dr. Grant, who I am proposing to put at Mr. McNamara's right, is this year's chairman

of the Center Directors; he is retiring this year as Director General of CIAT.



Mr. Baum July 23, 174

Harold Craves

Center Directors

One matter which at least one Center 1Director is likely to raise
at your meeting with Center directors this Friday afternoon is the
question of donor representation at meetings of Boards of Trustees.
It is the practice of all centers, up to now, to permit observers from
donor organizations to participate in parts of the agenda of neetings
of Boards of Trustees. Final action on budgets and on personnel matters
usually takes place in closed sessions, but much other Board business
takes place with observers present.

Richard Sawyer, the Director of the Tnternational Potato Center,
is unhappy about the caliber of the people who attend his Board meeting,
and this is the complaint he will make. Apparently he has been getting
too many of two different kinds of representatives: (1) people from
local Etbassies who really have no interest in CIP and no capacity to
report adequately or accurately to their principals on CIP business,
and (2) scientists whose specialties and interests are not particularly
related to those of CIP and whose actual connection with donor organiza-
tions may be rather tenuous.

I believe that other center Directors share Sawyer's feelings in
this matter. It is difficult, however, for centers to tell donors to
stay away unless they can be adequately represented, and Sawyer rather
hopes that the Secretariat can devise some tactful and effective way of
dealing with this matter.

UGravew . apm



CHARLES F. KETTERING FOUNDATION/SUITE 300/5335 FAR HILLS AVENUE/DAYTON, OHIO 45429/513-434-7300

July 22, 1974

Mr. Bruce M. Cheek
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
1818 "H" Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Cheek:

To confirm the information I gave you by telephone this
afternoon, the following staff members of the Kettering
Foundation will attend meetings of the Consultative Group
and TAC as observers this week and next.

On Friday morning, July 26, the observer at the TAC
meeting will be Mr. Edwin H. Vause, Vice President for
Science and Technology, Charles F. Kettering Foundation.

From Monday morning, July 29, to Wednesday noon, July 31,
the observers at the Consultative Group sessions will be
Dr. William E. Newton, Mission Head, Catalytic Nitrogen
Fixation, Charles F. Kettering Research Laboratory, and
Mr. Phillips Ruopp, Director, International Affairs,
Charles F. Kettering Foundation.

Again, many thanks for everything you have done. We look
forward to meeting you in person.

-Yours si erely

PBR:fp Pilips opp

cc: Mr. Edwin H. Vause
Dr. William E. Newton
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Form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

JULY 22, 1974
TO: GRANT DATE: TELEX NO.

CINATROP 396-5769
CALI CLASS OF

SERVICE:
Ext . 3454

COUNTRY: COLOMBIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

THANKS YOUR JULY 19 CABLE PRIMD WE DID NOT CONTACT ALL DIRECTORS

REGARDING FERTILIZER STATEMENTS AT SEMINAR BUT PERHAPS YOU COULD

ENCOURAGE THEM TO DO THIS WHEN OPENING YOUR DIRECTORS MEETING SECUNDO

HAVE CONFIRMED ARRANGEMENTS FOR INFORMAL MEETING OF DIRECTORS WITH BAUM

LATER FRIDAY AFTERNOON REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Bruce M. Cheek cc*. Mr. Baum

DEPT. Mr. Yudelman

Agicut re &R velopmet (=:Mcj
SIGNATURE

(SIGNATURE OF -ND1V1DUAL U gylt w p

REFERENCE: For Use By C mmunicati s Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT; So* Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Chocked for Dispatch;
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MARDI A
INSTITIUT PENYELIDEKAN DAN KEMAJUAN MALAYSIAN AGRICUTURAL RESEARCH

PERTANIAN, MALAYSIA. AND DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE.
P.O. BOX 208,
SUNGAI BESI,

Talipon: 356286 SERDANG, SELANGOR.

Taligram: "MARDI"

Surat Kami:

Surat Tuan:

19th July, 1974

Mr. Harold Graves

Executive Secretary

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
1918 H Street, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433
USA

Dear Mr. Graves,

International Centers Week

Further to my letter of June 20, 1974 I am to inform that there is
a slight change in the date of my arrival in Washington. I will now arrive
on July 30 instead of July 29, 1974.

I should be grateful if the necessary change could be made with
regard to my accommodation at Watergate Hotel.

Kindest regards.

Your 7e y

(Anuwar bin-Mahmud)
Director
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INCOMING TELMX

JUL 19 1974

IT3AFRAD PARIS

1371 C HEK

REYjUR 10b6 FOURNIER ARRIVING WASHINGTON JULY 26 PM HIS Distribution :

CASLE ADDRESSED TAC SECRETARY INIDICATED PREFERENCE FOR Agricukal Rural

ARK CENTRAL SIN[UE THREE KEASERS OF IITA SEARCH COMM ITTEE Development

ARE STAY IiNG THERE. * ILL HOKEVER ACCEPT ANY OTHER ARRANGE-

MENT FOP, N I GHTS 26 AND 27 PLEASE ADV I SE . REGARDS

Il CHO 

EXTERNAL RELATIONS
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Form No. 27 o
(3-70)

INTERNATONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ALVAREZ LUNA DATE: JULY 18, 1974
CINATROP

CA I CLASS OF
SERVICE: TELEX NO.

396-5769

COUNTRY: COLOMBIA Ext. 3454

TEXT:
Cable No..

REFERENCE OUR CABLE JULY NINE TO GRANT CONCERNING FRIDAY AFTERNOON

MEETING JULY TWENTYSIX ON WORLD FOOD SITUATION HAVE HAD NO REPLY REGARDING

PROPOSALS PRIMO FOR CENTER STATEMENTS ON ENERGY AND FERTILIZER EFFECTS

AND SECUNDO REGARDING DESIRABILITY SHORT INFORMAL MEETING CG CHAIRMAN

BAUM AND CENTER DIRECTORS STOP WOULD APPRECIATE INFORMATION ON STATUS

OUR PROPOSALS OR ON WHERE CONTACT GRANT IF AWAY CIAT

REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Bruce M. Cheek

DEPT. ~~pEP.giculture & Rura;,Dvelopmentr nC

SIGNATURE
(StNATREQF It~NIIUAL AUTORIzED ToAPR

REFERENCE: For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINA L (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch-
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Mr. Warren C. Fla July 18, 1974

Bruce M. Cheeky

Chairman's Reception for International Centers Week

Attached is a list of Bank staff whom you might invite to the
reception which you and Mrs. Baum are giving on Tuesday, July 30.

As compared with last year, I have added the following:

(1) Cargill; Berg; Lewis; Christoffersen; Coulter; Kaps; and
Carmignani.

(2) Ir line with efforts to provide closer links between Bank
staff and the Centers (e.g. through the July 29 luncheon being arranged
in this way), I suggest that we invite to the reception the same group
as is being invited to the July 26 seminar and the July 29-31 Presenta-
tion Days, i.e. the six Assistant Projects Directors responsible for
agriculture and rural development and some 15 of their coleagues.

Attachment
UBNC/els



Messrs. Knapp
W. Clark
Hoffman
J. Adler
Damry
Kamarck
Gittinger
Chenery
C. weiss
Gaud
Yudelman
Fransen
Darnell
Neylan
Pickering
Koffsky
Ruddy
Graves
Cheek
Barco
Mapa
Sen
Kaps
Carmignani
Cargill
Berg
Lewis
Christoffersen
Coulter

Regional offices:

- Assistant Project Directors (6)
- Other staff (as)
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ODHIM DATE: JULY 18, 1974ICIPE
NAIROBI CIS Of:

SERVICE: LT IKCA
Ext. 3454

COUNTRY: KENYA

TEXT:

Cable No.:

THANKS YOU1 LETTERt JULY ELEVEN REGARDING YWR PARTICIPATION IN

PRESENTATION DAYS OF CENTERS WEEK. THINK IT USEFUL YOU BRING ABOUT TWENTY

COPIES SUMMARY MATERIALS ON ICIPE PROGRAMS. REGARDS.

CHEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Bruce N Cheek

DEPT. 7

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHOR PPROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Communications Section

0RUGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: Se Scretaries GiI for prepari.ng fr) Checked for Dispatch
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Distribution:

Mr. Graves
A'gricultura & Rural Dev.
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July 18, 1974

GR' AV E

INT 3AFRAD
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ARRIVING JULY 23 PLEASE CONFIRM aATERGATE HOTEL
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PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENTIAi.-
POUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT PROGRAMME

MEMORANDUM

A - TO: Maurice F. Strong REF.: PST/wh
Cc. RAF

PB
VS

DE - FROM: Peter S. Thacher Hoffman( IBR)
GEN(VE,

OBJET - SUBJECT: UNEP PARTICIPATION AT OGIR 17 July 1974
29 July session

Attached is the schedule for International Centres Week which
includes the session of the consultative group on international
agricultural research starting 29 July, which Mr. Hoffman has
kindly provided. He expects to inform us by 19 July as to the
status- of an invitation to UNEP to be present as an observer.

I spoke to Frosch in Florida, he can cover the meetinf of
the consultative group, or at least the first three days 29-
31 July) and perhaps some part of the 1 August meetings, though
it may not be appropriate for an observer to be present at a
TAC meeting especially if closed.

Frosch knows that Hoffman will be in his office in Washington
next week and will be in touch with him to work out the details
and get any papers he may need. Frosch can be reached at:

Mr. and Mrs. M. Denerstein
19390 Collins Avenue
Appt. 1121,
Miami Beach
Florida Tel: (305) 931-6941

If he needs further support from Nairobi, he will contact his
office there directly.

All of the above is conditional, upon receipt of an
invitation.

f~ll



CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

June 10, 1974

TO: Members of the Consultative Group, Members of the
Technical Advisory Committee, Board Chairmen and
Directors of Centers

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: Provisional Schedule of Events -- International Centers

Week, 1974

1. Attached for the information of participants in the 1974 Inter-
national Centers Week is a Provisional Schedule of Events for that week
and also for the preceding week when the Technical Advisory Committee will
begin its summer session and when the Center Directors will be meeting.

2. Regarding attendance at the various meetings, would you please
note:

. TAC has an open session on the morning of Friday, July 26. The
rules of TAC require that no member of the Group have more than
one observer present at any one time.

b. The seminar on the world food situation on the afternoon of
Friday, July 26, is primarily for Center personnel and members
of TAC. The TAC rule of attendance by CG members will apply.

c. With respect to meetings of the Consultative Group, space limita-
tions make it desirable for members to limit their delegations to
no more than three persons; international agricultural research
centers are requested to limit observers to two at any one time.

3. Participants in International Centers Week, together with their
wives, are invited to a reception being given by the Chairman of the Con-
sultative Group, Mr. Warren C. Baum, on Tuesday, July 30, between 6 and 8
p.m. in the courtyard of the World Bank buildings. In addition, luncheon
will be provided in the Bank dining rooms on Monday, July 29, for all parti-
cipants. The luncheon arrangements will be made in a way that will facilitate
contact between Center Directors and their staff and the staff of the Bank
involved in operations related to the work of the various centers.

4. To facilitate Centers Week planning, CG members are asked to send
the names of their delegations, referred to in 2c above, as soon as practi-
cable. Delegations wishing to have hotel reservations made for them should
advise the Secretariat promptly.

Attachment



INTERNATIONAL CENTERS WEEK

July -- August, 1974

Provisional Schedule of Events

ROOM

July 24 - Wednesday 9;00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.)
IBRD BOARD ROOM

TAC - all day (closed) A 1100

July 25 - Thursday ( :00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.)

TAC - all day (closed) A 1100

uly 26 - Friday

Morning (9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.)

TAC (open) A 1100

a. Plant Nutrition
b. Strengthening National Research Capabilities

Center Personnel - with other participants as invited by E 1053
Center Directors

Afternoon (2:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.)

TAC and Center Directors - Seminar on World Food A 1100
Situation

July 27 - Saturday

TAC - Morning Session (closed) A 1100

Center Personnel - all day E 1053



July 29 - Monday

Morning Plenary Session Chairman: Mr. Warren C. Baum, E 484
Chairman, Consultative
Group

9:15 - 9:30 Opening Statement by Chairman

9:30 - 10:15 IRRI Presentation

10:15 - 11:15 Discussion on IRRI

11:15 - 11:30 1 Coffee Break

11:30 - 12:00 WARDA Presentation

12:00 - 12:45 Discussion on WARDA

.:45 - 2 :15 Luncheon

Afternooni Plenary Session Chairman: Mr. J. F. Yriart, FAO, E 484
Assistant Director-
General, Development
Department

2:15 - 3:00 IITA Presentation

3:00 - 4:00 Discussion on IITA

4:00 - 4:15 Coffee Break

4:15 - 5:00 ICRISAT Presentation

00 - 6:00 Discussion on ICRISAT

July 30 - Tuesday

Morning Plenary Session Chairman: Mr. W. T. Mashler, UNDP, E 484
Director, Division for Global
and Inter-regional Projects

9:15 - 10:00 CIAT Presentation

10:00 - 11:00 Discussion on CIAT

11:00 - 11:15 Coffee Break

11:15 - 12:00 CIP Presentation

12:00 - 1:00 Discussion on CIP



July 30 - Tuesday (Cont.)

Afternoon Plenary Session Chairman: Sir John Crawford E 484
Chairman of the Technical
Advisory Committee of the

Consultative Group

2:15 - 3:00 CIMMYT Presentation

3:00 - 4:00 Discussion on CIMMYT

4:00 - 4:15 Coffee Break

4:15 - 4:45 Genetic Resources Presentation

4:45 - 5:30 'Discussion on Genetic Resources

00 - 8:00 Reception by Consultative Group IBRD
Chairman PATIO

July 31 - Wednesday

.Morning Plenary Session Chairman: Mr. M. Yudelman, IBRD, E 484
Director, Agriculture
and Rural Development
Department

9:15 - 9:45 ILRAD Presentation

9:45 - 10:30 Discussion on ILRAD

10:30 - 10:45 Coffee Break

0:45 - 11:15 ILCA Presentation

11:15 - 12:00 Discussion on ILCA

12:00 - 12:30 AVRDC Presentation

12:30 - 1:00 Discussion-on AVRDC

Afternoon (2:30 - 6:00) TAC - Meeting with Center Directors A 1100
(closed)



August 1 - Thursday

TAC - Morning Session (closed) (9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.) C 1006

Consultative Group (TAC and Center Personnel invited) A 1100
.(9:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. -- 2:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.)

1. Adoption of the Agenda
2. Preparation and Publication of CG Brochure
3. Budget and Accounting Practices of Centers
4. Annual Center Review Procedures
5. Integrative Paper

-- financial assumptions for future planning
of CG/TAC

6. Report of Chairman of ,TAC on five-year scientific
review program.

August 2 - Friday

Consultative Group (continued) (9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.) A 1100

7. Statement by Chairman of TAC on Center Programs
8. Discussion of Center Programs
9. Report of Chairman of TAC on status of other pro-

posals under consideration:

a. Middle East Center
b. Plant Nutrient Institute
c. Food Policy Institute
d. Latin America - bean network
e. National research
f. Aquaculture
g. Tropical Fruits
h. CARIS
i. Other.

10. Matters introduced by Center Directors

11. Donor indications of financial support of Group-endorsed
activities, 1975 & 1976-8

12. Other

13. Press Release

14. Time and Place of next meeting.

June 10, 1974



Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATI AL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: DIOUF DATE: JULY 17, 1974
WARDA
MoNROVIA CLASS OF

SERVICE: LT

Ext. 3454
COUNTRY: LIBERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

THANKS YOUR CABLE JULY SIXTEEN STOP HAVE JUST CIRCULATED FINAL

TEXT SECRETARIAT COMMENTARY ON WARDA TO CENTERS WEEK PARTICIPANTS STOP

DELETED ANY REFERENCE KUWAIT AND AVOIDED DETAILS ON FUNDING OF W2

THROUGH W4 STATING ONLY THAT WE AWAITED INFORMATION ON DEFINITIVE

FINANCING ARRANGEMENTS STOP NOTE YOU WILL BE BRINGING RESEARCH REPORT

BUT COPY LETTER TO CRAWFORD DID NOT REACH HERE STOP APPRECIATED YOUR

ARRANGING ZUCKERMAN DISCUSSIONS WITH ARE AND COLLEAGUES

REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME cc: Sir John Crawfdrd (with incoming)
Bruce M. Cheek Mr. Zuckerman

DEPT.
Agriculture & Rural Developm BMC:mcj

SIGNATUfRL
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZE VE

REFERENCE: For Use By Co munications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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cz
Form No. 27

(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: CRAWFORD DATE: JULY 16, 1974
NATUNIV
CANBERRA CLASS OF

SERVICE: TELEX 790-62172 RECHEM

COUNTRY: AUSTRIATN 3592)

TEXT:
Cable No.:

AS PART OF NEW POLICY OF INTENSIFYING COVERAGE OF WORLD FOOD SITUATION

NEW YORK TIMES INTENDS TO SEND TWO REPORTERS OUT TO SEE INTERNATIONAL

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH CENTERS. STERLING WORTMAN SUGGESTS THEY BE PERMITTED

TO ATTEND THE THREE DAYS OF CENTERS WEEK IN WHICH DIRECTORS WILL BE PRESENTING

THEIR PROGRAMS. THE REPORTERS IN QUESTION ARE WEL AND FAVORABLY KNOWN TO

ROCKEFELLER. THEY WOULD NOT WRITE ANYTHING ABOUT THIS OCCASION BUT WOULD

USE IT TO IMPROVE THEIR KNOWLEDGE OF THE CENTERS THEY ARE GOING TO VISIT

AND TO MEET PERSONNEL OF THE CENTERS WHOM THEY ARE TO MEET LATER. THIS

IDEA ALREADY HAS BEEN BROACHED TO SOME OF THE CENTER DIRECTORS WHO HAVE

REACTED FAVORABLY. IF THERE IS NO OBJECTION FROM STANDPOINT OF TAC WE

WILL PROCEED TO ARRANGE ATTENDANCE. EYE WILL ASK YOU ABOUT THIS TOUR

ARRIVAL . BON VOYAGE.

GRAVES

NOT TO BE TRANSMITED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME H.Graves cc: Mr A. Neylan

DEPT. YA

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED T~f APPROVE)

REFERENCE: H ray For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IhPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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Form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: CRAWFCRD DATE: JULY 15, 1974
MELBAVE
CANBERRA CLASS OF

SERVICE: LT (EXTN 4823)

COUNTRY: AUSTRALIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

BENJENK LUNCH WILL BE PRIVATE STOPP FORWARDING SEPARATELY STAPLETON TELEGRAM

RECEIVED WASHINGTON APPARENTLY ERRONEOUSLY STOP GRAVES AND EIE WONDERING

WHETHER ADAA MIGHT BE IN POSITION SEND REPRESENTATIVE CENTERS WEEK STOP

BECAUSE OF US PROPOSAL COMMA BERNSTEIN REQUESTS ATTEND TAG OPEN SESSION

PLANT NUTRITION IN ADDITION REGULAR US OBSERVER STOP WOULD YOU LIKE ME

CONVEI BERNSTEIN ANY PRELIMINARY REACTION ON YOUR BEHALF RE HIS PROPOSAL

TAC CONSIDER -WFORNATION WORKING GROUP ON! PLANT NUTRITION INSTITUTE STOP

WILL MEET YOU BALTIMORE REGARDS

NEYLAN

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME A.A. Neylan

DEPT. Agric & Develo nt

SIGNATURE-- I 41zSIGNATU 6F INDIVIDUAL AU AIjZED TO APPROkW

REFERENCE: ANeylan:j For Use By Com unication Sec on

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:



Form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: BOOK OF TWO DATE: JULY 12, 1974

GRANT SEGURA CLASS OF
CINATROB gj/ CIPAPA SERVICE: C
CALI LIMA

COUNTRY: COLOMBIA PERU

TEXT:
Cable No.:

RE INVITATION FOR DINNER WITH MR. MCNAMARA ON JULY 29, WOULD

APPRECIATE KNOWING WHETHER YOU WILL BE ATTENDING

REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Bruce M. Cheek cc: Office of the President

DEPT. ture & Rural Develo t mecj

SIGNATUlRE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTyHORIZED TO APPROVE)

REFERENCE- Fr e By Communic ions Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for D* etch.
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THE INTERNATIONAL CENTRE OF C
INSECT PHYSIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY I Thornas R. Odhians

P. 0. BOX 30772 - NAIROBI, KENYA

EXPRESS E
Ref: S4/CG/106/5 11th July 1974

Dr Bruce M. Cheek
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
1818 H St. , N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433
U. S. A.

Dear Dr Cheek

INTERNATIONAL CENTERS WEEK:
July - August 1974

I am very pleased to have had your letter inviting me to attend, as an
Observer, the forthcoming Presentation Days of the International Centers
Week, from 29th July to 1st August 1974. I look forward to this important
event. 0

I would be most grateful if you would indicate to me if there is any material
the Consultative Group, or any of its members or committees, would like
to receive on the ICIPE enterprise. I would be glad to bring it with me
when I come to Washington. In any case, I wish to assure you that I will
do my best to understand the objectives and perspectives of the international
agricultural research centres, with whom ICIPE wishes to develop the
closest collaboration in development -oriented research.

Finally, may I thank you for reserving me accommodation at the
Watergate Hotel. My schedule has slightly changed; and I will now arrive
in Washington on Friday, 26th July 1974, at 2112 hours. I would be
grateful if you would alter my reservations accordingly.

Looking forward to meeting you soon, and with best wishes

Yours sincerely

THOMAS R. ODHIAMBO
Director, ICIPE

TRO/mua
CABLE: ICIPE NAIROBI PHONE: NAIROBI 43949 43081 43235 43719
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CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

C L
1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.

Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592
Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

July 11, 1974

TO: Participants in International Centers Week, 1974

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: Schedule of Events for Centers Week: Room Changes

1. On June 10, 1974, the Secretariat circulated a Provisional
Schedule of Events for the 1974 International Centers Week.

2. It now appears that some of the room arrangements mentioned
in that memorandum may be changed, due mostly to the possibility that
the Executive Directors of the World Bank Group may be using the Bank's
Board Room on July 25 and August 1, so that this room may not be
available for the activities which were scheduled to take place there.

3. If the Board Room is not available, on July 25, TAC will meet

in C-1006, as in previous years. If TAC decides to meet on the after-
noon of August 2, that meeting, too, will be held in C-1006.

4. If the Board Room is not available on August 1, the Consulta-
tive Group will meet in Room E-436. It will meet in the Board Room on
August 2.

5. The Center presentations on July 29-31 also will be made in
Room E-436. This actually is the same room where these presentations
always have taken place; the number has been changed from E-484.

6. Meetings of the Center Directors on Saturday, July 27, will be
held in A-520 instead of E-1053, since air conditioning will not be
available in the latter room.



ROYAL NORWEGIAN EMBASSY
3401 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N. W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20007 July 10, 1974.

PU/ep

Consultative Group on International Agricultural
Research
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

/Att. Harold Graves, Executive Secretary.

Dear Mr. Graves,

I take pleasure in informing you that the members

of the delegation of Norway to the International Centers Week

in Washington, D.C. from July 29 to August 2, 1974, will be:

Dr. Lars Strand, President, the Norwegian State
College of Agriculture

Mr. Per M. 0lberg, Counselor, Embassy of Norway

Mr. Per J. Ulvevadet, First Secretary, Embassy of
Norway.

Hotel reservation for Dr. Strand, who will arrive on

July 25, has been made at Roger Smith Hotel, 18th Street &

Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

I, please, ask that a copy of the draft agenda for

the meeting be sent the Embassy.

Sincerely,

Per Ulvevadet
First Secretary of Embassy

cc: Mrs. Annikki Saarela
Alternate Executive Director
International Bank of Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
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CZ

407y10a 1974

Dear Bob

Thank you very inh for your nate of June 19. It will be a
great pleasure to see you again at the time of Centers Week and
to meet Dotor Riley.

Sinoer*3, you",

Harald N. Graves

Doctor Robert F. Chandler, Jr.
Asian Vegetable Research & Devulopmant Center
P.O. Box 42
Sbanhua
Tainan, 741
Taiwan, Republic of Mhina

HNG/els
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ATTN HAROLD GRAVES SECRETARY OF CONSULTATIVE GROUP - SHALL AIVE

WASHINGTON TUESDAY JULY 2n WOULD APPRECIATE BEING ACCOMMODATED

WATERGATE HOTEL LIKE OTHER TAC MEMBERS

REGARDS

G CAMUS



July 9, 1974
Mr. L.L J. C. Evans
The Old Post Cottage
Motcombe
Shaftesbury
Dorset
England

Dear Jim:

Thank you very muah for your letter of June 26 on the draft IIA
Secretariat paper. I particularly note your coments on what might
be called the "over- strengthenin" of the administrationj and "flexi-
bility" in the budget. I feel that som of the new outreach head-
quarters program should be charged to oere, but I also take your point
that at least e of it should be recouped from overhead charges, as
was proposed for DTSOX. FInally, we will have to leave the humid
substation question to TAC. The final InA budget proposal does give
saw explanation, but I don't feel able to jadge its adequacy.

Thank you too, for the letter to Jerry Grant. I think it shows
the sort of continuing exhange that is needed if a meting of minds
is to be reached an program oamwntaries -- and if differnees of
:wdignnt are to be clearly defined. We have today received the
attached letter of June 22 to you frcn Jerry Grant on the beef program --
a further cntribution to the runn:Ing dialogue.

Since sending you the IZA draft Secretariat paper, we have
dicussed the scope of these papers with Warren Bmum. The final vers*,ns
of the CG Secretariat papers will not review the scientific programs,
and so our texts will have mueh less program critique based on your
reviews than did the drafts on which you have ca ntod. In other
words, we are not directly conveying .th of the perspective which
we got from your visits. Instead, we have made your papers available
to Sir John and have advised him of our approach. It is now for him
to decide how to use your valuable critiques with respect to the forth-
ormng meeting of the TACO this morning, Brian Webter said they would
give your papers to all TAC wmabers an their arrival in Washington.

I am looking forward to seeing you at the end of the month. With
beet wishes,

Sincerely yours,

B&uce M. Cheek
P.S. I have sent your IlTA letter to

Sir Jobn and the IITA/CIAT ones to Peter Oram.

ow Sir John Crawford
Peter Oram

/els



Form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: GRANT DATE: JULY 9, 1974
CINATROP
CALI CLASS OF

SERVICE: TELEX 396-5769
Ext. 3454

COUNTRY: COLOMBIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

REFERENCE SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR FRIDAY AFTERNOON JULY TWENTYSIX

WE HAVE SEMINAR ON WORLD FOOD SITUATION SPONSORED BY YUDELMAN AND

BASICALLY LIMITED TO CENTER STAFF AND TAC MEMBERS STOP WOULD APPRECIATE

YOUR REACTION TO TWO PROPOSALS PRIMO TAC SECRETARIAT PROPOSAL THAT

SEMINAR DISCUSSION INCLUDE CENTERS STATEMENTS ON ENERGY AND FERTILIZER

EFFECTS ON THEIR WORK PROGRAMS AND ADOPTION OF TECHNOLOGIES IN LINE

WITH TAC RESOLUTION CONTAINED IN OUR MEMO CIRCULATED TO CENTER DIRECTORS

MARCH EIGHT AND DISCUSSED AT CALI DIRECTORS MEETING SECUNDO WHETHER AT

CONCLUSION OF SEMINAR ENIM POSSIBLY AROUND FOUR THIRTY CENTER DIRECTORS

WOULD WELCOME OPPORTUNITY OF MEETING INFORMALLY WITH CG CHAIRMAN WARREN

BAUM ON BASIS OF OPEN AGENDA AND IF YOU FEEL THERE ARE SUFFICIENT POINTs

TO WARRANT DISCUSSION STOP IF MEETING APPEARS WORTHWHILE WOULD APPRECIATE

KNOWING SOME OF SUBJECTS WHICH YOU THINK MIGHT BE TAKEN UP REGARDS

GRAVES

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Bruce M. Cheek cc: Mr. Baum

DEPT. Mr. Yudelman
"E>Agriculture & Rural Development

SIGNATURE mF
USGAURE OF ND DUAL AUTHORIZED To APPrV)A-

REFERENCE: For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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CENTRO AGRONOMICO TROPICAL DE INVESTIGACION Y ENSENANZA
TURRIALBA, COSTA RICA

Tel6fonos:
%able: CATIE 56-01-22 56-01-69

CT/D-472
July 4, 1974

Mr. Harold Graves

Secretary of the Consultative Group
International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development (IBRD)

1818 H. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
U. S. A.

Dear Mr. Graves:

In reference to the cable of May 31, 1974 that I received
advising me that the members of TAC will have a reservation at the
Watergate Hotel, I am informing you that as I will have to be in
Washington before that date, carrying out other official business
of my office, I will appreciate very much your cancelling of the
reservation made for me at said Hotel.

I am making all the necessary arrangements for my permanence I
in Washington through IICA's Office in that City.

Thanking you for your kind attention and hoping to see you
soon, I remain

Sincerely yours,

Manue Elgu ta
DIRECTOR

TROPICAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH
AND TRAINING CENTER

/46 9703-w
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HAROLD GRAVES INTBAFRAD

WASHINGTON

SNR133/55/284 X BUKAR SHAIll WILL ATTEND

CONSULTATIVE GROUP M'EETING AND CENTRES WEEK

FROM NIGERIA X NO ACCOMKMODATION REQUIRED
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Ext. 3592
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Cable No.: FURTHER REFERENCE taR LETTER ON WHO SHOULD COME TO CENTER DIRECTORS

MEETING WE BELIEVE DIRECTORS CAN AND SHOULD DECIDE THIS QUESTION FOR THENSELVES.

HOWBVER, SINCE YOU ASKED, OPINION HERE IS THAT WARDA SHOULD BE INVITED IN

ACCORDANCE WITH COOPERATIVE SPIRIT WHICH IS SUPPOSED TO ANIMATE THE

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH NETWORK. IN ANY CASE, WARDA IS BEING TREATED

LIKE FULL CENTER IN OTHER RESPECTS AND IS INVITED TO UCNAMARA DINNER.

LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU HERE AND MOULD BE HAPPY TO K1OWC YOUR FLIGHT

PLANS TO WASHINGTON. SALUDOS.

GRAVES

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Ho N. Graves, Jr.

DEPT. Agriculture aMA Rural Development (CGIAR)

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Commu icat s Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch
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'NTERNAT ONAL DEVELOPMENT NTERNATONAL BANK FOR NTERNAT;NAL FINANCc
ASSOCIATWON RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CO ORATION

(ODF F C E ME MOC"RA/\N DUM
TO: Mr. Warren C. Baum and DATE: July 2, 1974

Mr. Montague Yudelman (rv"

FROM: Harold Graves

SUBJECT: Center Directors

Here is a letter from Jerry Grant, raising a question about invitations

to the meeting of the Center Directors which is to be held during International

Centers Week. The specific question is whether WARDA and the Genes Board

should be invited. Dick Demuth has declined anyway, leaving a question about

whether Jacques Diouf, the Executive Secretary of WARDA should be asked to

attend,

Grant has specifically asked for the advice of the Secretariat about

these invitations. The Secretariat does not have to advise: in principle,

the Center Directors can perfectly well decide for themselves who should

come to their meetings; they are a spontaneous, self-organized group which

does not look to the Secretariat for advice on its agenda or any other

matters of substance.

That would not, however, bar us from offering an opinion about an in-

vitation to Diouf.

I can imagine what is going through Grant's mind on this question.

First, the addition of Jean Pagot of ILCA to the Directors' group has upset

some of the Directors. He is not a member of the old-boy network, he comes

from another culture, and his personal manner no doubt is regarded by the

other Directors as eccentric and not particularly helpful. In the case

of Diouf, to speak again of strictly personal factors, there is bad blood

between him and Albrecht of IITA, and no doubt some of this has spilled

onto other Directors.

On the substantive side, there is a genuine objection which could be

presented against the participation of Diouf. It is that he does not run

a full-fledged research center; as far as the Consultative Group is con-

cerned, he is simply running a field-trials system which relates to two

of the centers (IRRI and IITA). To put him on a level with the Directors

of those centers would be somewhat anomalous. The anomaly is heightened

by the fact that these two centers sit on WARDA's various scientific and

advisory committees, in a hierarchical position above Diouf even in his

own organization.

There are at least two opposing considerations; one is that the

hierarchical distinctions just recited may be too finicky; certainly they

are somewhat contrary to the spirit of cooperation that is supposed to

animate the research network.



Mr. Baum and Mr. Yudelman - 2 - July 2, 1974

The other consideration is that Diouf is a black man (from Senegal).

This leaves us, I think, with the following alternatives: first,

we could simply pass the question back to Grant and say that the decision
is up to him. But second, if we do give an opinion, it has to be, I think,

in favor of Diouf.

HGraves :apm



July 1, 1974

Dear Professor Odhiambo:

Thank you for your cable of June 28 informing us that you
will be attending the Presentation Days of International Centers
Week, July 29 - August 1. I await the letter to which you refer.

We have reserved you a single room at the Watergate Hotel
which will be expecting you on July 27 for a week. This will
give you time to meet with other member participants and ob-
servers, though I would also refer to the point in my earlier
letter, that the sessions on the Thursday-Friday, August 2-3,
are themselves confined to representatives of members of the
Consultative Group.

Sincerely yours,

Bruce M. Cheek

Professor Thomas R. Odhiambo
Director
The International Centre of Insect

Physiology and Ecology
P.O. Box 30772
Nairobi, Kenya

cc: Sir John Crawford
Mr. William T. Mashler
Dr. John A. Pino

)C:mcj
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July 1, 1974

Dear Jerry:

This is just a quick note about the meeting room for the Center

Directors. As you know, we have reserved room E 1053 for the Friday

and Saturday, July 26 and 27. The Bank has introduced energy conserva-

tion measures uhich restrict the use of air conditioning. For example,

the temperature of offices is now kept at 78* over the sumer. The

air conditioning is normally shut down on Friday evenings, but we have

arranged for it to be left on in building 'A' on Saturday, July 27.

Both TAC and the Center Directors will be meeting that day and it

would be best for the Center Directors to move from 'E' building to

room A 520 for the Saturday sessions.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce M. Cheek

Dr. U. J. Grant
Director General
Centro Internacional da
Agricultura Tropical

Apartado Aerao 67-13
Cali
Colombia

BMC:mcj



C0
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20523

July 1, 1974

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research

1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20437

Dear Harold:

This responds to the request in your communication of June 10, 1974
on International Centers Week. Our basic delegation to the meetings
of the Consultative Group will consist of me as official U. S.
Representative, and the Director of the Office of Agriculture (or
his designee) and Guy Baird as observers. As in the past, we would
expect to have, from time to time, a substitute observer from one of
our Regional Bureaus when subjects are being discussed that are of
particular regional interest.

Also, during the Plenary Sessions (Centers' Presentations and
Discussions) we would like to include a representative from the United
States Department of Agriculture and from the Association of U. S.
University International Agricultural Programs. Subject to availability
of seats, we understand that this would not present any difficulty.

Sincerely yours,

Joel Bernstein
Assistant Administrator

for Technical Assistance
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE
OYO ROAD, P.M.B. 5320, IBADAN, NIGERIA TELEPHONE 23741 CABLE: TROPFOUND, IKEJA

29 June 1974

Mr. Harold Graves, Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
1818 H St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20433

Dear Harold: cc:Dr. Bukar Shaib
Dr. F. F. Hill

The IITA Search Committee has scheduled a meeting in Washington for
Saturday, 27 July 1974, commencing at 9:00 a.m. The Committee would
appreciate it greatly if you could arrange a room in The World Bank Building
for their meeting. There are four men on the committee: Dr. Bukar Shaib,
Dr. F. F. Hill, Dr. Thomas R. Odhiambo and Dr. Frederic G. A. Fournier.

Since the time for exchange of correspondence is short, Dr. Shaib and I
would appreciate your leaving a note giving the number of the meeting room
reserved. We both arrive in Washington on Thursday, 25 July. Dr. Shaib
can be contacted at the Embassy of Nigeria, 1333 - 16th St., N.W., and
I have a room reserved at the Park-Central.

So you'll know my schedule, I'm leaving here Tuesday, 16 July, arriving
New York on the 17th. Will spend the 18th and 19th in New York (Hardin or
Hill can be my contact) and thereafter until 25 July I'll be at my daughter's,
Mrs. F. H. Shisler, 2 South Drive, Lansdale, Pa. 19446, telephone
215-855-2418.

See you soon and best wishes.

Si cerel yours,

H. R. Albrecht
Director General

ar

LAGOS/IKEJA OFFICE 89, SOBO AROBIODU AVE. P.O.BOX 145 IKEJA TELEPHONE: LAGOS 33931
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INCOMING CABLE

Distribution:

Mr. Ch

ZCZC 248423 RCQIO PDG1301 RMF9587 4 27 BD LC201 A/C4U9

URWT L KENI 041AC Agriculture & Rural Developmer

NAIROBI 41 28 1430
June 28, 1974

LT

DR BRUCE CHEEK

INTBAFRAD

WASHINGTONDC

0
GRATEFULLY ACCEPT INVITA TIN TO ATTEND

CG INTERNATIONAL CENTRES WEEK ASICIPE

OBSERVER STOP PLEASE RESERVE HOTEL

ACCOMMODATION SICLE ROOM FOR ME FROM FROM 27TH

JULY TO 3RD AUGUST STOP LETTER FOLLOWS

THOMAS ODHIAMBO ICIPE NAIROBI

As received.
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Foreign and Commonwealth Office

Overseas Development Administration
Eland House Stag Place London SW1 E 5DH

Telephone: 01 - 828 436 et6

Executive Secretariat Yourrefernce
Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Ourrewrnc.NRA 204/210/02

1818 H Street N W Research
WASHINGTON DC 20433 26 June 1974
USA

With reference to your communication of June 10th
1974 entitled Provisional Schedule of Events -
International Centres Week 1974, I wish to inform
you that the United Kingdom will be represented
by Mr A R Melville, Chief Natural Resources Adviser,
and Dr R K Cunningham, Agricultural Research
Adviser.

We will be making our own hotel reservations.

A R Melville
Chief Natural Resources Adviser.



CENTRO INTERNACIONAL

DE AGRICULTURA TROPICAL - CIAT

APARTADO AERECO 67-13

APARTADO NAL. 737

CALI - COLOMBIA

CABLES: CINATROP

TO-462-74
June 26, 1974

Mr. Joeques Dituf
hxecutive Secretary
*at African Rie A.ewlopmeut

Asseciatiew
S. J., to" e morial Building
t. 0. BOX 1019
Narovia, Liberia

Beer Mr., Diouf z

It is my pleasure an behalf of the Center Director* to invite you
to participate in the seting of Directors of International Cestten
at Whingto, D. C., July 26 and 27. fteloeod for your information
is a cepy of my -mra-a- m of May 22 to the directors, alog with a
tentative ageud.,

In preparation for the disoussion en July 27 regardt" training, we
have circulated some material i advaume, and I a* emaleetng a espy
of this for you.

We leekiqg forward to produative discussiona at Washigtes, D. G.

gise y,
4. J. Grat

weretor Comeral

a Mr. H. Graves, Goamutative Group, shingteou, V. 0.
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ROYAL DANISH EMBASSY

WASHINGTON, D.C.

I-
Consultative Group on Inter- 3200 WHITEHAVEN STREET, N.W.

national Agricultural Research, WASHINGTON. D.C. 20008

IBRD, TEL.: (202) 234-4300

1818 H Street, N.W. TELGR.-ADR.: AMBADANE

Washington, D.C. 20433. TELEX NO.: 44-0081 (I.T.T.)

089-525 (W.U.I.)

L

- @py(I) - .ndosur(s) Ref. _ C._ 2/33- a --.---._. . . .._-__ _Date.. _ _ .2 9_, _ 4.

Dear Sirs:

Acting upon instructions from the Danish Ministry of
Foreign Affairs I beg to inform you that at the Inter-
national Centers Week 1974 to be held from July 29 to
August 2, 1974, Denmark will be represented by Head of
Section, Mr. Mark Jensen, Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Yours sincerely,

F. Hoirup Mortensen
Financial Secretary

c.c.: Nordic Office,
IBRD.
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OOIAR Executive Secretary June 24, 1974

HUt ague YUd02PAn

I tional mtnters w.k

In response to paragr.ph 4 of your imorandum of June 10

on the referenmd ubject, pleafe be advised that the IBRD delegatag for

the varioua V10tiWg will be as foflowui

(a) TAC (open sessions) : James Fransen

(b) Seminar World Food Situation : Montague Yudelan
Nathan Koff8k4
Jam.s Fransen

(c) Gonsultativo OroW S Montague lrudalman
James Fransen

JFransen:jf

ARA Files



Jime 21, 1974

Dear Mr. 3on-Long-

This to to confirm that we have sode the hotel reseration

you asked for in your letter of June 12. It will be a great

pleasure to sea you again.

I am forwarding to the TAC Secretariat yoar suggestion

concerning the diecusxion of the CARIS system.

Sincerely your%,

flarold Graves

Mr. Siribongee Boou-Loug
Tnopector-General
inistry of Agriculture anid Cooperative.

Rajadauneru Avenue
Bangkok
Thailaud

cc with copy of incomiug letter to Mr. Peter A. Oram, AO, Rome

HGraves apm



C02.

June 21, 1974

Dear Jerry:

Mny thanks for your note of June 5 about the possible par-

ticipation of WARDA and the Genetie Resources Aoard in your

Directors meeting. I wanted to tell you quickly that Dick Demuth

does not feel that his participation would be of any particular

value, so that you do not have to be concerned about hir.

I will take up the question of WARDA with Warren Baum, the

Chairman of the Consultative Group. In any case, it would be

interesting to know what reaction you had frow 'grady and Albrecht

on the question of WARDA participation.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

Dr. U. J. Grant
Director General
Ceatro Taternacional do Agriculture Tropical
Apartado Aerea 67-13
Cali
Colombia

HGraves : apa



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNAIIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
AS CI AI ON RECONSTRUCTION ANO DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Thomas D. Rimpler DATE: June 20, 1974

FROM: Bruce M. Cheek

-J JECT: Entrance Signs for International Centers Week

You kindly agreed to have entrance signs prepared for International
Centers Week, which will be held in the Bank from July 24 through
August 2. We would need three sets of signs to be placed in the 5 main
entrances of the Bank; their size should be approximately l-" by 140.

The first set of signs should read:

Technical Advisory Committee

July 24 - July 27
IBRD Board Room
(Room A 1100)

The second set of signs should read:

International Centers Week
July 29 - July 31
Room E 484

The third set of signs should read:

CGIAR
August 1 and 2
IBRD Board Room
(Room A 1100).

Would you please arrange to have the first set of signs in the 5
main lobbies of the Bank on the morning of Wednesday, July 24. These
signs should be replaced by the second set on the morning of Monday,
July 29, and with the third set on the morning of Thursday, August 1.

In case the Executive Directors do meet on either or both of the
Thursdays, July 25 and August 1, we should also like to have prepared
and held in reserve, two sets of signs which read as follows:

11) Technical Advisory Committee
July 25
Room C 1006

(2) CGIAR
August 1
Room E 484.

We will inform you as soon as practicable whether these signs do
need to be used. It will, of course, be a last minute decision depending
on the work load of th~e Board.

BMC :mcj



ROYAL

SWEDISH EMBASSY q'si'gtcp, , n,A

r. . Graves
jxccutive 4.i CtO2, C.. 7. .

Th Orld 67ank, Jo 103P

Tear Hr. raves,

he Lnt e~rtional Centers 1!ee1 Jul,, 29 - Au rst 2, 1)74.

This is to confirm thAt Sweden will be re ese:nted 7t the obove-

mentioned meetin KT MX. lf -ertonsson, 7ead of etion,
Tinistr for 7oreign Affairs, anO Mr. ta Erikssor, dweCish

Internationsl Development Authox'ity.

Reserationo for Mr. :jertonsson and Yr. Jriksson havohen

made st the Waternate -otel.

&incerely 7ours,

Curt Lidgard
Ecoonomio Coun elor

ADDRESS TELEPHONE TELEGRAM TELEX
WATERGATE 600 (202) 965-4100 SVENSK RCA 24347
600 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVE., N.W. WU 89-2724
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20037
USA
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MARDI

Malaysian Agricultural Research and Development Insttute
c/o Sungai Besi Post Office,

Serdang, Selangor.

MP(7.02)-5 20th June, 1974

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
USA

Dear Mr. Graves,

Sub: International Centers Week

I would be grateful if you could kindly reserve hotel
accommodation for me from 29 July - 2 August, 1974 in order to enable
me to attend the meeting of the Consultative Group.

As things stand at the moment I will be the only one coming
from Malaysia to the meeting.

I hope you will be able to confirm the hotel reservation
requested above. Thank' you.

Regards.

Yours e riec

(Anuwa bin Mahmu-

DWrector
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THE ASIAN VEGETABLE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
CABLE ADDRESS: P. 0. BOX 42, SHANHUA, TAINAN, 741, TELEPHONE:

"ASVEG" SHANHUA TAIWAN, REPUBLIC OF CHINA 064-37131

June 19, 1974

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
1818 H. Street N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433
U. S. A.

Dear Harold,

I have received Sir John Crawford's invitation for lunch at 1:00 p. m.
on July 26, 1974 in the IBRD Dining Room. I am pleased to be able to
accept.

I have just received the program for International Centers Week.
Naturally I was happy to note that on Wednesday, July 31, 1974, AVRDC
is scheduled for a 3 0-minute presentation, with another 30 minutes allowed
for discussion. We appreciate this and we shall do our best to present our
achievements and future plans concisely and clearly.

As you may have heard, Dr. Edwin B. Oyer, our Associate Director,
is resigning and returning to Cornell University to become the Director of
International Agriculture.

His replacement, Dr. James J. Riley, arrives in Taiwan next week. oHe will accompany me to Washington in late July for International Centers
Week.

I look forward to seeing you next month.

Sincerely yours,

Robert F. Chandler, Jr.
Director

RFC/imt
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Ministry of Agriculture
Fisheries and Food

Our Ref: 16.1 Whitehall Place (East)
London

B Cheek Esq
Deputy Executive Secretary
IBRD
1818 H Street NW
Washington DC 20433 18 June 1974

Dear Mr Cheek

Thank you for your signal about accommodation.
I confirm that I will be arriving at the
Watergate on 23 July and will have to fly back
to London on Friday 2 August, so that I will
need a booking from 23rd to 1st inclusive. I
find that their swimming pool keeps me relaxed
enough to start the non-stop meetings!

With best wishes

Yours sincerely

H P

H C PEREIRA
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EMBASSY OF SWITZERLAND WASHINGTON D. C. 20008.

2900 Cathedral Avenue N.W.
Telephone HO 2-1811/7

Ref.:

532.50 SD - HE/cr June 18, 1974

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research
118 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Graves

In answer to your communication of May 9 concerning
the International Centers Week 1974, I have the honor
to inform you that Switzerland will be represented by

Dr. Rolf Wilhelm
Deputy Director of the
Swiss Service of Technical Cooperation
of the Federal Political Department.

This Embassy is taking care of Dr. Wilhelm's hotel
reservation.

Sincerely yours,

A. Geiser
Counselor of Embassy
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION C2

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 2.
TO: Mr. Robin Woollatt DATE: June 18, 1974

FROM: Bruce M. Cheek

SUBJECT: Simultaneous Interpretation Services for International Centers Week

I refer to our conversation of May 16 on the above subject. This
note is to confirm my understanding that you are prepared to provide a
team of six who will be responsible for simultaneous interpretation
between English, French and Spanish as necessary. I am attaching a copy
of our draft schedule of events to indicate our program and will keep
you posted on any changes. All meetings of the Technical Advisory Com-
mittee (TAC), Plenary Sessions of the Consultative Group and Consultative
Group sessions will be held in all three languages.

A particular problem occurs on the morning of Thursday, August 1,
when we shall need two teams as follows: (a) a six person team to work
with the Technical Advisory Committee; and (b) a six person team to work
with the Consultative Group. The Consultative Group continues throughout
the Thursday and Friday, whereas this last meeting of the Technical Ad-
visory Committee will be held on the morning of August 1 from 9 to 11 a.m.
in Room C 1006. This is the only use of C 1006 which is not well equipped
for three languages.

With regard to documentation, I will send you separately as much as
possible with a view to your having six sets of all relevant papers. As
items arrive from Rome and from the centers, we will make them available
to you in sets of six.

Attachment

cc: Miss Venturini (with 6 copies of attachment)
BMC:mcj



THE INTERNATIONAL RICE RESEARCH INSTITUTE

June 17, 1974

Dear Harold,

This is to inform you that Dr. D. S.

Athwal and I will represent IRRI at the 1974

International Centers Week in Washington.

We are looking forward to seeing you

there.

Sincerely yours,

N. ady
ir cr

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on

International Agricultural Research
c/o World Bank
1818 H. Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433
U. S. A.

NCB: eby

AUL:RO.BOX583,MANILAIPI-IPPINES /CABLES: RICEFOUNDMANILA /RESEARCH CENTER LOS BANOS, LAGUNA/ CITYCOFFICE:MANILA HOTEL,MANLA/ TEL.49-14-82
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Mr. Warren C. Baum June 17, 1974

Harold Graves

Secretariat Schedule for Center Review Papers

Following our conversation this morning I am sending you a time-

table for the center review papers which the Secretariat is preparing.

The receipt of comments from the Center Directors is an important part

of the process and affects the scheduling for making the papers avail-

able to the TAC and CG members. I trust that we shall be able to get

all papers out in final form by July 11.

Attachment
Mc~j



June 17, 1974

SECRETARIAT CRP SCHEDULE

Centers Week ...... July 29
TAC meetings ...... July 24

Latest Comprehensive Mailing Date July 11

* * * Reply of
Center

CENTER Status as of Draft to a. Tel/Cble. Circulation
June 17 Cent. Dir. b. Letter to TAC/CG

CIMMYT June 20 June 28 (b) July 7

CIAT draft to HG June 24 July 5 (a) July 11
on June 18

CIP to HG - May 22 June 20 June 28 July 10
to WCB & MY - July 5
June 11

IRRI June 24 July 5 (a) July 11

IITA sent to Cent. June 10 June 24 July 8
Director July 2

ICRISAT June 21 July 5 (a) July 7

ILRAD Minutes of the June 24-26 Board Meeting only July 10

ILCA July 3 July 7 (a) July 10

WARDA draft to HG - June 25 July 5 (a) July 11
June 21

Genes Board Minutes of the June 4-6 Board Meeting only July 5



June 17, 1974

Dear Professor Odhiambo:

Mr. William Mashler of the UNDP has been in touch with the
Secretariat concerning the possibility of your attending the 1974
International Centers Week which will be held at the World Bank in
the week of July 29.

It has not been the practice of the Consultative Group to in-
vite observers to Centers Week and the meetings of the Group itself
are in any event closed ones. At the same tine, we appreciate your
interest and that of ICIPE in the presentation and discussion of the
work and programs of the international centers.

I am therefore writing to invite you to attend this year's Pre-
sentation Days, July 29-31, as an observer. We could not, however,
provide any funds towards the expenses involved.

A copy of the provisional schedule of events is enclosed for
your information. Please let us know if you decide to attend the
1974 Presentation Days.

Sincerely yours,

Bruce M. Cheek

Enclosure

Professor Thomas R. Odhiambo
Director
The International Centre of Insect
Physiology and Ecology
P.O. Box 30772
Nairobi, Kenya

cleared with and cc: Dr. John A. Pino, Rockefeller
cc: Sir John Crawford

Mr. W. T. Mashler, UNDP
MC:mcj



No. AC. 0215/ MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND COOPERATIVES
Rajadamnern Ave., Bangkok

THAILAND

June , 1974

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
CGIAR
1818 H St. N.W.
Washington D.C.20433
U.S.A.

Dear. Mr. Graves,

I am planning to attend the open session of the TAC and the
International Centers Week, pending the approval of the Government.

Would you please tentatively book Roger Smith Hotel for me
during July 25-26 and July 29-August 2 inclusive. r '

Since the CARIS system will be useful to developing countries, iLyeeI would ask you to get in touch with the TAC Secretariat to make any
discussion in the TAC open to observers in order to air users5point of view.

With kind regards.

Yours sincerely,

Siribongse Boon - Long

Inspector -General
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Regional Assistant Directors, June 12, 1974
Agriculture & Rural Development

M. Yudelman

International Centers Week - International Agricultural Research

Attached is the June 10 Provisional Schedule of Events for Inter-
national Centers Week which will be held in the Bank in the week of July
29, 1974. In addition, the Technical Advisory Committee will be meeting
in the previous week (July 24-27) as will the Center Directors and some
of their principal staff (July 26-27).

Apart from the regular business of these groups, as indicated in the
attachment, Centers Week also provides the occasion for Center staff and
others to maintain contact with the Bank's operational staff. Opportunities
for contact include:

a. Regional staff are invited to attend the presentations and dis-
cussions on centers which interest them, on July 29-31, as in-
dicated in the Schedule. Documentation will be provided as it
becomes available, including Secretariat reviews of Center
operations.

b. The luncheon on Monday, July 29, (mewv. para. 3) will be arranged
so as to facilitate contact between Center and Bank staff. De-
tails are being worked out; it is planned to have several staff
from each region join with Center personnel.

c. The Secretariat of the CG (Messrs. Graves and Cheek) welcomes
suggestions regarding further contacts. Would you please desig-
nate a contact person for purposes of follow-up arrangements for
Centers Week.

Attachment
MC:mcj



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Regional Ass4;tant Directors, DATE: June 12, 1974

Agriculture & R r 1 evelopment
FROM: M. Yudelman

SUBJECT: International Centers eek - International Agricultural Research

Attached is the June 10 Provisional Schedule of Events for Inter-
national Centers Week which will be held in the Bank in the week of July
29, 1974. In addition, the Technical Advisory Committee will be meeting
in the previous week (July 24-27) as will the Center Directors and some
of their principal staff (July 26-27).

Apart from the regular business of these groups, as indicated in the
attachment, Centers Week also provides the occasion for Center staff and
others to maintain contact with the Bank's operational staff. Opportunities
for contact include:

a. Regional staff are invited to attend the presentations and dis-
cussions on centers which interest them, on July 29-31, as in-
dicated in the Schedule. Documentation will be provided as it
becomes available, including Secretariat reviews of Center
operations.

b. The luncheon on Monday, July 29, (memo. para. 3) will be arranged
so as to facilitate contact between Center and Bank staff. De-
tails are being worked out; it is planned to have several staff
from each region join with Center personnel.

c. The Secretariat of the CG (Messrs. Graves and Cheek) welcomes
suggestions regarding further contacts. Would you please desig-
nate a contact person for purposes of follow-up arrangements for
Centers Week.

Attachment

BMC:mcj



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 00
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Warren C. Baum DATE: June 11, 1974

FROM: Bruce M. Cheek

SUBJECT: Secretariat Center Review Papers for 1975

This memo refers to three subjects: the purpose of the CRPs, the
timetable for preparation of the papers, and the reaction of the centers
to the process so far (i.e. since we started work on the basis of the
November 1973 Bell paper and before we have had any reaction from centers

to the draft Secretariat papers which are only now being drafted and sent
out).

The purpose of the CRPs, a la Bell

We have taken the position that the Secretariat paper is a review and

not a summary information paper. Data on the center and its progress are
detailed in the 1973 annual report and in the program and budget paper for
1975. We have not sought to duplicate these descriptions of progress or of
scientific techniques. Secondly, we have not tried to make the paper carry
detailed critiques of the scientific program. This is for the reviewing
scientist (in 3 cases) and TAC to take up with the center on the basis of

the centers' own reports. (We have taken the interim position that the
Evans' papers on the scientific programs of 3 major centers - IRRI, IITA

and CIAT - are to be given to the center and the TAC Chairman, but not to
CG members as a whole. This has been done.)

Within these parameters, the annual review is to be conducted in terms

of the Bell Subcommittee report which requires the following points to be
covered by the Secretariat on the basis of the program and budget submissions
by the center and of any external budget or scientific review by Secretariat
or Secretariat-related staff. The report recognizes that "some experimenta-
tion will be necessary."

The following paragraphs summarize the requirements of the Bell review
system, the sentences in squared brackets being Secretariat elaborations.

Are we satisfied with the basic information provided by the center in
terms of its 1975 program and budget statement, its 1973 scientific report,
and its 1973 audit?

The Secretariat critique should focus on the relationship of programs
to expenditures, in particular for 1973 and 1975, but also in the 1974 es-
timates [and the 1976-78 projections].



Mr. Baum - 2 - June 11, 1974

(1) Firsc, with respect to 1973, to what extent do the manpower al-
locations and the costs of the program components differ from the budget
for 1973 as put forward in the original 1973 program and budget or in the
1974 proposal which was prepared when 1973 was 25 per cent complete?
[Here, we should make some statement on the results and setbacks of 1973
and 1974, noting any changes in emphasis or new directions underway.]

[(2) With respect to 1974, are there notable discrepancies between
the 1974 budget as presented to the CG in May/July 1973, and the budget
as now being carried out?]

(3) With respect to 1975, we are to examine the relationship of the
proposed distribution of [staffing and] expenditures to the stated program
goals and priorities. In particular, we are to distinguish real program
increases (separately for both new and existing programs) from increases
due to cost factors such as salary increases for merit, inflation, con-
tingencies. [What are the principal differences between staffing and ex-
penditures for 1974 (revised) and 1975?]

(4) We are to judge the extent to which the proposed budget costs for
1975 are reasonable and therefore lead to a viable financial plan.

(5) We are to identify weaknesses and issues concerning the 1975
budget [and presumably the subsequent budget projections. This means identi-
fying budget issues, mostly as factors which we feel should be discussed
but also as factors which we feel the CG should understand.]

(6) The above points are to lead to a three-fold wrap-up:

(a) Are the [staff and] funds being used for the purposes intended and
with reasonable efficiency? [Do we endorse the balance of re-
sources among the components of a center's research programs and
between research programs and non-research activities? We should
note points or tendencies to be watched so as to be sure that the
allocation of funds and staff is directed towards the agreed ob-
jectives.]

(b) Do the budget proposals constitute a prudent financial expression
of well-planned programs?

(c) Do the current [1974?] and projected expenditure patterns [to 1978?]
reflect stated program priorities?

Timing. "The Secretariat reports should be discussed in draft form with
Center Directors while the Centers are continuing to review and revise their
own draft proposed program and budget submissions. When the Centers have
finished such submissions, the Secretariat should complete its reports which
would be circulated to CG members in advance of Centers' Week, along with any
comments the Directors wish to make on the reviews of their institutions."



Mr. Baum - 3 - June 11, 1974

State of Preparation of the 1975 Program and Budget Reviews

The above section indicates the stages and timing for the preparation
of the Secretariat CRP papers, including the directors' right of comment
before the final version is issued well enough in advance of the Centers
Week sessions to allow review by participants with the colleagues at home.
The final texts should leave Washington between mid-June and July 5 if
participants are to have any hope of adequately reviewing the papers.
[Last year we were issuing papers (not checked with directors) as late as
July 24 when the Washington proceedings were about to begin.] It remains
to be seen how far we will get with the 10 reviews in question.

(1) ICRISAT and CIMMYT: Harold took the inputs with him to Europe
and will issue his drafts soon after his return on June 14;

(2) IRRI: Evans' program review arrived last week and is ready for
Harold's consideration;

(3) IITA: the draft Secretariat paper (with Harold's re-write of the
first 9 paragraphs) was sent out yesterday to IITA, Crawford and
Evans;

(4) CIP: the draft of May 21 is being held at Harold's instruction,
though it is now coming to you and Monty as requested last week;

(5) CIAT: I have reviewed the inputs and will write the draft this
week;

(6) ILRAD and ILCA: these non-operational centers are putting together
their first programs and budgets (1975). ILRAD's will go through
a June 24-26 Board review and then be circulated. Harold has sug-
gested to Hodgson and Pagot how they might go about the ILCA one,
given ILCA's peculiar status. Harold will decide the type of Sec-
retariat 'review' which is suitable for these two centers.

(7) WARDA: Diouf will circulate his 1975 program and budget, which we
already have in final draft. He has just deferred his first annual
program review to July 15-20 which means he won't be able to circulate
a progress report as planned at our May discussion, but will speak
directly to TAC and Centers Week participants. We will circulate
his basic 1973 TAC submission plus a brief note on the status of
the WARDA program as we see it: matters of concern and recent de-
velopments. Zuckerman of West Africa plans to be in Monrovia for
us on July 1-2. The basic questionsof the Steering Committee role
and CG help for W-2 - W-4 (my memo of May 24) remain for review by
TAC; Crawford has just cabled Oram to advise him.

(8) Genes Board: Demuth will be back from the first Board meeting (June
4-6) this week. Oram says the Board won't be able to put a 1975
program to TAC and Centers Week but will need to meet again before
the November CG. We shall have to decide action after talking to
Demuth.



Mr. Baum - 4 - June 11, 1974

(9) AVRDC: the eleventh and step-sister center will make its pre-
sentation on the basis of whatever material it chooses to circu-
late in the next six weeks.

Center Views on CRP

Center directors' angst was reflected in their March Cali meeting which
Mr. Yudelman attended and where he raised the question. The minutes read:

"...The process of standardizing the budget process was an ir-
ritation, but no one was hurt in the process... Some Directors felt that
the issue of program and center reviews had not yet been completely re-
solved or clarified." (page 13)

The minutes also reflect distress over problems with respect to establishing
relationships initially with new donors, and there has been considerable ex-
change between Secretariat/centers/donors on the availability of particular
donor funds, their use, timing (delays) especially at the beginning and end
of a calendar year, confusion over restricted core and special project funds,
and problems in securing permission for carryover or changed use of funds
(page 6). The directors will review those matters on July 26-27,&"if neces-
sary, present appropriate recommendations to the Secretariat." (page 6).
All these donor points clearly come into focus in the Secretariat's clarify-
ing the P & B proposals which have to be based on availability (including
fungibility) of funds.

The Centers feel that the work of the Secretariat has been "95% success-
ful" and that visits from the CG, donors and Secretariat (no mention of TAC!!)
have been valuable as get-acquainted efforts on P & B and other matters. The
present efforts and the Bell paper itself are "experiments" (to use the Bell
word). There are conflicting requirements and expectations re the CRP--TAC
wants work units and manpower orientation to be emphasized for purposes of
center analysis and comparison and for system assessment; USAID et al want
their dollars accounted for as specifically as demanded by the Bell paper
(section 1 above); the U.K. and some others want less emphasis on accounta-
bility and more on scientific freedom.

Our own visits and correspondence reveal a number of reactions:

(a) Some center staff are resistant to any cost effectiveness or cost
benefit assessment, arguments ranging from scientific freedom
through practicability of relating goals and outlays to mechanical
problems of organizing data as requested. We get comments about
"rehashing figures to provide what is included in the Ruddy format;"
doubts that our requests have been well thought out; pleas for
requests more compatible with accounting procedures (IITA).



Mr. Baum - 5 - June 11, 1974

(b) Misunderstandings have arisen -- fears that we are asking sci-
entists to fill in time sheets; or that we want to cast the
centers into molds (as multi-million dollar centers with large
continuing overheads) which would "cut down the possibilities
of acceptance of new innovations and possibly less expensive
ways to do the same job and even probably faster methods of
getting information out so it is used by the producer in de-
veloping countries." (CIP).

(c) Inspecteurs de finance (et plan) are necessary, but not popular!
There have been caustic or distressed comments from staff of
all centers (except, to my knowledge, CIMMYT to which the Secre-
tariat visit was confined to 6 work hours and which is the only
major center exempted from a program review) on the budget and
planning process and on the related use of core and capital funds.
ICRISAT, we know about! IRRI writes an irri-tated letter with com-
parisons with ICRISAT. CIAT has been irked - plaints of 'not
fair' - by our pressing them, justifiably, re the use of earned
income, overhead charges for special projects, core financing for
such projects, etc. At times, we have felt that some center staff
would like to be fully free in the use of funds (see paras. 10-12
of the IITA draft review), a position which the CG cannot accept.
Already, then, the CRP contacts have helped focus on financial
proposals which, if let be, would raise severe problems for both
the center in question and the system as a whole.

(d) Many of the centers are not equipped in terms of accounting and
budgeting skills (or machinery?) to produce by March 31 the data
we want. Things may improve with time but our January 22 memo
updating the Ruddy paper (re itemizing sources of cost increases
and re manyears for 1973-75) already reflected a scaling down of
what we wanted. At the same time, the centers sometimes paid in-
sufficient attention to the memo, responded to it incompletely -
or even inconsistently between their various tables. Our own
visits and the P.S. Ross studies concur in finding the centers
inadequately staffed to provide the sort of P & B data and pro-
jections which Bank staff have become accustomed to generating
with varying degrees of accuracy.

(e) A careful review of Center/TAC/donor reactions and requirements
must be made frequently, beginning with International Centers Week,
if we are to achieve necessary goals -- an integrative paper, due
accountability to donors, perspective on planning scientific
priorities for the system -- and at the same time avoid a corrupt-
ing form-filling exercise which will not help center recruitment or
morale or efficiency -- or the objectives of the research system.

cc: Sir John Crawford, Mr. Yudelman, Mr. Graves & Mr. Lewis
BMC:mcj Mr. Ruddy
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CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A. Ca
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

June 10, 1974

TO: Members of the Consultative Group, Members of the
Technical Advisory Committee, Board Chairmen and
Directors of Centers

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: Provisional Schedule of Events -- International Centers
Week, 1974

1. Attached for the information of participants in the 1974 Inter-
national Centers Week is a Provisional Schedule of Events for that week
and also for the preceding week when the Technical Advisory Committee will
begin its summer session and when the Center Directors will be meeting.

2. Regarding attendance at the various meetings, would you please
note:

a. TAC has an open session on the morning of Friday, July 26. The
rules of TAC require that no member of the Group have more than
one observer present at any one time.

b. The seminar on the world food situation on the afternoon of
Friday, July 26, is primarily for Center personnel and members
of TAC. The TAC rule of attendance by CG members will apply.

c. With respect to meetings of the Consultative Group, space limita-
tions make it desirable for members to limit their delegations to
no more than three persons; international agricultural research
centers are requested to limit observers to two at any one time.

3. Participants in International Centers Week, together with their
wives, are invited to a reception being given by the Chairman of the Con-
sultative Group, Mr. Warren C. Baum, on Tuesday, July 30, between 6 and 8
p.m. in the courtyard of the World Bank buildings. In addition, luncheon
will be provided in the Bank dining rooms on Monday, July 29, for all parti-
cipants. The luncheon arrangements will be made in a way that will facilitate
contact between Center Directors and their staff and the staff of the Bank
involved in operations related to the work of the various centers.

4. To facilitate Centers Week planning, CG members are asked to send
the names of their delegations, referred to in 2c above, as soon as practi-
cable. Delegations wishing to have hotel reservations made for them should
advise the Secretariat promptly.

Attachment



INTERNATIONAL CENTERS WEEK

July -- August, 1974

Provisional Schedule of Events

ROOM

July 24 - Wednesday (9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.)
IBRD BOARD ROOM

TAC - all day (closed) A 1100

July 25 - Thursday (9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.)

TAC - all day (closed) A 1100

July 26 - Friday

Morning (9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.)

TAC (open) A 1100

a. Plant Nutrition
b. Strengthening National Research Capabilities

Center Personnel - with other participants as invited by E 1053
Center Directors

Afternoon (2:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.)

TAC and Center Directors - Seminar on World Food A 1100
Situation

July 27 - Saturday

TAC - Morning Session (closed) A 1100

Center Personnel -all day E 1053



July 29 - Monday

Morning Plenary Session Chairman: Mr. Warren C. Baum, E 484
Chairman, Consultative
Group

9:15 - 9:30 Opening Statement by Chairman

9:30 - 10:15 IRRI Presentation

10:15 - 11:15 Discussion on IRRI

11:15 - 11:30 Coffee Break

11:30 - 12:00 WARDA Presentation

12:00 - 12:45 Discussion on WARDA

12:45 - 2:15 Luncheon

Afternoon Plenary Session Chairman: Mr. J. F. Yriart, FAO, E 484
Assistant Director-
General, Development
Department

2:15 - 3:00 IITA Presentation

3:00 - 4:00 Discussion on IITA

4:00 - 4:15 Coffee Break

4:15 - 5:00 ICRISAT Presentation

5:00 - 6:00 Discussion on ICRISAT

July 30 - Tuesday

Morning Plenary Session Chairman: Mr. W. T. Mashler, UNDP, E 484
Director, Division for Global
and Inter-regional Projects

9:15 - 10:00 CIAT Presentation

10:00 - 11:00 Discussion on CIAT

11:00 - 11:15 Coffee Break

11:15 - 12:00 CIP Presentation

12:00 - 1:00 Discussion on CIP



July 30 - Tuesday (Cont.)

Afternoon Plenary Session Chairman: Sir John Crawford E 484
Chairman of the Technical
Advisory Committee of the
Consultative Group

2:15 - 3:00 CIMMYT Presentation

3:00 - 4:00 Discussion on CIMMYT

4:00 - 4:15 Coffee Break

4:15 - 4:45 Genetic Resources Presentation

4:45 - 5:30 Discussion on Genetic Resources

6:00 - 8:00 Reception by Consultative Group IBRD
Chairman PATIO

July 31 - Wednesday

Morning Plenary Session Chairman: Mr. M. Yudelman, IBRD, E 484
Director, Agriculture
and Rural Development
Department

9:15 - 9:45 ILRAD Presentation

9:45 - 10:30 Discussion on ILRAD

10:30 - 10:45 Coffee Break

10:45 - 11:15 ILCA Presentation

11:15 - 12:00 Discussion on ILCA

12:00 - 12:30 AVRDC Presentation

12:30 - 1:00 Discussion on AVRDC

Afternoon (2:30 - 6:00) TAC - Meeting with Center Directors A 1100
(closed)



August 1 - Thursday

TAC - Morning Session (closed) (9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.) C 1006

Consultative Group (TAC and Center Personnel invited) A 1100
(9:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. -- 2:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.)

1. Adoption of the Agenda
2. Preparation and Publication of CG Brochure
3. Budget and Accounting Practices of Centers
4. Annual Center Review Procedures
5. Integrative Paper

-- financial assumptions for future planning
of CG/TAC

6. Report of Chairman of TAC on five-year scientific
review program.

August 2 - Friday

Consultative Group (continued) (9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.) A 1100

7. Statement by Chairman of TAC on Center Programs
8. Discussion of Center Programs
9. Report of Chairman of TAC on status of other pro-

posals under consideration:

a. Middle East Center
b. Plant Nutrient Institute
c. Food Policy Institute
d. Latin America - bean network
e. National research
f. Aquaculture
g. Tropical Fruits
h. CARIS
i. Other.

10. Matters introduced by Center Directors

11. Donor indications of financial support of Group-endorsed
activities, 1975 & 1976-8

12. Other

13. Press Release

14. Time and Place of next meeting.

June 10, 1974
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The Agricultural Development Counciln .
630 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10020

Established by John D. Rockefeller 3rd Tel: 212-757-8566 * Cable: Agridevel

June 7, 1974

Mr. Bruce M. Cheek
Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Cheek:

Dr. Ruttan has asked me to let you
know that he prefers to stay at a hotel other
than the Watergate. Would you please, there-
fore, cancel the reservation you have made
for him for the July 23-August 3 period.

i erely,

Ann M. Larson
Secretary to Dr. Ruttan
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Mr. F. Johnson June 7, 1974

Bruce M.

Air Conditioning Requirements for International Centers Week

This is to confirm the need for the air conditioning to be operat-

ing on Saturday, July 27, in the A Building. Meetings of the Technical

Advisory Committee (TAC) and of Center Directors will be held on that

day in Room A 1100 and Room A 520, respectively.

:mcj



June 7, 1974

Dear Jim:

I an writing to invite you to attend the 1974 International Centers
Week in your capacity as Chairman of the African Livestock Subcomittee.
At the same time, your presence would serve to facilitate contact between
yourself and center staff, particularly considering your recent reviews
of three major centers.

I hope you are free to attend prior to the August 5-6 meeting of the
Advisory Panel. The provisional agenda is attached for your information.
While TAC is having only one open session this year, you may find it use-
ful to attend, particularly as you have been involved in the national re-
search question. When you have decided, please let us know and we will
arrange the travel matters.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce M. Cheek

Enclosure

Mr. L. J. C. Evans
The Old Post Cottage
Motcombe
Shaftesbury
Dorset
England SP7 9NT

cc: Sir John Crawford
BMC:mcj
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Mr. E. Donovan June 6, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek

International Centers Week - Offices for Center Directors

The Directors of the international agricultural research centers

will be in Washington from Tuesday, July 23, through Saturday, August

3. During this time they will need to have working space on an in-

dividual basis as they will be meeting with various donors and officers

regarding their work programs. No secretarial assistance will be required

but telephones are needed.

We would need 11 small rooms for the Directors in question, as close

as possible to the Secretariat offices in E 1039.

1-n



Mrs. Elizabeth Dvorscak June 5, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek

Invitation Cards for International Centers Week Recegtio

Attached is a sample of an invitation to a reception to be

hosted by Mr. Baum.

I should be grateful if you would make the necessary changes

and arrange for 200 cards to be printed.

Attachment
BMC-:mcj
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Mr. William Curtin June 5, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek -

Name Badges for International Centers Weak

For an agricultural research conference here in July/August (called

International Centers Week), we are going to need about 175 name badges.

Since both men and women will be attending the conference, we

would need about 150 pocket-type badges, and 25 of a simple pin-on typo.

It would help if the supply could be delivered to E-1039 not later

than June 17.

BMC:mcj
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Mr. R. Nesserley June 5, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek</

Travel Arrangements for Participants in International Centers Week
of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

Following last year's procedure, I am writing to ask if you would

delegate one member of your office to assist the 100 or so participants

with their travel arrangements on Monday, July 29, and Tuesday, July 30,

from 10:45 a.m. to 11:45 a.m., and 3:45 to 4:45 p.m. on both days. Also,

would you please make that same member of your staff available to partici-

pants in the Travel Office for the remainder of the week.

For the past two years, Mr. Paul Ferre has assisted us in these meet-

ings, and if possible we would wish him to be designated onoe again.

cc: Mr. Ferre
/B1C:ucj



Mr. E. Bucci June 5, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek

International Centers Week Hospitality

The Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR)
will be holding its annual International Centers Week at the end of July.
There are three social events on which I would appreciate having your
assistance - two luncheons and a reception. Although the dates are still
some time ahead and some details remain to be determined, I thought it
best to contact you now and ask if you have any particular comments or
suggestions.

1. Luncheon for 24. On Friday, July 26, Sir John Crawford, the
Chairman of the Technical Advisory Committee of the CGIAR would like to
give a luncheon for the TAC members and the Directors of the international
centers at 1 p.m.

2. Luncheon dor 150. As was the case last year, we would greatly
appreciate your help in arranging a luncheon on Monday, July 29, the
first day of Centers Week, for all participants. Last year, you set aside
the appropriate space and participants were seated informally. This year,
we would like to arrange the seating according to regions so that center
staff can meet Bank staff. We can discuss the arrangements in due course.

3. Chairman's reception. As in previous years, the Chairman would
like to give a reception for participants. It would be on the evening of
Tuesday, July 30, between 6 and 8 p.m. on the Bank Patio, weather permitting.
(The 'D' Building Dining Room is also reserved for this occasion in the
event of rain.) About 150 persons would be expected to attend.

BMC:mej
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Miss Barbara McLane June 5, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek

International Cers Week - Verbatim Reporter Requirement

This is to confirm that we should like arrangements to be made for

verbatim reporting for the following days:

July 29 Room E-484 nvre than three
July 30 day delivery
July 31 - a.m. only

August 1 Room A-1100 less than three
August 2 day delivery.

For all the above days, we wish to have the original and three
carbon copies.

BGmcj
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Mr. James Suit June 5, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek

Arrangements for International Centers Week

I refer to my conversations with Mr. Rimpler regarding the Plenary
Sessions of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research,
which will be held on Monday, July 29, Tuesday, July 30, and the warning
of Wednesday, July 31, and the Consultative Group meetings on August 1-2.

In Mr. Martin's absence, I was in touch with Mr. Schneider regarding
facilities for 120 participants for microphones, interpreting kits, tape
recordings, screens for slide projection, etc. I have also been in touch
with Mr. Woollatt regarding a team of simultaneous interpreters and with
Miss McLane regarding a verbatim reporter.

The facilities for the International Centers Week and for the meetings
of the Technical Advisory Committee of the Consultative Group (July 24-
August 2), will be the Bank Board Room and Room C 1006, as well as Room
E 484. Only in this latter case are special seating arrangements required.

For the two-and-a-half days in which the Consultative Group is meet-
ing in Plenary Session, we would like to use E 484 along the lines indicated
in the attached floor plan, which is the one used in that room last July/
August. This would provide a top table for four on the stage and then ten
pairs of tables down a center aisle, each table seating six participants,
making a total of 120. A few individual chairs at the back would also be
helpful for visitors, and two tables by the reception desk for the placing
of documents would be a great advantage. We would also like to hold the
E 484 arrangements for Thursday, August 1, in case the Bank Board Room is
not available for the Consultative Group itself owing to an emergency meet-
ing of the Executive Directors.

There will be need for the equipment mentioned in paragraph 2 of this
mem which I will discuss with Mr. Martin.

I understand that, as was the case last year, you will be in touch
with the Hargrove Company, who might also become involved in providing the
equipment.

Attachment

ec: Mr. Rimpler
Mr. Martin

:mcj
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Mr. Cheek

June 5, 1974 Agriulture & Rural DevelopMent
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CHEEK CARE INTBAFRAD

WASHINGTONDC

RE YOURCAB CONCERNING CENTRES WEEK ARRANGEMENT WILL COOPERATE

AS REQUESTED STOP PLEASE INFORM ORAM DETAILS REGARDS

CRAWFORD

COL LT ORAM
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1973 AUDIT REPORT NAMILED TO CIP DONORS 2 WEEKS AGO

STOP YOUR COPY IN MAIL TODAY WITH ANNUAL REPORT REGARDS
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INTERNATIONAL CROPS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
FOR THE SEMI-ARID TROPICS

(ICRISAT)

Phones: 72091, 72628 CITY OFFICE
Grams : CRISAT, SECUNDERABAD. 1-11-256, Begumpet,
Telex : ICRISAT 015-366 Hyderabad-500016, A. P., India.

June 5, 1974

Mr. Bruce M. Cheek
Consultative Group on International Ag. Research
1818 H. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Cheek,

I wish to thank you very much for your letter of May 28
enclosing the mailing labels for use in distribution of our

documents to the CGIAR members and others.

Sincerely yours

Ralp Cummings
Director

RWC: jg
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INCOMING TEIEX

FROM: RCE - June 4, 1974 Distribution

Mr. Cheeks

61181 FOODAGRI (TE[EX NUMBER) Agriculture & Rural Dev.

FOR CHEEK RETEL 30/5 GRATEFUL RESERVE TWO SINGLES

WATERGATE WEBSTER ORAM 22/7 3/8 CONFERENCE ROOM NOT

REQUIRED REGARDS

WEBSTER FAO ROME



INSTITUT FOR PFLANZENBAU UND SAATGUTFORSCHUNG 33 BRAUNSCHWEIG, June 4, 1974
DER FORSCHUNGSANSTALT FOR LANDWIRTSCHAFT Bundesallee 50

DER ORSHUNGANSALTFernruf a
BRAUNSCHWEIG-VOLKENRODE Drahtanschrift: Landforschung Braunschweig

Station fOr Fracht- und Exprefgut:
Direktor: Prof. Dr. D. Bommer Bhf. Braunschweig-Lehndorf

Inatitut Pflanzenbau FAL 33 Braunschweig Bundesallee 50 Unser Zeichen: Prof. Dr. Bo/Fi

Mr. Cheek 5-12/2

Secretariat of the Consultative
Group on International Agricultural
Research

1818 H St., N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20433

USA

Dear Mr. Cheek:

This is to confirm the acceptance of the reservations made in

the Watergate Hotel from July 23 to August 3, 1974.

Best re ards,

. r. D. Bommer)

Es wird gebeten, Antworten nur an die Dienststelle und nicht an persbnfiche Anschriften zu richten.
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Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ORAM DATE: JUNE 4, 1974

FOODAGRI CLASS OF
SERVICE: TELEX NO. 61181

ROME

COUNTRY: ITALY

TEXT:
Cable No.:

HAVE JUST CABLED CRAWFORD QUOTE REGARDING CENTERS WEEK PRIMO WOULD

APPRECIATE YOUR CHAIRING ONE HALF DAY SESSION OF PRESENTATIONS PREFERABLY
GENES

TUESDAY AFTERNOON WHEN CIMMYT AND KKNXX BOARD BEING CONSIDERED STOP YOUR

SUMMATION ON CENTER PROGRAMS AND ON STATUS OTHER PROPOSALS IS ON CG AGENDA

FRIDAY MORNING AUGUST TWO AS AGREED BUT WOULD APPRECIATE HAVING YOUR STATEMENT

ON FIVE YEAR CENTER REVIEW PROGRAM ON THURSDAY AFTERNOON FOLLOWING DISCUSSION

OF ANNUAL REVIEW PROCEDURES AND INTEGRATIVE PAPER STOP TAC CENTER DIRECTORS

LUNCH SCHEDULED ONE PM FRIDAY JULY TWENTY SIX STOP AM INVITING PARTICIPANTS

ON YOUR BEHALF UNQUOTE REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME
Bruce M. Cheek

DEPT. I- .
Agriculture & Rura De:Mj

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED T PROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By C 'mmunications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: CRAWFORD DATE: JUNE 4, 1974
MELBAVE
DEAKIN CLASS OF
CANBERRA SERVICE: LT

COUNTRY: AUSTRALIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

REGARDING CENTERS WEEK PRIMO WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR CHAIRING ONE

HALF DAY SESSION OF PRESENTATIONS PREFERABLY TUESDAY AFTERNOON WHEN

CIMMYT AND GENES BOARD X BEING CONSIDERED STOP YOUR SUMMATION ON

CENTER PROGRAMS AND ON STATUS OTHER PROPOSALS IS ON CG AGENDA FRIDAY

MORNING AUGUST TWO AS AGREED BUT WOULD APPRECIATE HAVING YOUR STATEMENT

ON FIVE XKK YEAR CENTER REVIEW PROGRAM ON THURSDAY AFTERNOON FOLLOWING

DISCUSSION OF ANNUAL REVIEW PROCEDURES AND INTEGRATIVE PAPER STOP TAC

CENTER DIRECTORS LUNCH SCHEDULED ONE PM FRIDAY JULY TWENTY SIX STOP AM

INVITING PARTICIPANTS ON YOUR BEHALF. REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME EIM Bruce M. Cheek

DEPT. Agriculture & Rural Development BMC mcj

SIGNATUlRE
( SIGNATURE OF I NSDIVIDUA L AQMSV e-TO APPROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Co rnonications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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Form No. 27
(3-70)
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ORAM DATE: JUNE 4, 1974
FOODAGRI
ROME CLASS OF

SERVICE: TELEX NO. 61181

COUNTRY: ITALY

TEXT:
Cable No.:

REGARDING CENTERS WEEK WOULD APPRECIATE INFORMATION SENIOR FAO

REPRESENTATIVE AND WOULD APPRECIATE HIS CHAIRING ONE HALF DAY SESSION

OF CENTER PRESENTATIONS PREFERABLY MONDAY AFTERNOON JULY TWENTY NINE

WHEN IITA AND ICRISAT WILL BE CONSIDERED STOP REGARDING REVISED TAC

AGENDA ITEM EIGHT SHOULD INCLUDE WARDA AND GENES BOARD, ITEM NINE WHAT

PROGRESS ON TERMINOLOGY, ITEM SIXTEEN CG WILL BEGIN AT NINE THIRTY

JOINED BY TAC AT ELEVEN ON THURSDAY. REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Bruce M. Cheek

DP.Agriculture & 1 lto velopmn BMJ' -
SIGNATURE _L C '

(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL ALn%25;: Il
REFERENCE: For Use By Communice ons Section

ORIGINAL (rile Copy)
(MPORTANT. See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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cc:~

Dr. H. R. Albrecht June 3, 1974

Director General
International Institute of

Tropical Agriculture
P.O. Box 5320
Ibadan
Nigeria

Dear Herb:

Thank you for your letter of May 16 regarding the number of copies
of IITA reports which should be sent to CG-related institutions or per-
sonnel.

The basic point is that center documents relating to review pro-
cedures, namely the annual report, program and budget, and audit report
should go to all CG members. This is in line with the Bell paper and
with the fact that all donors are concerned with the programs of all
institutes, even though no more than eight or ten of the group of 20
donors support any one center directly.

Concerning the audit report as such, I agree with you that it is
not as useful or as interesting a document as the other reports to a
number of people on the mailing list. It does, however, give informa-
tion not contained in the scientific annual report or in the program
paper, concerning such matters as the sources and application of earned
income (including indirect costs charged on special projects) and the
accounting of expenditures charged to restricted grants. It also con-
stitutes a formal record of actual expenditures in the last completed
year as compared with the approved budget.

The circulation list and the number of copies per person or insti-
tution is the same as for the standard circulations by the Secretariat
to CG-related agencies. The total of 230 copies has been worked out from
experience and suits many documents. We have not, however, sought to
vary the number according to the particular item in question. I agree
in principle that the audit document will be less needed than the others,
in those cases where there are multiple copies being provided, and also
that there are some individuals who would not need the audit report in
any case. However, it seems to me to be too complex to cut back the dis-
tribution list just for this one report by any detailed review of the
100 or so clients for CG material on the list that you received. The
suggestion I make to economize somewhat is that you send no More than
three copies to any one listing.



- 2 -

I appreciate that your questions arise out of puzzlement and it has
given me cause to think over the case in question. Basically, the new
procedures require that each CG member, whatever his relation to IITA,
receive a copy of the audit. Usually one copy of any item is inadequate
inside the complex of a donor agency. This is why I suggest a minimum of
three where that number or any larger number has been suggested. The
Brazilian Embassy receives one copy because Braxil is a regional repre-
sentative and needs access to all documentation. Norway and Sweden are
together our biggest European donor, apart from Germany, and so three
copies in each case appear minimal for this type of report. I think UNDP
can survive without the 15 copies that are asked for other types of re-
ports. The same is true for Rockefeller with its standard eight copies.

Apart from such particular cases as an audit report, we should, if
anything, augment the flow of information, particularly in view of recent
decisions on making information on the CG and its institutes more widely
available. The program and budget documents and the annual scientific
reports are indeed essential elements in any such process.

I am glad you raised the question. We are still working out the Im-
plications of the Bell report in the varied aspects of how to proceed with
the center reviews in a way that is most effective from the point of view
both of the donors and of the institutes where the creative work of the
system is being accomplished.

With beat wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce M. Cheek

cc: Mr. W.W. Lewis, P & B
BMC:mcj
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Distribution: Mr. eek

UQWA Agriculture & Rural Development

TLX OTTAWA ONT 6-3 June 3, 1974

CHEEK INTBAFRAD

1818 H STREET NW WASHINGTON DC
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THANKS FOR RESERVATIONS AT WATERGATE. HOPPER AWAY. PLEASE CHANGE

FOR ARRIVAL JULY 2) DEPARTURE AUGUST 3.

DOXTATER ADMIN ASSISTANT RECENTRE OTTAWA.
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Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ALL NER3ONZ ON TIL At ei, t= DATE: JUNE 3, 1974

(1) HANBCK CLASS OF
4- CENTO INTERNACI ALE MIEJCWMETO IE MAIZ SERVICE: LT OR-gEW & IF GMT

MExICO CITY, MEXICO

COUNTRY(,) SAWR CtfaNGS

/I CIPAPA CRISAT

Cable No.:

PLEASE ADVISE WHEN WE CAN EXPECT TO RECEIVE 1973 AUDIT REPORT

REGARDS

CHEEK

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Bruce M. Cheek cc: Mr. Ruddy, P & B

DEPT. riculture & Rural Development W:Mcj

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZE -X-!--VE)

REFERENCE. For Use By Communic ions Section

ORIGINAL (Fite Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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INS1ITUI IF RFCIRCHFS AGRONONj k IjiCALES Hi ES CUIURES VIVRI'RE

I .JUIN 1974
Centre National BAMBEY, le .... I.. ..... ...........

de Recherches Agronomiques
de

B A M B E Y (S~n~gal)

onsieur Bruce M. CHEEK
I s/Dc Deputy Executive Secretary

A RAPPELERINTECRALEMENT Consultative group on International
DANS VOTRE CORR ESPONDANCE Agricultural Research

I.B. R. D.
No .. ...../ .. E L --- 1818 H St.

WASHINGTON, D.C.20433

OBJET :

Cher Mr. CHEEK,

Je vous serais reconnaissant de me raserver une chambre
au Roger Smith Hotel du mardi 23 Juillet au Vendredi 2 Aoat.

Avec mes remerciements et dans l'attente du plaisir de
vous revoir, je vous prie d'agreer, cher MIr. CHEEK, l'expression
de mes sentiments distingu6s./.

Le Directeur

ON 60rvioqCde I'IIRAT/,S'neg

L. SAUG

Priere d'adresser votre correspondance A Monsieur le Directeur du C.N.R.A. BAMBEY (S6n6gal)
(Please writiiq. to :)
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Cez.

Mr. Warren C. Baum May 31, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek

Centers Week Att ace

I refer to four specific points concerning attendance at this
year's Centers Week. I shall proceed as indicated, unless I hear
from you. In the final paragraphs I raise a general question which
comes from the matters of ICIPE representation and the possibility
of discussions with UNEP on CG membership.

UNDP Representation. I spoke to Nashler re the incoming
(attached) letter, and he said there was no need to reply to Patel.
In fact, we will get 30 or so such letters, plus changes, in the
next month from donors. Mashler is the senior UNDP man attending
and I have therefore put him as chairman of one of the five presenta-
tion sessions. Patel did the job last year, but Mashler confirms
that Patel will not come to Centers Week this time.

p/i" , / ! / L
2. 1IPQ_(The International Centre of Insect Physiology and Ecology).

ICIPE ha&sritten via Mashler to ask to come as an observer to Centers
Week (a 1ached). Mashler is favorably inclined and confirmed this yester-
day to ICIPE. We do not have a clear policy on observers at Centers Week,
except for the first sessions when we were trying to determine and stimu-
late interest in membership. ICIPE clearly has a role in working with
ILRAD and there are entomologists working in all centers. I can't identify
the source of the 'promise' to be invited, and we should not invite one
observer agency without considering the implications for other requests.
I suggest we go ahead and invite Odhiambo as an observer, at his own ex-
pense and only for the Presentation Days. He is an able scientist and
would come in this capacity.

3. William Clark has asked me to a lunch on June 3 with Ivor-Smith
of UNEP. The question of UNEP's CG membership has come up in the past,
though not in any formal way. Our position is that to become a member
you must be a donor. We still ask OECD and EEC, but they are the only
non-donors apart from the five regional representatives and two regional
Banks (Asian Development Bank and African Development Bank). Indeed, OECD
is not a member but is, strictly speaking, the sole survivor of the original"observer" group.

4. I plan to ask Jim Evans, at CG expense, in his role as Chairman
of the African Livestock Subcommittee. It would also serve to keep him in
touch with Center staff, including their reactions to his own reviews of
three major centers. I believe we shall need some help from Jim in the
new FY, even with John Coulter fully available from September (and here for
July and ICW.) Messrs. Yudelman and Graves agree.



Mr. Baum - 2 - May 31, 1974

5. CG Members and Observers. The above points raise the question
of observer status at the CG and of qualifications for membership. I
am aware of the need to keep membership to a workable level and to avoid
having too many participants as a result of which proceedings could bog
down or become political in nature. There are many groups, e.g., the
Protein Advisory Group and the International Cotton Advisory Council,
who might ask for observer status if not for membership as a way of
closer relationship with the CG, and possibly in the hope of access to
CG funds. On the other hand, I recognize the importance of these insti-
tutions. Also, discussions in the CQ emphasize the need to have research
findings made known extensively and tested in various circumstances. We
have taken this question up for example under the heading of "the role of
regional representatives" within the CG and the role of UNDP and FAO re-
gional staff, as discussed at the recent Cali meeting on national and inter-
national research relationships. The same theme comes up in the TAC
priorities paper and in the bellagio VI minutes.

The Secretariat has to develop further, with the co-sponsors, the best
procedures for spreading information on CG activities, making our findings
available to national, regional and other international institutions. On
the other hand, there is the very practical question of membership and ob-
server status. I have given recommendations above on ICIPE and UNEP as I
see them at present. I suggest we should review the matter in a somewhat
more systematic way not in an open meeting of the CG, but perhaps in the
way that we began the Center Review Procedures discussions, that is with
a smaller group of representatives of some of the core donors as well as
the co-sponsors. With the growth of the CG and the importance of making it
work effectively and yet of spreading its findings, it is important to
check out our position with respect to collaboration with other agencies,
including implications regarding membership or observer status.

cc: Mr. Yudelman
BMC :mcj



C.

Mr. Warren C. Baum May 31, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek

Centers Week Program' '

This morning I received Monty's copy of the draft agenda and also

TAC's revised draft agenda. Taking both items into account, I have

marked up Monty's returned copy so that you can see the changes I sug-

gest on the basis of the Yudelman/TAC items. The draft TAC agenda is

also attached for reference, in particular re Friday, July 26.

In response to Monty's three comments, I have:

- Put him as chairman of the closing session so as to avoid
the Tuesday Board or chairing on the Monday with you.

- Dropped the "Date Requirements" from the CG agenda. If it
comes up under "Other Business", Monty is prepared to com-
ment.

- Re-named the Seminar, and also made it open to one observer
from any CG member.

Attachments
BMC:mcj



DRAFT

BMC : mcj
May 22, 1974

Nembers of Lhe Consultative Group, Members of the
Technical Advisory Committee, and Center Directors

!tM: Executive Secretariat

Provisional Schedule of Events -..

I. Attached for the information of participants in the 1974 Inter-

altional Centers Week is a Provisional Schedule of Events for that week

,nd also for the preceding week when the Technical Advisory Committee will

oegin its summer session and when the Center Directors will be meeting.

2'. Regarding attendance at the various meetings, would you please

note

.'AC has an open session on the morning of Friday, July 26.

The rules of TAG require that no member of the Group have more

than one observer present at any one time.

VAr ECOMIr c SiVeiMlOO, wUM SPpAjA. ReR1OcU ft A42i W.b. The seminar on theGorld food situatioaon the afternoon of

Friday, July 26, isLimited to Center personnel and members of

TAG. ThE MC. oqUtt OF ArOA~ BY 08SEZOW W,9. 4A Y,

c. With respect to meetings of the Consultative Group, space limita-

tions make it desirable for members to limit their delegations to

no more than three persons; international agricultural research

centers are requested to limit observers to two at any one time.

3. Participants in International Centers Week, together with their

wives, are invited to a reception being given by the Chairman of the Con-

sultative Group, Mr. Warren C. Baum, on (Tuesday, July 30 between 6 and 8 p.m.

in the courtyard of the World Bank buildings. In addition, luncheon will be

provided in the Bank dining rooms on Monday, July 29, for all participants.
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INTERNATIONAL CENTERS WEEK

Juiy -- August, i974

Provisional Schodule of Events

ROOM

July 24 - Wednesday (9:00 a.m. - o:00 p.m.)

TAC - ali day (closed) A 1100

July 25- Thursday (9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.)

TAC - all day (closed) A 1100

July 26- Friday

Morning (9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.)

TAC (open) A 1100

a. fertilizer PLAT )UrMTMO&

[. Don-Food Crop's R-SF-ARCH QtED OF Q0Q'F;000 e4ZO
t. d.. 6ational ResearcD AoD-)Ano4. RESeQ4.s CAPA&IerIg5

C. WeTmi-nolGiy]

Center Personnel - with other participants as invited by E 1053
Center Directors

Afternoon (2:30 p.m. -:001p.m.)

TAC and Center Directors - Seminar on World Food A 1100
Situation

July 27 - Saturday

TAC - Morning Session (closed) A 1100

Center Personnel - all day E 1053



I rp.i. ij..'Jar~o~J. ~~mE 464i

Chairan, onsul.ativu
Group

Opening Statement by Chairman

iRRki Presentar-ion

DiLcussion on IRRS.

Coifee Break

- 12:00 WARDA Presentation

2:00 - 12:5 Discussion on WARDA

2:45 - 2:15 Luncheon

Aernoon Plenary Session Chairman: Mr. J. F. Yriart E 484
Assistant Director-
General, Development

Department, FAO

- IITA Presentation

3:00 - :2 Discussion on IITA

4 - 4:1 Coffee Break

4:15 - 5:00 ICRISAT Presentation

D:00 - 6:00 Discussion on ICRISAT

Morning Plenary Session Chairman: Mr. William T. Mashler, E 484
Director, Division for Clobal

and Inter-regional Projects, UNDP

9:15 - 10:00 CIAT Presentation

10:00 - 11:00 Discussion on CIAT

11:00 - 11;15 Coffee Break

11:15 - 12:00 CIP Presentation

12:00 - 1:00 Discussion on CIP

1:00 - 2:15 Luncheon



1% i'ljn Ssion Cia irman: Mr. MI. Yudelman E 484
Director, Agri-
culture and Rural
Development Dept.
IBRD

- 3:00 CIMMYT Presentation

:O_ - 4:CO Discussion on CIMMYT

4:00 - :5 Coffee Break

4:15 - 4:45 Genetic Resources Presentation

4:45 - 5:30 Discussion on Genetic Resources

Ju\/ '-' -Wcu nu-day

Morning Plinary Session Chairman: Sir John Crawford E 484
Chairman of the Technical
Advisory Committee of the
Consultative Group

9:15 - 9:45 ILRAD Presentation

9:45 - 10:30 Discussion on ILRAD

10:30 - 10:45 Coffee Break

10:45 - 11:15 ILCA Presentation

11:15 - 12:00 Discussion on ILCA

12:00 - 12:30 AVRDC Presentation

12:30 - 1:00 Discussion on AVRDC

6-a)
Afternoon (2:30 -C:3) TAC - Meeting with Center Directors A 1100

(Closed)



August 1 - Thursday

TAC - Morning Session (closed) (9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.) C 1006

Consultative Group (TAC and Center Personnel invited) A 1100
(9:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. -- 2:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.)

1. Adoption of the Agenda
2. Preparation and Publication of CG Brochure
3. Budget and Accounting Practices of Centers
4. Annual Center Review Procedures
5. Integrative Paper

-- financial assumptions for future planning

of CG/TAC
6. Report of Chairman of TAC on five-year scientific

review procedures.

August 2 - Friday

Consultative Group (continued) (9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.) A 1100

7. Statement by Chairman of TAC on Center Programs
8. Discussion of Center Programs

9. Report of Chairman of TAC on status of other pro-
posals under consideration:

a. Middle East Center

b. Plant Nutrient Institute
c. Food Policy Institute
d. Latin America - bean network

C.Fqo4 lotgano47
Aquaculture

Tropical Fruits
sio. Non-Food Crops

CARIS

.National research -4Ewrnen-logff

- -B&il-ag4o 41

10. Matters introduced by Center Directors:

. Dtroeuremen0

II. ~Donor indications of financial support of Group-endorsed
activities, 1975 & 1976-78

-La. Other

13 4% 'ress Release

14- C i Time and place of next meeting



Mr. Robert S. McNamara May 31, 1974

Warren C. Baum

CGIAR - Dinner During International Centers Week

In 1972 and 1973 you gave a dinner for selected participants in
International Centers Week. This year, Centers Week begins on Monday,
July 29, and the dinner could be held on any evening Sunday, July 28,
through Tuesday, July 30, at your convenience. (FAO is giving a cock-
tail party on Wednesday, and some of the Center Directors will have
left by Thursday.) In the past the dinners have been on the Monday
evening, with the Chairman of the CGIAR giving a reception on Tuesday.
Would you please indicate your preference, so that we can schedule
your dinner and my reception? Attached is a tentative list of guests
for your dinner.

Attachment
BMC/WCB:mcj



McNAMARA DINNER

ci Nat ions Development Programme

Mi . Wil I 1am T. Maslilur

FI'A

Mr. J. F. Yriart

TAXC

r Johnl Crawford

Ruckefll cr Foundation

Dr. S[urluig Wortman

Ford Foundat ion

Mr. David ell
Dr. Lowell Hardin

international Center for Tropical Agriculture (ClAT)

Dr. Armando Samper, Chairman
Dr. U. J. Grant, Director General

International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT)

Dr. Virgilio Barco, Chairman
Mr. haldore Hanson, Director General

International Potato Center (CIP)

Dr. Mariano Segura, Chairman
Dr. Richard L. Sawyer, Director General

International Crops Research institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (TCRISAT)

Dr. C. F. Bentley, Chairman
Dr. R. W. Cummings, Director General

International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA)

Dr. Bukar Shaib, Chairman
Dr. Herbert Albrecht, Director General



i Lc rna t ional Rice Research Inusti tute ( IRRI)

F. F. Hill, Chairman
C. Brady, Director General

hitcrtiLoinaL Laboratory for Research on Animal Diseases (ILRAD)

Dr. John A. Pino, Chairman

laternational Livestock Center for Africa (ILCA)

1)r. R. Hodgson, Cha.Irman
lD. Jean Pagot, Director General

West African Rice Development Association (WARDA)

Mr. Jacques Diouf, Executive Secretary

iternational Board for Plant Genetic Resources

Mr. Richard H. Demuth, Chairman

AsianVegetable Research and Development Center (AVRDC)

Dr. Robert F. Chandler, Jr., Director General

International Development Research Centre (IDRC)

Dr. W. David Hopper, President

U.S. Agency for International Development

Dr. Joel Bernstein

World Bank

Mr. M. Yudelman

Consultative Group Secretariat

Mr. Warren C. Baum, Chairman
Mr. Harold Graves, Executive Secretary



ROYAL NETHERLANDS EMBASSY
WASHINGTON D.C. 20008

OFFICE OF THE AGRICULTURAL COUNSELOR May 30, 1974 ( -S: NED GRICO
4200 LINNEAN AVENUE, N.W. TEL. 202 - 244 - 5300

YOUR REFERENCE: Consultative Group on International

OUR REFERENCE: L/57 5 Agricultural Research
1818 H Street, N.W.

ENCLOSURES: Washington, D.C. 20433

SUBJECT:

International Centers Week, 1974 Attn.: The Executive Secretary
Visit Dr. G. de Bakker

Dear Sir:

I have been requested to notify you that Dr. G. de Bakker of the
Netherlands Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries will participate
as a member in the meetings of the "International Centers Week",
to be held from July 29 to August 2, 1974.

It is his intention to also attend the meetings of the Technical
Advisory Committee as an observer.

For good order's sake I may mention that hotel reservations for
Dr. De Bakker will be taken care of by my office.

Sincerely yours,

J. P. Tripplaar
First Secretary (Agriculture)

cc: Bn. R. H. de Vos van Steenwijk, Financial Attache

225044* - 190
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Mr. Warren C. Baum May 30, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek

International Canters Week - Hospitality

1. Attached is a draft memo to McNamara on a Centers dinner. The
date would affect the Chairman's evening reception. Last year the dinner
was on the Monday and the reception on the Tuesday, which seems best
again. Howard Cottam has just advised me that FAD is having a reception
on the Wednesday, July 31, in its new offices at 1776 F Street in honor
of Cottam's retiral; Yriart is the host and will be inviting many CG
participants.

2. Numbers rise with centers. Attached is a list of 30 possible
dinner guests. McNamara will want it pared down to 26 invitations, I
think - but that's the next step after his approval in principle and the
setting of the date.

Atchments (2)
BMC:mcj



May 28, 1974

Dear Ralph:

You will shortly'be sending out your 1973 Annual Reports and

Audit Reports to CGIAR members, as well as the Trustee-approved

version of your 1975 Program and Budget. To assist in the process,

I am enclosing a set of mailing labels -for use in your distribution

of the documents. In each case where mare than one set of reports

should be sent, we have indicated the appropriate number of copies

by a red pencil number.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce M. Cheek

Enclosures

Dr. Ralph W. Cummings
Director
ICRISAT
1-11-256, Begumpet
Hyderabad 16
India

Identical letters sent to Mr. Hanson (CIMMYT) and Dr. Brady (IRRI)
BMC:mcj



Mr. Warren C. Bsim May 28, 1974

Bruce M. Cheeaki

CGIAR Centers k -_Proposed Program

Harold Graves asked me to check with you re the program for Centers
Week in July/August; in particular, to give you a copy of the 1973 agenda
and the proposed 1974 one so as to decide if two full days, Thursday/
Friday, August 1-2, will suffice for all CG business. The 1973 agenda
has been marked to show what in fact occurred in the 14 houss of meetings
(minus coffee) between Wednesday afternoon and Friday lunch hour on
August 1-3 last year. For reference, the November 1-2 CG session lasted
1-1/2 days (actually 11 hours minus coffee).

I think two days would suffice. As you will see from the draft 1974
agenda, Center Presentations will require the first 2-1/2 days of the
week. Then, TAC will want to meet with the Directors for the Wednesday
afternoon (critique of 1975 programs and discussion of 5-year scientific
review programs). TAC will also have to meet during the first 2 hours
of the CG on Thursday, in closed session, to decide its views on the CG
program prior to the Crawford presentation on the Friday morning.

I would also appreciate your scanning the attached material with the
knowledge that I plan to send it to participants as a provisional schedule
of events before the end of this week.

Attachments
/AKC:mcj



Oficina del
Presidente de Ia
Junta Directiva

CENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE AGRICULTURA TROPICAL Direcci6n:
c/o FAO. Catilta 10M9

APARTADO AEREO 67-13 CABLES: CINATROP

CALI, COLOMBIA
Tel6fono 44345

27 May 1974

Dear Harold,

I am very grateful indeed to you and your colleagues at

the IBRD for the arrangements made for my visit as Chairman

of the Board of Trustees of CIAT, and for the discussions held.

I trust you have received by now the communications sent

to you from CIAT concerning the two important points raised /
in your letter of 2 May to Jerry Grant which were discussed -

with the Executive Committee on 13 May.

Following our discussions I would appreciate your making

reservations for me at the Park Hotel for three nights, namely,
Sunday July 28, Monday 29 and Tuesday 30, for my participation f
in International Centers Week.

Best personal regards,

Yours sincerely,

Armando SAper
Chairman Board of Trustees

Mr. Harold Graves
Secretary
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research

IBRD
1818 H St. , N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433
U. S. A.
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INSTITUT FOR PFLANZENBAU UND SAATGUTFORSCHUNG

FORSCHUNGSANSTALT FOR LANDWIRTSCHAFT BRAUNSCHWEIG-VOLKENRODE

Direktor: Prof. Dr. D. Bommer

Institut Pflanzenbau FAL 33 Braunschweig Bundesallee 50

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretariat
Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research
1818 H St., N.W.

WashingjqD, ._20433
U.S.A.

Ihre Zeichen Ihre Nachricht vom Unsere Zeichen Telefon 0531 /59 61 Datum
- May 9th, 1974 Prof.Dr.Bo/Li Durchwahl596 May 24th, 1974

5-12/2

Dear Mr. Graves:

Having received your announcement for International

Center Week 1974 I like to ask you to make hotel
reservation for me (single room) for TAC meeting,

Centers Week and C.G. Meeting. This means from the

night of July 23 to August 2. For a change I would
like to stay in Smith Hotel near the World Bank or

otherwise in the Watergate as usual.

Best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Dr. D. Bommer)

Drahtwort: Landforschung Braunschweig Station fOr Fracht- und Expregut: Bhf. Braunschweig-Lehndorf
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May 24, 1974

Dr. U. J. Grant
Director General
Centro Inteniacional de

Agricultura Tropical
Apartado Aereo 67-13
Cali
Colombia

Dear Jerry:

Since our last talk about tentative plane for Centers Week, there
have been further developments. I am therefore writing to you in your
capacity as chairman of the Center Directors to check some points and
to ask you to be in touch with the Directors concerning some of the mat-
ters raised here.

In the first place, referring to my letter of May 7, we have set
aside a conference room for the Directors and their colleagues to meet
on Friday and Saturday, July 26-27. It is just by the Secretariat of-
fices --- Room E 1053.

We shall also try to have offices available for the Center Directors
to use in the course of the ten days or so which make up Centers Week;
but this is going to be more difficult than in the past.

For the purpose of various seating arrangements on various days of
Centers Week, we need to know what Center Directors or Chairmen are going
to attend your meeting. We understand, of course, that Bob Chandler will
be invited, and Jacques Diouf, the Executive Secretary of WARDA, expects
to be. Do you intend to have anyone from the Genes Bank (Demuth?)?
Please let me know.

The P. S. Ross people went to come and make a report to you on their
computer study, and speak of making a one-hour presentation with an hour
for questions and discussion. Will you write to them about this, please?
The person to be in touch with is Mr. Alisdair Bogie, c/o P. S. Ross and
Partners, 90 Sparks Street, Ottawa 11? 534, Canada. The telephone there
is 236-9662.

A further point is the fertilizer question on which we wrote you on
February 8 prior to the Cali meeting. There will be general interest in
comments by Center Directors on the fertiliser question, taking into ac-
count the specific request made in the TAC Resolution circulated on
February 22 for an assessment of the effects of the fertiliser and energy
crisis on the spread and effectiveness of the technologies being developed



by the centers and on their work programs. There will be an opportunity
for Center Directors to take up these and other matters on the CG agenda
on Thursday-Friday, August 1-2, where there will be a specific item "Matters
Introduced by Center Directors," as well as with TAC. In the meantime, I
attach a paper on fertiliser written by Dr. Kanwar of ICRISAT, which might
be of interest.

We are planning the Center presentations along the usual lines. In the
two sad a half days allocated to this part of Centers Week, we will need to
cover the six established Centers,as well as the two livestock centers, WARDA
and the Genetic Resources Board, and AVRDC, which will mean that time periods
have to be somewhat shortened. As we did last year, we would encourage
Center Directors to bring written texts which can be circulated at the meet-
ings. Also, with respect to the content of presentations, we would invite
the Directors to consider giving some time to the relationship that their
research program have to the problems of small farmers, including the de-
velopment of appropriate technology packages.

Unless we hear from you further, we are proceeding on the assumption
that we should arrange the seminar on the World Food Situation for the Friday
afternoon, July 26, the review session with TAC for Wednesday afternoon,
July 31, and the luncheon with TAC for Friday, July 26. In addition, we are
organising on the londay, July 29, a luncheon for all participants in Centers
Week. This year, we are trying to focus the luncheon arrangements in such a
way that each Center Director will be joined by some of the Bank operational
personnel who are interested in the work of the Center and in relating its
research activities to the Bank's lending program .

I do not know if you are preparing minutes on the Cali meeting, as you
did after Bellagio a year earlier. If so, would it be possible for us to
have a copy d6n the Secretariat; or, indeed, is there any document that you
would like to have circulated to CG members as part of their documentation
prior to Centers Week? In addition, if there are any points that you would
like to have added to the agenda, do let me know.

I should be gratefil if you would be in touch with your colleagues on
the above points as appropriate, and would keep the Secretariat informed
on the interests of the Center Directors in various aspects of the Centers
Week program.

With best wishes,
Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Attachment

BMC/HG:mcj



APARTADO AEREO 67-13

CABLES: CINATROP

CALI - COLOMBIA

CENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE AGRICULTURA TROPICAL

DIR-586

May 23, 1974

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
CGIAR
1818 H. Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Harold:

Please find enclosed a copy of the tentative program for
the Center Directors for Friday July 26 and Saturday, July 27.

It would be most appreciated if a room suitable for
approximately a dozen people could be arranged during
Friday morning and all day Saturday.

I look forward to seeing you in Jul

Sinc rely yours,

U Gr t
i ector eneral

encl.
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TENTATIVE AGENDA

MEETING OF INTERNATIONAL CENTERS' DIRECTORS

Washington, D.C. July 26-27,1974

World Bank Conference Room E 1053
(Adjacent to CG SecretAriat)

Friday, July 26

08:30 Session on Administrative Matters U. J. Grant, Chairman

- International Institute for Education

- Consultative Group, TAC, and Donors

- Center Operations

- Inter-Center Relationships

- Other;

- Report of P.S. Ross team

12:30 Lunch with TAC members

14:00 Seminar with TAC Members on World Food

Situation Montague Yudelman

Saturday, July 27 A. M. Haldore Hanson, Chairman

08:30 Exchange of information on training
policies and procedures

09:00 Discussion of issues identified in recent
studies of training programs

- Thesis of Burton Swanson (CIMMYT and IRRI)

- Study of Robert Morris (CIAT)

.12:00 Lunch

P. M. Herbert Albrecht, Chairman

13:00 Recent innovations in approaches to training

. Inter-disciplinary Ph.D. programs (CIMMYT)

- Other innovations

14:00 Other issues and questions related to training

17:30 Adjourn

Note: Mnutes of Earch meeting indicate following persons would prepare
documents or lead discussions on subjects noted:
Overhead charges, hianson; Outreachprograms, Committee (Hanson, Athwal- fii&



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME i POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

GLO/71/007 21 May 1974

Dear Tom,

Many thanks for your letter of 9 May expressing interest
in participating at the forthcoming Centres Week in Washington.
I have given a copy of your letter to Mr. Harold Graves, fxeoutive
Secretary of the Consultative Group for International Agricultural
Research who will be in touch with you on this subject.

With best personal regards,

Yours sincerely,

William T. fashler
Director

Division for Global and Interregional Projects

Professor Thomas R. Odhiambo
Director
The International Centre of Insect

Physiology and Ecology
P.O. Box 3072
Nairobi, Kenya



THE INTERNATIONAL POTATO CENTER \
Address:

L749 7 iApartado 5969
-q Lima - Perd

Cables: CIPAPA -Lima

Telephone: 354283 -354354

L-749-CIP-74 May 17, 1974

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretariat
Consultative G roup on International

Agricultural Research
1818 H Street N.W.
Washington, D .C. 20433
U.S.A.

Dear Hal,

Would you please make reservations for Dr. 0. Page and I for the dates of July
25 through August 2, 1974. These would require a double bed in each room.
I would also I ike to have a reservation for Dr. Mariano Segura and Dr. John
Niederhauser from the nights of July 28 through August 2, 1974. Would you
please have them confirm these reservations to me, if you feel this is necessary. \

Shortly I shall be sending you a new table for staffing which indicates man years
and number of positions as requested by Bruce Cheek.

Best personal regards,

Richard L. Sawyer /
Director General

mal
cc: Bruce Cheek

The International Potato Center (CIP) is a scientific institution, autonomous
and non-profit making, established by means of an agreement with the Government

of Perid with the purpose of developing and disseminating knowledge for greater
utilization of the potato as a basic food. International funding sources for

technical assistance in agriculture are financing the Center.
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APARTADO AEMEO 67-18

CABLES: CINATROP

CAU - COLOMBIA

'7ENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE AGRICULTURA TROPICAL

TC-331-74
May 17, 1974

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Harold:

On March 26, we forwarded a letter covering two points: (a) Chang-
ing the dates of our Presentation Days, and (b) requesting assign-
ment of a conference room, if possible, for a meeting of the Center
Directors on July 26 and 27. To my knowledge, we have not heard from
you about the latter point.

Therefore, we would appreciate knowing if a conference room can be
available, and, if not, your suggestions as to alternate arrangements.
Perhaps we could arrange for a room at one of the nearby hotels.

I am writing today to obtain a reservation for myself at the Roger
Smith.

We are in the second day of our Presentation Days, after a busy
three-day Board meeting. While the group has been small, it has been
active and a good exchange of ideas and information resulted.

Many thanks for your cooperation.

Fr is C. Byrnes, Lea er
Training and Coimunication

FCB:cee
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CENTRO INTERNACIONAL

DE AGRICULTURA TROPICAL - CIAT

APARTADO AEREO 67-13

APARTADO MAL. 737

CALI - COLOMBIA

CABLES: CINATROP

TC-330-74
May 17, 1974

Manager
Btel Roger Smith
18th Itrest & Peuuwylvania Avenue, N. W.
Viehingtou, D. C. 20006

Dear Sirt

Pleaee reserve for in a single room, air-conditioned, with bath or
shwer, beginning July 235 1974. and eoatiouing thregh the following
week. I abell be in Weteington, D. a.* for a series of meetings in
connection with International Centers * Week at the World Bank.

~1 ~ely,

Francis C. Byrn"., Leader
Training and Conaication

0:ree

e fr. * I. Graves, Coenultative Grewp, Vashingtem 4



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: May 13, 1974

FROM: Harold Graves

SUBJECT: International Centers Week: 1974

The following is a list of topics which might be discussed by the
Consultative Group on Thursday and Friday during International Centers
Week:

1. The Consultative Group Brochure
(Report from UNDP)

2. Budgeting and Accounting Practices of the Research Centers
(Secretariat revision of the paper of June 1973)

3. Annual Center Review Procedures
(Report from Secretariat)

4. Integrative Paper (Secretariat)

5. TAC: 5-year review procedures

(Sir John Crawford)

6. Programs of Existing Centers

(Sir John Crawford)

7. New proposals (Sir John Crawford), including

a. Middle East Center
b. International Plant Nutrient Institute
c. International Food Policy Institute

8. Other matters, including

a. data base (Mr. Yudelman)

9. Donor indications of financial support, 1975.

cc: Mr. Baum
Mr. Yudelman

HGraves :apm



Mr. Cheek May 13, 1974

Harold Graves

cGIAi: Commentaries on Center ?Sogam and Bud t Papers

Here are the dates we talked about this morning for completing

drafts of Secretariat commentaries on the Center Program and budget

papers for 1975:

IITA - May 16

ICRISAT - May 16

CIMMYT M- may 15

CIP - May 21 or 24

CIAT - May 21 or 24.

Dates are yet to be determined for

IRRI

WARDA

ILCA and

ILRAD,

although enough information should be available for HG to prepare an ILCA

paper during the week of May 20.

cc: Mr. Baum
Mr. Tudelman/Darnell

RGraves:apm



cz

Files May 13, 1974

Harold Graves

International Centers Week: 1974

The following is a list of topics which might be discussed by the
Consultative Group on Thursday and Friday during International Centers
Week:

1. The Consultative Group Brochure
(Report from UNDP)

2. Budgeting and Accounting Practices of the Research Centers
(Secretariat revision of the paper of June 1973)

3. Annual Center Review Procedures
(Report from Secretariat)

4. Integrative Paper (Secretariat)

5. TAC: 5-year review procedures
(Sir John Crawford)

6. Programs of Existing Centers
(Sir John Crawford)

7. New proposals (Sir John Crawford), including

a. Middle East Center
b. International Plant Nutrient Institute
c. International Food Policy Institute

8. Other matters, including

a. data base (Mr. Yudelman)

9. Donor indications of financial support, 1975.

ec: Mr. Baum
Mr. Yudeluan

HGraves:ap"



UNITED NATIONS PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

866 UNITED NATIONS PLAZA
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017

TELEPHONE: 754-1234 CABLE ADDRESS: UNDEVPRO * NEW YORK

P!Q/301/CGIAR
REFERENCE:

GLL/GW 10 May 1974

Dear Mr. Baum,

I wish to inform you that Mr. William T. Mashler, Director,
Division for Global and Interregional Projects, has been designated
to be the representative of the United Nations Development Programme
during the forthcoming Centres Week of the Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research, which will begin its meetings
at the end of July.

Mr. Gordon Havord, Senior Agricultural Adviser in the Technical
Advisory Division of UNDP, has been designated to be an observer at
the meetings of the Technical Advisory Committee, which will convene
just prior to the beginning of Centres Week, and will attend Centres
Week for the first two days.

Yours sincerely,

I. G. Patel
Deputy Administrator

Mr. Warren C. Baum
Chairman, Consultative Group on

International Agricultural Research
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
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CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD May 9, 1974

TO: Members of the Consultative Group, Members of the
Technical Advisory Committee, and Center Directors

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: International Centers Week, 1974

1. International Centers Week will be held at the headquarters of
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development in Washington,
D.C., from Monday, July 29 to Friday, August 2, 1974.

2. As in previous years, International Centers Week is intended to
provide for an exchange of views and information among Directors and of-
ficials of international agricultural research centers, representatives

of governments and organizations which are members of the Consultative
Group, and the members of the Group's Technical Advisory Committee (TAC).

3. Plenary meetings will take place on July 29, July 30 and the

morning of July 31 devoted to the presentation of programs and budgets
by the Centers to all participants.

4. The Consultative Group itself will meet on Thursday, August 1,
and Friday, August 2. Among other things, it will hear a report by the
Chairman of TAC on the Committee's appraisal of ongoing research programs
and on new proposals before the Consultative Group; and members of the
Group will give preliminary and informal indications about availabilities
of financial resources for international agricultural research programs
in 1975.

5. Both the Technical Advisory Committee and the Center Directors
are intending to hold meetings in the latter part of the week preceding
International Centers Week. There will be an open session of TAC on the
morning of Friday, July 26.

6. It is planned to circulate a detailed agenda of meetings and events
by the end of this month.

7. Delegations wishing to have hotel reservations made for them should
advise the Secretariat of the Consultative Group as soon as possible.



CON4SI 1U ATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

181 H SL, N.W. Wahinyton, D.C. 20433 U.SA.
Telephone (Area Codc 202) 477-3592

Cable Adiress - INT BAFIRAD

May 7, 1974
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Dr. Grant - 2 - May 7, 1974

I minht add that we Wivp had the opportunity of talking with David
Hopler reuarding the visic Af the P. S. Ross team to the Centers. They

aold like' to meet with the Directors ing their July sessicns and would
b Wiling Lo joi you on eichur the Frid Iy or the Sturday. Perhaps you
C l Lt us kno, too, wherhar the DiWecwors will want to meet the Ross

tia and, if so, Lheo.

Sincerely yours,

Hbarold GWaves

& ~



DRAFT FRAMWORK OF CENTERS WEEK, 1974
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Mr. Cheek May 6, 1974

Rovol4 Graves

CGIAR: CAwmq tarles an Center Program .ad Sudg~e Pa"ers

Here are the date. we talked about this morning for cmplating drafts
of Secretariat eonvutaris n the Ceter Pregrsm and Budget papers for

IXTA - May 11

ICRISAT IW 11

CiNKYT - May 15

CIP May 15

CIAT - ay 17.

Dotes are yet to be determadno for

WARDA

ILCA sad

ILRAD,

althegh enough information shoud be available for MC to prepare an ILCA
paper during the week of May 20.

e: Kr. Bau
Mr. Yud.,mjaDarnell

Rerae.sa



May 6, 1974

Dear Dick;

You will shortly be sending out your 1973 Annual Reports and

Audit Reports to CGIAR members. To assist in the process, I am en-,

closing a set of mailing labels for use in your distribution of the

documents. In each case where more than one set of reports should

be sent, we have indicated the appropriate number of copies by a red

pencil number.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce M. Cheek

Enclosures

Dr. Richard L. Sawyer
Director General
International Potato Center
Apartado 5969
Lima
Peru

Identical letters sent to Dr. Grant (CIAT) and Dr. Albrecht (IITA)

BC :mcj



March 22, 1974

Dear JiU:

Many thanks for your letter of 13 March and for the encourag-
I*g news about your IITA report (which, oddly enough, seems not to
have arrived here yet). Th ank you also for asking Albrecht to
send as the annual program review papers. (I did pick up Okigbo's
at ZITA in December.)

We do indeed depend on you to attend the ClAT presentation
week, May 6-11, and would like you to go to IRRI as well. We can
talk about a date for the Rice Institute when you are in Washington,
but presumably it should be very soon after your visit to Iran.

We also have some livestock questions to talk about, an&4 ope
you will have some free time to discuss them when you are here in
April.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

1r, L. J. C. Evans
The Old Post Cottage
Motcombe
Shaftesbury
Dorset, SP7 9NT
England

UGraves :apa



CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

March 22, 1974

TO: Center Directors

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: 1975 Documents

1. Please remember that we are hoping to receive the draft
of your 1975 program and budget documents by March 31.

2. We would also appreciate hearing from you about the dates
on which you expect to send out your 1973 Annual Report and the
audit of your accounts for 1973. We suggest that two copies of
each of these documents be sent to your Consultative Group mailing
list. The Executive Secretariat would like to have 10 copies of

. each.

HG:mcj
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Mr. M. Yudelman February 15, 1974

Bruce M. Cheek

Center Reviews in 1974

I refer to Mr. Graves' memorandum of December 20, 1973, to you on
the above subject and to subsequent discussions with you and with Mr.
Graves.

The Secretariat has to present program and budget reviews to the
TAC and the Consultative Group before International Centers Week at the
and of July. These will be done for each of the si: operating inter-
national centers in line with the recommendations of the Bell Subcommittee
report. The Secetariat's reports on each center will be based on both
field and desk work, including review of the 1975 program and budget pro-
posals due to be received by the Secretariat from each center before March
31, 1974. The field work really began with the visits made in November
1973 - February 1974 to each of the centers by Messrs. Graves and Lewis,
and, in three instances, by myself. In addition, on the budget side, we
anticipate that it may be necessary to re-visit IITA (and perhaps IRRI).

On the program/scientific side, we anticipate making desk reviews
on CIP, ICRISAT and CIMMYT. [I presume that the Secretariat will need
help from the Department staff in this.] For IITA, Jim Evans is attend-
ing the internal review which begins on February 18 and will then write
a short report by the end of the month (see Mr. Graves' letter to Mr. Evans
dated February 8). For CIAT and IRRI, we think it advisable to have field
visits in March/May because of the nature of the actual and proposed pro-
gram changes in 1974 and 1975. Mr. Graves is asking Mr. Evans to undertake
one or other of these reviews. For the third one, that is either CIAT or
IRRI, we would hope to have the help of the Department in making available
a staff member for a scientific review. I am cabling Mr. Graves to learn
what he arranged with Mr. Evans as a basis for deciding what action we
might ask you to consider so as to help complete the review cycle on the
program/scientific side.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Graves
Mr. Ruddy/Mr. Lewis

BHCamcj



February 14, 1974

Dear Herb:

I am enclosing two drafts on the outreach and training pro-
grams at IITA. These were written on the basis of our December
visit, and of course refer to 1974 and not to 1975. However, I
hope that they will be some help in preparing your 1975 program
end budget paper, the draft of which we are expecting before the
end of March. I have no particular coumnts to add to those which
Harold made in his letter of February 12.

I hope you have a very fruitful set of review meetings next
week and that these will help clarify the cieantific program
that you want to put forward for 1975.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Bruce 1. Cheek

Enclosures

Dr. R. R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of

Tropical Agriculture
P.O. Box 5320
Ibadan
Nigeria

BMC:mcj
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Dr. H. R. Albrecht
Director
International Institute of Tropical Alricultue
Oyo Road, P.14.B. 5320
Ibadan
Nigeria

Dear Herb:

With this letter, X'm sending you a 4k drnft 
be the style of the narrative section of I1,A-s IY75
Ludet Presentation to the Cnmu lttive crow. I, i7

tYe G'rai Leus Lmprovewent Prog r :m. Bruce Choeki~.
inr othbor sections, on Gutreach and Tra nihg.

I' afraid this may seem 1k t
- fal t at 117A. Our schule y

pot one "en.t of my li',ht fV :azrobi to L
t.. re, the Secratiriat k-di- tly r-' Ieto nh
travel, to CiAT and CI'T.

At rate, thi CLTP section will I lus I
M< ke a beappOpr, t for the non-niti p

sultat rou o r in" th flrrl di2kr
1y crop (or by ytema) a .rief sti nt oc &
the crp, the prcble ; of the crap, thi obj t
c ntut o f r rsei, h Ve progrs aeadtepo

pro>res ( - they can be eaure) The n b.
In vhich IndIca tze. ianover deploymient andpu jc
1nd the tc'.,t vhould nd ,ith a brief GisCu oo

pruposed.

Si"Cta we weeat IllTA. fuirther su- etiocs 13v lpv- Iu
the proposed fom. t. One is dircctly r lated to Jvhn c-
ing that somethin, ou ght to be caid abotut the echkv n
Inatitut. Thre Nuoeation is that this PiLght !:e an
in the pre; vtation -- follo-4ing Le (T) penea itur t
the generazl iission and role of the Center aud (TI) b
of changeg between the proposed vanpower and btudgct It



.. f. R. Albrecht - 2 - Ferury 12, 1074

of the previous year. This chapter (T11) on achievements could. be very
tele:rcphic in style (a bit like IZPI'a narrative for 1974) m43 refer
to the chpters on the individual pro-raRv eleents, where sligh.tly
more detail i4 ght be found.

The other su'gestion (from Lowell Fardiu) is that the Institute
niight want to include a chapter (IV) on issues -- things which bave
been decided or are to be decided, and the factors that have been, or
are being, taken into account. An ezxample, if it Matkr1s as a proponal,
would be the question of a higw-rainfall substation for IITA.

In any caset the program and budget presentation is not P substitttte
at all for the annual report, where the real scientific content is to be
found; and we think that either you or the Secretariat, when the prograni
and budget papers are sent out, should :tak'e thiti clear.

We are still considering the question of what person to add to the
Secretarint ns an agricultural specialist. I approciate very itwch having
had the erefit of your vie-ws ou this, and have, in fact, cast viy vnte
in te saii direction. The question, hcwever, is not a sinple one, and
I can't say at the rnoment how it will turn out.

The Executive Directors of the International evelopment A.so Thtien
this uornin approved IDA's firat s t of rnnts to the research I.ti t .
In the cc.e of 1\TA, we atrrt with a Frant of $2 C,030. After your audt
report is ilable, and when we have better- knwledge about wh-t othor
(dOi (ejpecially the Grr .ns) still have it in their power to .o for
ThA, we wotuld be t 1ling to look at IITA'a needs a-ain if there are
urz-ent rcquirs,-'enta still unk ,it.

Sincerely,

11arold Graves

Enclosure

IlGraves :api



February 12, 1974

Dr. John A. Pino
Director for Agricultural Sciences
The Rockefeller Foundation
111 West 50th Street
New York
New York 10020

Dear John:

Many thanks for your letter of January 8 about the sample program
and budget presentation for CI. It got to my desk today, after having
been trapped elsewhere in the Bank for a month.

Your comments are quite to the point and reveal, among other things,
that the transmittal letter should have been more explanatory. I should
have explained that the text was not intended to replace any of the de-
tailed tabular material contained in the budget presentations as of last
year.

The text is simply meant to explain in words what the tables present
in numbers; if the tables say that three man-years are being spent on
taxonomy, the text says what the budget presentations, as now composed,
do not say, namely: what the taxonomic work is, what its objectives are,
why it is being undertaken, what results have been achieved or are expected,
what changes are proposed and why. For those of us who thought that taxono-
mists were people who stuffed animals, this is intended to be an improve-
ment. And if you look at the 1974 program and budget documents (Ii's,
for instance), you will see that it is usually not possible to relate what
is said in the narrative to what the detailed tables say.

On your second point, the document is certainly not intended to replace
the annual technical report; and, in view of your comment, it probably would
be a good idea to include a prefatory note to this effect. One does, indeed,
worry about saying something new; and our suggestion to the Centers has been
that since research problems and priorities do not change very much from
year to year, the Centers ought not to worry about changing the basic lan-
guage concerning problems, objectives and approaches. What will change is
the language about manpower and financial requirements and about achievements.

Your point three is the one we are trying to meet. The document is short
on technical detail. Still, it is trying to explain the basis for the general
shape of the program and, as you say, to explain why a certain item is going
up or down.



- 2 -

In six weeks or so, we ay begin getting sample drafts from centers,
and I'll take the liberty of sending along one or two on the chance that
you may have time for further comnent.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

HG:mcj



Mr. Evans February 8, 1974

Harold Graves

Program and Budget Review

1. You will attend the program review of the International Institute
of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) at Ibadan in the week of February 18, and
will prepare a note on the review for the Consultative Group Secretariat
and the Director of the Agriculture and Rural Development Department of
the World Bank.

2. Based on the subject matter covered in the program review, your
note should comment on

(a) work done and advances made in the research
program in 1973/74, and any significant changes of di-
rection adopted in the program during that time;

(b) advances made in the programs of outreach
and of training (i. e., relationships with new institutions
or new countries, new subjects of training, development of
new training techniques), distinguishing to the extent possible
between francophone and anglophone activities;

(c) research initiatives proposed for 1975, their priority
in relation to ongoing activities and to possible alternative
initiatives, and the prospects of payoff from the new research
proposed;

(d) initiatives proposed in the programs of outreach
and of training;

(a) any medium to long term budget or staffing implica-
tions of (e) and (d); and

(f) any other subjects or issues which you feel are
worth bringing to the attention of IITA or the Consultative
Group.

3. As time permits, you will discuss your impressions with the Director
General of IITA. In any case you will send him a draft of your commentary
at or about the same time as you send the draft to the Secretariat and the
Bank.



Mr. Evans - 2 - February 8, 1974

4. You will send a draft of your commentary to the Consultative Group
Secretariat and the Director of the Agriculture and Rural Development De-
partment of the Bank about March 8. You will prepare and send a final
draft to these recipients and to the Director General of IITA about
June 15, after IITA's Program and Budget proposals have been approved
by the Institute's Board of Trustees.

HGraves:apm



February 8, 1974

Mr. L. J. C. Evans
The 014 Post Cottage
Hotcombe
Shaftesbury
Dorset SP7 9NT
England

Dear Jim:

You will have had a letter from Bruce Cheek dated February 1 on
the subject of your review of the IITA program later this month. I
have taken the points in that letter and added one or two others for
the purpose of producing short terms of reference, and these terms
are attached.

As Bruce said, you should base your own work on what is covered
in the review. If there are subjects left uncovered (and the review,
for instance, may not get into the outreach and training programs) you
need not cover them; we will try to pick them up, to the extent possible
and desirable, when we go back to IXTA for a last look at their budget
figures.

You should also, as Bruce remarked, take into account that by the
time of Centers Week, members of the Consultative Group will have had a
quite extensive documentation on IITA, consisting of three documents:
(1) program and budget proposals, (2) 1973 annual reports, and (3) 1973
auditor's reports. It is therefore not necessary to provide a compre-
hensive or basic description of IITA's activities, and that is why the
word cotentary is underlined in the attached terms of reference.

We think the commentary should be short. As you know better than
anyone, what the Consultative Group is looking for, basically, is some
assurance that the funds it is providing are being spent with reasonable
effectiveness and with a good prospect of a return in increased food pro-
duction. It is not to be expected that either you or the Group will neces-
sarily agree with all the judgments of the Institute, but the Group will
want to know whether or not the judgments were reached as a result of
adequate consideration of relevant factors.

Given all the other written material that will exist, a commentary
could fulfill its function, as Bruce said, in as little as two pages.



- 2 -

Once again, we have the question of how the program evaluation, done
by yourself, and the financial examination, done mainly by others, are to
be put together. We can leave this point open, but I am inclined to think
that it would be of some interest if your first draft were regarded as a
private communication to the Secretariat, Monty Yudelman and the Institute,
not necessarily to be shared with other members of the Consultative Group,
and speaking out more frankly than would be the case with a comentary in-
tended for more general consumption. A revision could then be tempered in
the light of comments from Albrecht and us; and it could be left to us, as
an editorial matter, to combine the program commentary and financial report.
If time permitted (and that will be a problem again this year), we would

show the final product to you, but, in any case, in circulating the document
we would provide some explanation which would absolve you from sin.

I had hoped by now that we could send you some of the material that
Cheek, Lewis (of P & B) and I drafted on the basis of our own visit to IITA,
since it would give you some idea of what IITA t a own program and budget
document may look like. Alas, however, I have not been able to get to any
editorial work of this kind; but perhaps I can put something in the mail for
you next week from London (I'll be passing through on Wednesday morning en
route to ICRISAT).

I have also written you a separate note on the never-ending affairs of
ILCA.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Enclosure

HG: mtj



Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: BRADY DATE: FEBRUARY 6, 1974
RICEFOUND
MANILA CLASS OF

SERVICE: TELEX OR40r ..

COUNTRY: PHILIPPINES

TEXT:
Cable No.:

OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS IS CONSIDERING INITIAL GRANT TO IRRI NEXT

TUESDAY AND EYE WILL INFORM YOU PROMPTLY OF ACTION TAKEN. HOPE IT WILL

BE CONVENIENT FOR YOU TO RECEIVE VISIT FROM ME AND WILLIAM LEWIS OF BANK

ARRIVING MANILA THURSDAY EVENING FEBRUARY TWENTYONE AND LEAVING LOS BANOS

NOT LATER THAN MONDAY EVENING FEBRUARY TWENTYFIVE. MRS. GRAVES ACCOMPANYING

THROUGH FEBRUARY TWENTYTWO ONLY. OUR PURPOSE FIRST TO OBTAIN FIRST HAND

IMPRESSION YOUR ACTIVITY SECOND TO DISCUSS FORMAT OF YOUR PROGRAM AND

BUDGET PRESENTATION TO CONSULTATIVE GROUP AND THIRD TO PURSUE SOME

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS WITH SALACUP. WOULD APPRECIATE YOUR CONFIRMATION

THAT THESE DATES ARE ACCEPTABLE AND WOULD BE GRATEFUL IF YOU WOULD ARRANGE

ACCOMMDATIONS FOR OUR STAY IN LOS BANOS. REGARDS

GRAVES

NOTTO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Harold N. Graves, Jr. cc: Mr. W. W. Lewis, P & B

DEPT. griculture & Rural Development HG:mcj

SIGNATURE A
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

REFERENCE: For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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P. S. ROSS & PARTNERS
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS 90 SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA KIP 5B4, CANADA, 236-9662

February 5, 1974

Mr. Warren C. Baum
Vice-President
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Baum:

Alisdair Bogie and myself want to take this opportunity to
express our thanks to you and your colleagues for the time so willingly
afforded us during our recent visit to Washington on January 31, 1974.

The perspective gained of the evolving development of the
six international research centers and their relationships with donor
agencies will be a valuable contribution to our study of the reporting and
computing requirements of the centers.

We appreciate your invitation to have further discussions with
you and your colleagues following our visits to the institutes and will
contact you to make the necessary arrangements.

We certainly hope that the Washington climate will be as
accommodating in the later part of the year as it was in late January.

Sincerely,

P.S. ROSS& PARTNERS

Robert L. Cummings
Senior Consultant

HALIFAX QUEBEC MONTREAL OTTAWA TORONTO WINNIPEG CALGARY EDMONTON VANCOUVER
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January 31, 1974

Dear Andrew:

Just in case Eduardo Alvarez did not pick them up from
Hal Hanson, here are two more bits of our drafty draft of the
CIAT 1975 program and budget document, having to do with field
beaus and corn. You already have bits on beef, swine and rice,
and I hope we will be sending others dcwn before the end of
this week, to reach you somewhat ahead of your February 10 dead-
line.

We would be grateful if, after your Executive Comittee meet-
ing, we could have a copy of the draft document. If the topic
is not informatively covered in the draft dociut, we would
also like to know, program by program, what funds and how many
positions are being sought under special-project financing.

I called Omer Kelley at USAID yesterday about your Decerber
correspondence; and he promised to look into the matter at once.

It was fine to see you again, and all of us thank you for
your help and hospitality. It was great to see Andrew, but to
pee Senora Urquhart as well made it an unforgettable visit!

Sincerely,

arold Graves

EnClosure

r. Andrew Urquhart
Controller
Centro Internacional d4 Agricultura Tropical
Apartado AMrev 67013
Apartado Nal. 737
Cali
Colcobia
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FIELD BEANS 5.5 Principal, -.- Support Staff $-----

Field Beans are a mainstay of life throughout tropical America. They

are a principal crop of small subsistence farms and an indispensable source

of protein for middle and low-income groups in whose diets animal protein

may be scarce or completely lacking. The potential for more and better

production undoubtedly is considerable. Even without new varieties, the

imprcvement of small-farm systems and the elevation of crop management to

even modest standards of effectiveness could double the yield of beans

on an average subsistence farm.

The chief purpose of the CIAT bean program is to increase the pro-

ductivity, production an(d consumption of beans, in order to improve the

diet: of low-incoma people and enhance the welfare of the subsistence

farmer and his family. A mui.-disciplinary ream for carrying ouL the

program took shape at CIAT in 1973, and 1974 is the first full year in

which activity has been carried out under a coprehensive work plan. The

team is k.rawn from eight disciplines, and in 1974 will be executing five

nan_-years of work by senior scientists, as follows: agronomy (1/2),

pbysiolcgy (1), plant breeding (1), pathology (1), entomology (1/2),

microbic logy (1/2) and economics (1/2).

The bean program aims to develop packages of improved practices and

varieties and to spread them through cooperati on with national programs.

Strong emphasis has been given to gathering and evaluating genetic material

Over 10,000 collections have been gathered: more tban half have been tested

at o0e or mote locations it Colombia; and varietics with desirable groth
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nutritional and disease-resistance characteristics 
have been selected for

the breeding program. The production and distribution of disease-free

seed to national programs also has been given high 
priority, and has been

stepped up in 1974. The development and distribution of bacterial 
inocu-

lants promoting nitrogen fixation is well under way.

Research in production systems is seeking to determine the economically

optimum yields possible through proper spacing, 
fertility and pest control;

and the study of multiple cropping centered on beans, 
particularly by inter-

planting with maize, has begun. Work in economics is focused on identifying

and weighing the relative importance of factors limiting productivity, 
pro-

duction, distribution and consumption of beans. The bean program also in-

cludes training and documentation services.

The only increase proposed in thre core progra- f_. 117_7

of 1/2 man-year of entomological work so that the team can have the par-

ticipation of an entomologist full time. Insectsparticularly spider mite and

white fly) and insect-borne diseases 'e. g. virus infections) are one of the

most severe of all factors limiting bean production, and increased attention

to this problem is well justified.

CASSAVA 6.5 prin-ipal, 16 support staff $-----

Cassava is a starch-producing root crop particularly suited to acid

tropical soils and widely grown throughout the tropics as food for both

humans and livestock and as a source of commercial starch. The potential

for increased yields is proven, and the need for them is becomin? more

ncute as world population grows.
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CIAT's cassava program seeks to devise and spread the adoptioi. of

production packages appropriate to small farms over a wide geographic

and climatic range. An integrated team of specialists for the program

was fully formed by mid-1973, and in 1974 is carrying out six man-years

of work by senior scientists, as follows: physiology (1); breeding (1);

pathology (1); agronomy (1); entomology (1/2); soils (1/2); economics (1/2);

and weed control (1/2).

An important achievement has been the gathering from various sources

of the world's most complete collection of cassava germ plasm, now con-

sisting of over 2,000 clones. The screening and first-generation field

testing of this material is well under way. Yields markedly above average

have been produced from superior varieties, in ndvance of cross-breeding

and with some (enetic material yet to be tested.

Y'ields will need to be enhanced and stabilized by finding and develop-

ing varieties with disease and insect resistance and by instituting better

agronomic practices. CIAT experiments show that cassava is highly responsive

to planting density, with yields increasing to as i:uch as 50 tons per hectare -

at least twice the normal average - -s planting density increases to levels

of 10,000--20,0)) plar',s per hertire. Strains highly resistant to certain

bacterial and fungus diseases have ba en found, and the sources of insect.

resistance in cassava are being explored. The eli-lination of cyanide con-

tent from cassava remains an importanL breeding objective.

The cassava program also includes training. and a docuwtentation service

based on an exceptionally conprehensive bibliography.
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The 1975 program will continue the main thrusts of 197A, and explora-

tions looking toward the development of cooperative projects outside

Colombia are eypected to produce concrete results, perhaps in Brazil,

Paraguay or Peru. Special-project funding will be sought for some ad-

ditions to the program -- for instance: to develop better drying and

storage methods, for a socto-economic evaluation of the potentialities

of multiple cropping centered on cassava, and to improve methods and

facilities for producing and distributing disease-free plant material.

The only increase requested within the core program is for the

strengthening of entonological work, by increasing the availability of

a senior scientist from half to full time and by adding a second

asristantship in entomology. Since insects and insect-borne diseases

of high priority.



January 31, 1974

Dear Jerry:

Many thanks for your kindness to Bruce Cheek, Bill Lewis and
me during our visit to CIAT last weak. We profited greatly from
our time with you, and hope that our visit will produce results
that will be of some help to CIAT. (We are drafting budget text
for Andrew Urquhart to consider as fast as we can and sending it
down piate by piece.)

You asked for news about Rockefeller Foundation action on the
capital grant for CIAT. John Pino says the proposal for the grant
will be put to the Rockefeller Board in February, and that he will
of course be in touch with you right away when action is taken. He
had his fingers crossed, since the previous capital grant was
supposed to have been the last one; but I earnestly hope that it
will all turn out right.

Again, thanks for your help,

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

Dr. U. J. Grant
Director General
Centro Internacional d. Agricultura

Tropical
Apartado Aareo 67-13
Cali
Colombia
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INITERlN: rlO AL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATO .AL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FV\ANCE
*ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTIO AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATI 1/

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Baum and Mr. Yudelman DATE: January 31, 1974

FROM: Harold Graves

SUBJECT: Back-to-Office

To report briefly on the past week --

Mr. Cheek, Mr. Lewis of P&B and I visited CIAT from January 23 to

25, and Mr. Lewis and I visited CIMMYT on January 28. Mr. Cheek re-

turned to the office on January 28, Mr. Lewis and I on January 30.

CIAT

1. At CIAT, we saw Dr. Grant and the heads of all his program

teams except for James Cock (cassava), who was away, and Dr. Jennings

(rice), whose work is not conducted at the headquarters station. Mr.

Lewis spent some time with Mr. Urquhart, the CIAT controller, on

budgeting and accounting procedures, and I had a longish talk with

Jerry Grant.

2. We began drafting at CIAT a sample program and budget paper

such as we had done for CIP. Parts of it were left with Urquhart, and
more wilL De sent aown irom wasnington as they are COIIpIeCeL. UrquuaL.
is to give Grant a draft paper on February 10, and the Executive Com-

mittee of the Board of Trustees is to consider the paper on February
25.

3. We learned that just before our arrival, Jerry Grant had an-

nounced to his staff that he woulW retire as Director General before

the end of 1974. (John Pino says that no date has been set, and that

the Trustees will appoint a search committee to look for a new Director

General at their May meeting.)

CIMMYT

1. At CIMMYT, we spent imat of our time with Mr. Hanson, the

Director-General, and Dr. Oler, his deputy; but we also had a meet-

ing with Osler and with Mr. Dominguez, the controller. We proceeded

on the basis that CIMMYT did not ni.cd and would not welcome any help

in the drafting of a program and budget document, and, as far as that

document was concerned, spent most of our time discussing what kind of
program break-down would be suitable for the narrative and the appended

tables. We also discussed some more general questions, and reconciled
our slightly differing figures about funds available for CIMM4YT in 1974.

11G:mcj



Form No. 27
(3-70)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: ALBRECHT DATE: JANUARY 30, 1974
TROPFOUND
IKEJA CLASS OF

SERVICE: FULL RATE

COUNTRY: NIGERIA

TEXT:
Cable No.:

REUR JANUARY ELEVEN OFFICE MEMO, EVANS PARTICIPATINfIITARE U R W OU L DP R T C P T N F I A

R|VIEWS STOP M APPRECIATE YOUR SENDING HIM DIRECTLY PREPARATORY

DOCUMENTS AND NAMES OTHER REVIEW PARTICIPANTS STOP ADDRESS OLD POST

COTTAGE COMMA NOTCOMBE COMMA SHAFTESBURY COMMA DORSET COMMA SP7 9NT

COMMA ENGLAND REGARDS

CHEEK
INTBAFRAD

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION-

NAME Bruce M. Cheek

DEPT. Agriculture & Rural Development

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF I DIVIDUAL AUT EOAP

REFERENCE: For Use By Communications Section

ORIGINAL (Fie Copy)
(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch!
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CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

January 23, 1974

TO: Members of the Consultative Group, Directors of the
International Agricultural Research Centers, Members
of TAC

FROM: Executive Secretariat

SUBJECT: Center Review Procedures

1. The Secretariat memorandum of January 9, 1974, on this subject
was in error in stating that no comments were received on the November
5, 1973, draft report of the Bell Subcommittee which was circulated on
November 20; a number of comments were in fact received by Mr. Bell,
the Chairman of the Subcommittee. Their content was carefully con-
sidered and it was felt that they did not call for substantive changes
in the draft.

2. This memorandum therefore confirms that the November 1973 draft
report may be regarded as having the general agreement of Group members
and as incorporating the procedures and practices to be adopted with re-
spect to the review of center operations. The procedures will no doubt
need to be reassessed after a year or two of experience, at which time
the suggested changes in wording would be considered along with the re-
sults of the actual functioning of the review system.



availability of funds.

(Laughter.)

MR. DEMUTH: Any other comments on this paper?

(No response.)

If not, thank you very much, Mr. Ruddy. I think

it was quite appropriate for Mr. Bell' to express the

congratulations of the Group for the progress that has been

made because Mr. Bell is perhaps the one that has put the

greatest pressure on the secretariat and the centers to make

this progress, and we are aware that he is satisfied with what

has gone up to now.

MR, RELLi "Ot :!nlv aifid admiring,

MR. DEMUTH: I suggest, then, we move to item 6 which

will be the last item on our agenda this afternoon, on center

review procedures.

You remember that we discussed this matter at some

length at the International Centers Week last year and again

at our meeting in November. Most of you will remember that

we made a first attempt at conducting such reviews last

year -- I am referring now to the progress in 1972 -- when

the program of each center was looked at by either an FAO

or a Bank staff member who prepared a fairly informal report

on its findings for the Technical Advisory Committee and for

HOOVER REPORTING CO., INC.

,srnor., UC. 20002
(202) 546-6606
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this group.

This year, as you will have seen from the reviews

circulated by the secretariat, we have attempted something

that is rather more organized and somewhat more ambitious.

And for this purpose, we augmented the Consultative Group

staff, first by employing on a part-time basis two senior

agricultural consultants -- Mr. Evans and Dr. Dion -- and,

second, by secunding to that staff a budgetary expert Mr.

Urquhart from the Bank's programming and budgeting department,

and I think I can express the view of the Group in saying

that we are extremely grateful to Mr. Evans, Dr. Dion, and Mr.

UrQuhart for their participation in this work.

When we discussed this matter last year, members of

the Group put,and I think quite rightly, a lot of stress on

the delicate questions of relationships with the centers

to which the reviews might give rise. And in particular

stressed the importance of avoiding interference with the

day-to-day operations of the centers and that the reviewers

not infringe or appear to infringe on the independence of the

Board of Trustees and the Center Directors.

Thanks to the tact of Mr. Evans and Dr. Dion, I

think these pitfalls have been successfully avoided.

But a number of other problems have revealed

HOOVER REPORTING CO, INC.
320 Massachusetts Avenue, N E
Washingtcn, D.C. 20002 i
(202) 546-6666
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themselves, at last some of which are summarized in a paper pre-

pared by the secretariat, which has been circulated to you

and which makes certain suggestions on review procedures for

the future.

In addition, the Directors have indicated to me

that they want to make some comments to the Group on future

review procedures which I believe are quite consistent with

some of the suggestions at least that are presented in the

secretariat's paper.

So, if agreeable to the Group, I will first call

on Mr. Hanson who has been designated by the Directors to

speak for them n this itei, and thaen to ask the views of the

Group, first on any aspect of the reviews that were carried

out this year and, secondly, on the suggestions for improvement

made in the secretariat's paper.

But, first, Mr. Hanson.

MR. HANSON: The Directors met here in the building

last Saturday afternoon on an agenda of items of common

interest, and one of them was this topic of the reviews that

had been made by the representatives of the Consultative

Group.

.,We thought it would save time of this Group if we

put down on paper a few ideas which I am giving to the

HOOVER REPORTING CO, INC.
320 Massachusetts Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
(202) 546-6666 I
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secretariat and that we just made one presentation.

There was consensus among the Directors that the

review process for both program and administration has been

useful. And when I speak of process, I mean the many

different reviews that are going on. We realize that there

still is possible rationalization of those. We have had a

staff review, we have had a trustee review, we have had this

visiting group, we have had in our own case an outside group

reviewing administration. We are not complaining, we are

just saying that if we study it, we are quite sure that these

can be dovetailed better and we will still get the same

bnefits, and we hope you wi11 get what yo-- wish to gct out

of it.

Let me run down a few points that we put down.

Each of the six centers receiving funds from the Consultative

Group was visited by two men for one week sometime between

March and June. We are quite satisfied from our standpoint

with the reports that issued from this. In fact, several

centers said they expected much greater criticism than they

found of themselves in these reports.

But it is our feeling that based upon the experience

this year, we should be able to offer some suggestions,and

so should the donors, so should the secretariat, that would

HOOVER REPORTING CO., INC.
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result in still better results next year. So here are the

points.

First, we felt that the terms of reference issued

by the secretariat to the reviewers who came were not

sufficiently concrete to identify exactly what was to be done,

And this was particularly true on the administrative side.

The program reviewers were professional agricultural scientist

and it was assumed that they were capable of interpreting

their assignment. But the administrative people did not have

any guidelines, and as a result, the resulting comments on

the different centers are quite dissimilar.

The Directc-rs of th- centrs ars preparid t. work

with the secretariat if the secretariat wishes in introducing

our ideas for the terms of reference next year, which ought

to be done by January.

Second, the number of program reviewers could

probably be rethought. It was our feeling that one man workin

alone was overburdened on the agricultural side; that a

two-man agricultural team plus one on administration would have

greatly helped, I think not only in dividing labor, but in

consulting each other.

We also feel that if each team that visits the

centers could handle only two centers rather than three, it

HOOVER REPORTING CO, INC.
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could considerably help on the time schedule, but it puts a

much greater burden on the chairman and secretariat to find

the people of suitable quality to do this work.

It is our assumption, also that there ought to be

an overlap from year to year, not a complete duplication, but

an overlap so that there is some continuity of judgment

shown from one year to the next.

Third point was that we urge that the visit to the

centers, if possible, be combined with one of the internal

reviews so that we don't have to keep scheduling a separate

week for each of these reviews. I can speqk with appreciation

that George Dion who visited CTMMYT came at a time when we

were having a general review for our trustees and a few other

visitors, and he participated in that and he was no burden

at all. There are some other centers which, because of the

pressure of the time schedule, had to receive these reviewers

at a time that was most inconvenient, and it was simply a

double burden. I am not sure how we are going to solve this,

but is related to the fact that we are trying to squeeze a

great deal of work into the time sequence between the

trustees meeting when the budgets are approved and, say, the

July 1 dateline that Harold Graves was trying to observe.

And it may not be possible for one team to visit three

HOOVER REPORTING CO, INC.
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different centers and write three different reports in that

time period.

Number four, if the reviewers visit a center at a

time when trustees are meeting, we urge that our trustees

should invite the reviewers to participate in the meeting and

review their findings. But at the same time we believe that

these reviewers should not participate in the trustees meeting

at the time when the annual budget is being reviewed and

approved. That is a time, it seems to us, when the

relationship between the Director and his trustees is a private

one, and it ought to remain so.

This is not a crii.iciz as far as I a awar; nobc y

is complaining about what happened this year.

Number five, the Directors would welcome questions

submitted to the centers in advance, either-on the program

or on the administration, so that adequate information can

be awaiting the arrival of the team. I would of fer one

comment which I have already discussed with Mr. Uzquhart.

He was looking for the official inflation rate of Mexico.

There is no problem if we had known what he wanted of our going

to the State Bank of Mexico and getting him the official

figures and handing it to him. It was simply that we didn't

know in advance that that was one of the questions that would

HOOVER REPORTING CO., INC.
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arise.

Number six, the Directors believe that no criticism

of their program or administration should take them by

surprise when these reports are issued. We see no reason

why the reviewers are not able, while they are there during

their visit, to summarize what their -findings are and what

their criticisms are. We are not objecting to criticism.

We are just saying that if this kind of review takes place,

there are two advantages -- first, that any misunderstandings

can be corrected at that time, and, second, that a dialogue

starts between the reviewer and the staff which may lead to

corrective action much sooner than merely waiting for the

writing of a report.

Number seven, the draft of the report should hope-

fully be completed in Washington at least two or three weeks

before it is to be issued so that there is time for a copy

to be sent to the centers for correction of errors of fact.

In any report of the length that you received this year,

written by outsiders, there are bound to be some errors that

creep into the reading of all the documents and trying to

summarize so much technical information. And we would be

happy to help find those if there is time. I am not directing

this at Harold Graves because he had his time problems, too,

HOOVER REPORTING CO., INC.
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and a number of the center Directors showed up in Washington

to find their reports at this meeting had been circulated

and they had not yet seen a copy of it.

Those are the points I was going to make. We

discussed this with the TAC this morning. In no sense am I

going to try to speak for TAC, but because we listened to some

of their discussion with our Directors, let me comment that

there were two or three different suggestions came up on

how to reduce this tightness of time schedule, and I am not

sure that any of them are wholly satisfactory.

One was, could the reports be aimed at the November

meeting rather tha tha July fmating? his has the nrait 0

adding 60 days or so to the time schedule from the trustees

meeting until you try to issue the report. I was told that

from the standpoint of TAC's assignment this is not acceptable,

that they need these reports at the time they pass judgment

upon the proposed program.

Another proposal was that each center might be

reviewed every two years but that the centers chosen for revie;

should be staggered so that at the present moment you would

be reviewing three each year rather than six, and this would

help to reduce the workload.

Another suggestion that one of the centers offered
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offered, because it would help to reduce the volume of

writing by the reviewers, was that if they would retreat the

staff review documents as the principal description of program

and would not attempt to describe the program, but only to

offer comments, both on that document and on the program

activities that are reported in there. CIMMYT attempted that in

Lhat the staff review which is some 60 pages long was given to

our trustees program committee and they came up with a much

shorter document which made no attempt to duplicate the

description but only to offer comment and describe issues.

Mr. Chairman, those are our suggestions.

Mt. DEMiUTE: ThLk you viry Dirch, r .

I think we will arrange to circulate that statement

to the Group tomorrow so that you all may have a copy of it.

In many respects what you have suggested conforms

to the suggestions made in the secretariat's paper, namely,

that any one review team should not have more than two centers

to examine, that there should be two substantive reviewers on

each team rather than just one, and certainly in terms of

there being no surprises for the directors, the kind of

dialogue that is suggested in the secretariat's paper would

obviate that kind of problem. And I was very glad to hear

your last suggestion about diminishing the description by
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starting out from the center's own program and concentrating

on the progress that has been made in carrying out that

program, deviations from the program, whether it is the

number of people that were expected to be employed. have

been employed, what the efficiency of the administration is,
but not try to repeat or replicate th'e center's program as

presented by the center itself, and, indeed, as supported by

the Consultative Group.

What we have suggested and what you have suggested

both raise the question of manpower. And as we pointed out

in the secretariat's paper, this is a very difficult problem

because it's a s-asonal job to large Axtent, =nd io -21-

a very high level of competence.

In the secretariat's paper we have suggested one

way perhaps of meeting this problem would be for the members

of the Group with technical staffs to second or at least

nominate members of those staff to secondment to the secretariat

-for periods of a few months as in fact CIDA did with Dr.

Dion, so that we would have for the benefit of the Group not

only the resources that can be found in the secretariat

provided by the Bank, but also in the ranks of the experts of

the various members of the Group. And I would very much

like to hear -- and in this I refer not just to governments, but
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to public and private foundations as well -- I would very much

like to get views on the practicality of that suggestion in

the course of your comments on this whole item.

Mr. Hulse.

MR. HULSE: Mr. Chairman, the point which you have

just raised, and it is also stated in'paragraph 30 of the

secretariat's document, this possibility of members of the

Group providing their own staff members, I wonder, sir, whether

the Group might consider the possibility of members making

available other scientists from their own countries. I can't

commit my Board of Governors, but I feel that there are a

numbcr of scientists in C_ nIada who might het .

think that we would respond very sympathetically to making it

possible for such of those as you felt were suited to this

job, making it possible for them to take part in this.

I have a very small staff, and therefore to second

one of my people would be virtually impossible. But I think

we would be very sympathetic to making it possible for other

Canadian scientists acceptable to the Group to participate.

And I would like to have your views, sir, and perhaps those of

the other members of the Board on this as a general principle.

MR. DEMUTH: I think that is a very constructive

and helpful amendment of the suggestion we put forward, and I
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would like to adopt it and say it would be highly acceptable.

Dr. Bernstein.

DR. BERNSTEIN: Mr. Chairman, my first comment is

about the timing and interaction of the Bank's review process

with budgetary work of the center managements.

The problem which has been discussed at some length

here before and which Mr. Hanson addressed on behalf of the

Directors is how to get a good reconciliation of the need

to preserve the management responsibility of the centers'

managements with the needs of the donors to exercise responsible

stewardship of their funds in their charge.

In reviwing the propnal. in-paragraph 26 and 27,

which were addressed to that need, it seemed to us that this

did provide a good reconciliation.

I am not certain from Dr. Hanson's comments whether

they are fully compatible on every point. He did mention

the problem of the privacy of the relationship between the

Director and the Board of Trustees when the budget is being

approved. And I would agree that that's very important.

I interpreted paragraph 27 to suggest that that privacy would

be respected, but that at the same time prior to that point it

would be desirable from all points of view for the Boards and

review teams to be able to have a dialogue. I think we would
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probably all agree that the most desirable and useful

situation is where these reports are primarily used for the

center's own management so that they can have a chance to

consider them and to act as they think is appropriate in the

light of their recommendation.

So that we do applaud those' proposals in these two

paragraphs, and I would hope that they would meet the

considerations that Dr. Hanson raised.

My second comment is concerned with the cost

efficiency element of the annual Bank reviews. In prior

meetings the donors stressed the need for a thorough cost

efficiency review by the Bank staff since they would need to

depend heavily on this service as their primary source of

assurance on the efficient use of funds that they have provide2

in lieu of direct checks by each donor.

In the substantive review area, of course, there are

a variety of reviews and checks going on, and we would not be

as dependent on this type of function. But for cost efficiencj

we are virtually completely dependent unless we do it ourselves.

And as the secretariat document suggests, we believe

this component needs further strengthening. I think the

timing proposals that are in the two paragraphs I just mentionsd,

26 and 27, would of themselves help considerably in this
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regard.

Third, Mr. Chairman, we would wholeheartedly endorse

the suggestion in paragraph 20 of the secretariat's paper,

which deals with the need to provide some indication of how

the actual implementation of the program relates to past

approved programs and budgets.

Fourth, on the question of the problems of secondment

of personnel to help with this process, I share the view

expressed by Dr. Hulse, we would be glad to try to help, and

I think probably making some kind of consultants available is

a more feasible proposition for getting good people at the time

that you need them, the direct secondment of our own staff.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we~would like to put forward

a proposal, in this case to the Bank. In the course of

considerable discussion during the last two meetings of the

Consultative Group, consensus emerged and the need for setting

financial limits on center budgets, subject to appropriate

adjustments. This was reflected in the secretariat paper for

agenda 9 at the last Consultative Group meeting. If I may

read the two relevant paragraphs, that report to the group

said that reports of this kind can considerably advance the

common interest of the centers and the Consultative Group.

Evidently it will considerably facilitate the consideration of
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financial requirements by members of the Group. It will

help give effect to Group concerns about cost effectiveness

and should considerably enhance the value of budgeting as an

instrument of medium-term as well as annual planning for both

Group and centers. The report should help provide the

foundation for two other pieces of work desired by members of

the Group: the establishment of a notional ceiling of

financial support for each center over a period of years,

subject to adjustments for rising prices and for the cost of

additional activities undertaken with the endorsement of the

Consultative Group.

And the second, had to do with the point we have

already discussed.

The paper for this agenda item describes the small

beginning in this direction in paragraphs 16 and 18. We

believe it urgent that the Consultative Group get on with

this task, given the rapidly rising and diverse requirements

that are coming forward for center Group financial support.

The fact that some of the centers have already provided leveling

off proposals in their 1974 budget presentation should make it

easier to do this.

Consequently, we propose that the Consultative Group

request the IBRD to provide on the basis of its appraisals
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and consultations with the management of the centers its

recommendations of the desirable financial limits for the

core and capital budgets of the individual center. These

would be based on stabilization of each center's program on

a specified set of major program goals, and we would be

subject to adjustments for rising prices and for the cost of
additional activities undertaken with the endorsement of

the Consultative Group, this being the language of the

proposal last year.

Specifically, the IBRD would be requested to provide

the proposed recommendation for IRRI, CIMMYT, CIAT, IITA, IPC

and ICRISAT for the years 1975 to 1978 prior to the Consultativ,.

Group meeting in the summer of 1974 for Consultative Group

consideration at that meeting, and to provide by the following

year provisional recommendations for ILRAD, ILCA, and other

programs operating by 1974.

The course of prior Consultative Group discussions

made it clear that a number of advantages are likely to accrue

from the Consultative Group practice of setting limits for the

financing that it is prepared to provide for individual centers

First, it should help to keep the activities of each

center adequately focused on one or a few major programs to

achieve the critical massing of efforts needed for significant
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breakthrough.

Second, it would also help the management of the

centers to anticipate correctly financial availabilities for

a number of years ahead, and thus facilitate efficient program

and financial planning.

Third, both of these effects should facilitate working

out an appropriate division of labor and avoidance of unnecessary

duplications among the centers. As stated in several Consulta-

tive Group meetings, this becomes more important as the centers

multiply.

Fourth, these saveral effects in turn would help the

Consultative Grouip a-bers :1 t L iinsUltativa Group

secretariat to relate forward planning on overall financial

availability, to planning for financial support of the individual

centers existing or proposed.

Mr. Chairman, this proposal was not meant to under-

emphasize in any way the excellent and highly significant

research work that is going forward at the centers. We applaud

this greatly and have been greatly encouraged by the reports

that have come forward this week from the centers. Whatever

is proposed to strengthen the management of resources must be

kept in proper perspective, recognizing that the basic purpose

of the centers is to produce better technologies that will
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increase the well-being of developing countries peoples 
and

the world food supply. We are confident and proud of the

centers' role in this regard. However, the resources to expan

their efforts are scarce compared to the growing requirements

and they may become scarcer. They do need careful husbanding

and management to permit the work of the centers 
to have the

fullest possible impact. That is the purpose of our proposal.

MR. DEMUTH: Thank you, Dr. Bernstein.

Dr. Bell, I will call on you in a minute.

On your first point,on one of your points, Dr.

Bernstein, about the participation of review, program 
reviewer

in the meetings of the Board of Trustees, the secretariat's

paper makes clear that it would be desirable 
for these

reviewers to be invited to an open part of this meeting, and

it was designed to enable precisely what Dr. Hanson has

suggested, and what you suggested, that 
they could make

suggestions, comments to the Board of Trustees at the 
open

part of the meeting, while obviously the 
discussion and final

approval of the budget by the Board of Trustees 
would be done

in a private session of the meeting that those program

reviewers would not attend.

Does this, Dr. Hanson, conform to the proposal you

had in your statement?
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DR. HANSON: Yes.

MR. DEMUTH: Good.

Now, on other parts of the paper generally, Dr.

Bernstein suggested notional ceilings be established for all

of the centers.

Mr. Bell.

MR. BELL: Mr. Chairman, I would like to make two

comments. First, I think we have got two issues before us

which need to be kept distinct. The first issue relates to wh t

is called in this staff paper the budget review, what Mr.

Hanson was calling a few minutes ago the administrative review.

That is an annual process, it seems to me it is properly an

annual process, to bring to this Consultative Group each year

some assurance that the actual operations of each center

we are concerned about are being conducted efficiently, that

there are no obvious, no serious wasteful practices under way,

that we are in some -- we can assure ourselves and our respec-

tive superiors that the money we are talking about is being

used effectively.

This process, as this staff paper notes, has only

begun. None of us would be, starting with the secretariat,

none of us is as yet satisfied that that work is yet being don

nearly well enough. And it requires the development of the
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equivalent of what is called in the United States Government

budget examination practices and tactics and training and

staffing and so on. And the secretariat presumably has that

job in its sights and will move on in that direction.

The second point which I think Mr. Bernstein has

very usefully directed our attention to is that all of us feel

the lack of something beyond the annual budget or administratiie

review. We need something that gives us a much better

presentation, a much better set of data than we now have befor

us which looks ahead two or three or more years. Mr. Bernsteir

poses the question in terms of ceilings. We have looked at

it a little more broadly, and with the chairman's permission,

I would like to ask Dr. Hill, who has on our behalf been

struggling with the same set of issues, if you would permit

him, if he would just present our thoughts on this same issue

which I think is extremely important.

MR. DEMUTH: Thank you.

DR. HILL; Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

It seems to me this whole business of planning ahead

in connection with the financing, not only of the individual

centers, but of the work of the Consultative Group as well, is

a matter of major importance.

With respect to the centers, if one could look at
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this matter, or think of Mr. Bernstein's presentation here in

terms of the beginning of a concept of a 3-year rolling budget,

then to me this would begin to give the centers as much

assurance as can be given by a group of this sort as to what

they could look forward to, recognizing that when one is using

public funds to make grants, you always have to put in the

hudge of subject to the availability of funds.

But I would like to look at this, would hope we could

look at this, not so much as a matter of ceilings or constraint

that would operate in this fashion, but perhaps as a 3-year

forward planning arrangement in which we would discuss, not

only what the cant-rs thought they could do, or what tohy

thought it would take to operate their programs, but as much

assurance as one could give, recognizing that the Consultative

Group also is going to have to do some guessing. But I think

this is fair; if the centers are going to have to guess what

their costs are going to be and what they are going to turn out

then it seems to me that we could at least go so far, I would

hope, as to express hopes as to what are the people who are

responsible for making the grants thinking about in terms of

their own program thoughts, assuming that they don't get caught

short with appropriations and all the rest of it.

It seems to me this is suggested to a degree in Mr.
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Bernstein's paper when he talks in the second or third

paragraph from the bottom about availabilities of funds as

well as the other side of the picture.

I think there is one other matter of great importance.

This subject, Mr. Bernstein's comments, dealt primarily with

one aspect, it seems to me, the availability problem. And

that's the use of funds in established centers. But there

is a second question of how many centers we are going to have

ultimately and who is going to be interested in financing them.

And it seems to me this gets down, as I understand it, to

something more than just adding up the prospects for funds

over the next two or three years and the Prospects for the

number of centers and their estimates of needs, because, as I

understand it, the individual members of the Consultative Group

decide individually what centers they are going to support

and how much money they are going to put in. And it would be

possible, it seems to me, to add up your figures and say, yes,

there is enough money available simply because on one side you

have got X dollars that represent your best guess as to what

is forthcoming, and on the other side your best guess as to

what your costs are going to be. But when the chips are down,

you find that donor A, B, and C is not interested in financing

centers X, Y, Z, or other kinds of programs.
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to be dealt with by the Consultative Group on an overall

basis.

And to go back to Mr. Bernstein's proposal, the

effect of this, of course, would be to rule out in effect

additional funds for staff or for equipment or for buildings

during the 3-year period, even though a center might be able

to make a good case for it, even though it might not be able

to shift resources to finance the needed staff, at least as

it sees it, and even though there is a CT donor that's got

money in his pocket that he is ready to put in that center

but not put somrewhere else. I just raise that as, it seems to

me, a possibility.

But leaving that one out, it seems to me there is a

whole complexity of problems here that need to be looked at in

one package by somebody. And as I see it, it affects the

centers, and it affects the Consultative Group, and there needs

to be some discussion and talk back and forth and thrashing

this one out as was done in the case of a reporting, the thing

Mr. Ruddy was working on, without taking any hard position one

way or the other. But L am just throwing out two or three more

problems, as I see it, and suggesting that the Group take a

look at the whole barrel of snakes while they are at it
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instead of one snake at a time.

(Laughte3.)

MR. DEMUTH: Dr. Hill, as I guess the very existence

ofthe centers indicate, you usually are one jump ahead of us.

The second point that you have mentioned, which is

in terms of forward planning for not only existing centers,

but for new enterprises. we might endorse, is something that I

think we are going to begin to discuss tomorrow in terms of

the p-iorities paper that Sir John Crawford is going to

introduce to us. And I would not like to discuss that whole

issue, how we forward plan the activities of the Consultative

Group in terms both of existing opnters and of new activities

that we might undertake in the absence of the Technical

Advisory Committee, which I think is very much involved.

I think the point that is before us now is a somewhat

narrower point which is the annual progress and performance

reviews, which is an input into our general consideration of

how we move ahead and in what direction.

Dr. Bernstein and then Mr. Mathieson.

DR. BERNSTEIN: Well, without getting into the

discussion, as you suggested, Mr. Chairman, I think the concept

of rolling budgets is a very desirable one. But I think it

doesn't fully meet the kind of need that we are attempting to
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address with the notion of some type of budget ceiling.

The need there, and this was discussed at some lengtIj,

I think, in a prior meeting here, is to provide a capability

for all parties concerned -- centers, donors, this collective

group -- to plan within given budget constraints, because we

have constraints, and we can estimate them and anticipate them.

And if we don't do this knowingly in a more systematic way,

there are a lot of bad things that happen. You end up with

your monies, for one unforeseen reason or another, in a place

where you don't want them, you end up on lower priorities

rather than higher priorities, you end up with undue program

snr' d nf varius kins which w% hve all , t

to avoid. And also it seems to me this is not only helpful,

but really necessary in order to achieve anotherpurpose to

which Dr. Hill referred, that is, to be able to move when

needed on new initiatives, whether they are new centers or

new initiatives in old centers, because unless we establish

some sort of budget limits on the ongoing programs, you never

will know how much money is available to look at new initiative.

And it will tend to get eroded in various ways so when you most

need it, it isn't there.,

Now, just a question of interpretation. I certainly

had no notion that asking for this estimating over a two-year
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period would involve any rigidity in the freedom either of

the centers to propose additional programs during that

period or for any donor of the Consultative Group to respond.

The general caveat intended was the one I mentioned which

would apply each year at any time, that is, the estimated

limits would be based on stabilization of each center's

program on a specified set of major program goals and would be

subject to adjustments for rising prices, and, I suppose I

should have said,for other financial factors outside the contro

of the centers, such as exchange rate changes, and so on, and

for the cost of additional activities undertaken with the

endorsemrtt of lw-hi ConsultAtive Group. I thi k that woul

apply at any point of time.

I do agree that this is a complicated and very basic

question in terms of the future of this Group in that it might

be desirable, as was suggested, to have some kind of a forum in

which it could be thrashed out perhaps at greater length

and more detail than may be feasible here.

MR. DEMUTH: Thank you, Dr. Bernstein.

Mr. Mathieson.

MR. MATHIESON:. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I suspect from the trend of the discussion so far

that what I want to say on this item will command a minimal
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agreement.

(Laughter.)

I also say it with undiminished respect for mr.

Evans and Dr. Dion. In my view the reports which we have had

this year have had really no recognizable utility. I think

the centers are suffering, or liable to suffer, rather heavily

from over review.

What do we have already? We have inevitably, when

a Director is preparing a program, preparing a presentation

of an ongoing program for further budgetary period, he and his

senior staff review their program within the institute and

call for suggestions. reports, comments, from the scientific

workers who are there.

And then many of the centers under their Boards of

Trustees have a program review committee which reports to the

Board of Trustees.

Then, of course, you have the Board of Trustees who

also conduct an annual review, both of program and of budget.

And then there is this proposal which I think is

still endorsed by the Group which is referred to in paragraph 11

of the secretariat paper,, the review of reviews. It says

every 3 years or so, 3 to 5 years, there be an in-depth

examination of the scientific programs of the institutes by
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an expert panel.

We have also instituted a system of annual reviews

through the secretariat of the Consultative Group. And

frankly, the reports which we have had this year gave me, at

least, no information or suggestion which was not already

available in documentation produced by the centers themselves.

in their annual reports in and in their budget presentations,

but perhaps for the note on the IITA program of having to

look perhaps at this forage business in the program.

Now, they are admirably brief, succinct presentations

in different prose of the material which is already, to my

mind, readily available to une "low, if thi3 not a tota.lly

unfair criticism, then should we not think, as Dr. Hanson

said, that we should have another look at the terms of

reference of these teams. If they are to be a continuing

institutional feature, then I think they should do something

rather different from what they have done so far.

From the paper which we have from the secretariat,

it seems to me that in paragraphs 7 and 8 there is a contradic-

tion in terms, the terms of reference of the review teams.

It said with respect of program, the report would not seek to

evaluate the suitability of the program or to recommend

changes. But then in the next paragraph it says on budgetary
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matters that reviewers should pay particular attention to the

cost effectiveness of the center's activities. Now, what do

we mean by cost effectiveness? Do we mean results from money

spent?

In examining the concept of cost effectiveness,

the review team itself, the secretariat paper, I think, in

paragraph 18, says the meagerness of comment on cost effective

ness seems basically to have been due to the intrinsic difficulty

of the subject. And again in paragraph, I think it is

paragraph 40 -- no, in paragraph 11, it says

offers some judgment though necessarily not in quantitative

terms of the benefits that may be expected.

I don't see how one can really carry out any form

of cost effective review of what the centers are going or

propose to do unless you are evaluating the suitability of the

program. Is this level of expenditure liable to produce

certain valuable results?

To my mind, it seems. very difficult to separate

purely budgetary operations, the operation Mr. Bell was

referring to, all right if you are going to employ 15

scientists in certain grades, do you really have to spend all

that amount of money to get their services and the supporting

services they need? That is one thing. But to go further in
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a cost effective appraisal, is it worthwhile to spend this

volume of money on these objectives, you cannot do that without

taking a critical view of the objectives of the programs and

the measures proposed for pursuing these objectives.

So I do think that there is a good deal more thinking

required on the purpose, objectives, and terms of reference

of a review of this kind, if indeed such a review is required.

And I say that from my point of view, as people who have got

to decide whether they are going to commit money to something.

We would find the material which we have presented to us in the

documents produced by the centers themselves, supplemented

perhaps by the in-depth scientific external audit at a

reasonable periodicity totally adequate for our purpose.

MR. DEMUTH: Dr. Bernstein and then Mr. Wortman.

DR. BERNSTEIN: Mr. Chairman, I think we may have a

semantic problem here, however, which has some important

substance behind it. Different people use different terms in

different ways.

We would tend to refer what I thought the paper was

referring to as cost efficiency, to try to distinguish the

two points that Mr. Mathieson distinguished, that is, whether

resources are being used efficiently for a given purpose as

distinguished from the results achieved in relation to the cos
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put into it. And, of course, they are both important, and

the latter ultimately is the most important certainly in

judging the effectiveness of our investment in the centers.

I am not sure about all the distinctions between a

parliamentary system of government and our own, but I think

that it is very important to us to be able to demonstrate

cost efficiency when we are defending requests for funds as

well as the question of the ultimate impact, even though we

would agree fully that the latter is the basic thing that we

are concerned with.

I thought the sense here and of our discussion last

year was that one or two people visiting for a week are not

in a very good position to judge effectiveness, and that,

however, they can, if they are astute, able observers, observe

in independent fashionthat is independent from the people

responsible for managing the funds at the center, they can

observe how the program does relate to the materials that

have been presented for funding budgets and the justifications,

And a brief description of that, that relationship, not of

the program, I thoroughly agree with the ability to dispense

with redescribing the prpgram, but a description of that

relationship, we would find very helpful.

But beyond that, I know of no other way that you can
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get a separate look at this cost efficiency question, and I

think our ability to mobilize continuing support in funding

very much depends on that. Because if there are independent

audits which turn up the fact that there have been some

inefficiencies and there was no procedure established to try to

investigate that possibility independently, we run the risk of

losing support. So that, although it might seem a more

limited concern, it is extremely important to us to maintaining

our total support.

Thank you.

MR. DEMUTH: Thank you.

I must say that from the secretariatt's standpoint,

we had interpreted our mandate in a narrower sense in which

you have described it rather than the broader sense that Mr.

Mathieson has described it.

Dr. Wortman, and then after that I would like to

give an opportunity to Mr. Evans and Dr. Dion if they want to

say anything to perhaps join this dialogue.

DR. WORTMAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

It seems to me that it might be useful for us to

think in terms of long-term programs of reviews at the centers.

I know -- I believe it was about a year ago in the case of

CIMMYT, we attempted to take a look at the reviews which had
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been scheduled for the next four or five years, looking at thei

scheduling,for example, of specific reviews, in that case for

wheat and for maize, scheduling those, scheduling the period

for the next external review, scheduling a time for an

administrative review, and so forth. It would seem to me that,

perhaps a more appropriate way to approach the general questioi$

of reviews would be for the secretariat, those who are doing

the reviews, to look at the system of reviews which have been

proposed by the centers for the next four or five years, and

then to schedule such supplementary visits -- in other words,

rather than to get into regular visits every two years, such

that on a particular year you might have the CG two-man team

there shortly after you had had a full-blown external review,

in other words, they could look at the system of reviews and

identify those particular periods when from the standpoint of

the Consultative Group, the TAC, and the centers themselves,

it would be appropriate for there to be a special review by thE

secretariat.

It also seems to me that because there are increasingly

number of specific special reviews which are being scheduled,

that the secretariat would wish to be represented at these

special occasions, such as the review of the maize program,

for example, which is scheduled for next January and doesn't
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appear in Annex B at all, and yet it would seem to me it would

be important to the Consultative Group to have its team there.

At any rate, Mr. Chairman, I was suggesting that thd

secretariat might wish to look at a longer term, perhaps

rolling, scheduling of reviews of the various types and then

to be able to present to the Consultative Group and to TAC

the schedule of reviews which have been proposed to ask if

that would in fact meet their needs to keep the various groups

adequately informed and yet keep the number of reviews and

the scheduling of them to an appropriate level.

It would also, it would seem to me, facilitate the

scheduling f fmanv fuf who would Zik t att..nd functions of
the various centers if we knew sometime in advance juzt when

they are proposing to have them. We find ourselves surprised

occasionally with learning of an event which has been schedule'

by a center and then finding ourselves already committed to

something else at that time period. So I would suggest, Mr.

Chairman, the possibility of a look at a long-term system of

reviews by a center.

MR. DEMUTH: If I can just make one comment on that,

I think these reviews offthe maize program and rice program

are the essential reviews of the programs of these centers.

They are done by the people who are the experts in the field,
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and they are going to be the reviewers who advise the Boards of

Trustees, the Directors, and the TAC and the Consultative

Group whether the centers have the right emphasis, whether

there are things that have gone . to the point of diminishing

returns and ought to be cut off, and perhaps new activities

added.

That is, I think, why last year we, as a group,

decided that we would recommend to all the centers that they

arrange to have periodic external reviews of that type for

their programs.

The particular reviews we are talking about here are

much narrow3r, hnve a much narrower focus, and in a enc-. are!

less important, except to the extent that they may be important

to get financial support. And that is a review to certify

to members of the Consultative Group that the program which

they approved and which they funded is in fact being carried

out or not being carried out, that is being carried out within

the budget that was approved or not within that budget, and

it's being carried out efficiently or inefficiently.

I am not sure that the reviews this year came across

that way, but as I underjtand it, that was the purpose of the

reviews. And it's a complement to the more important reviews

about which you have been speaking.
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I think Mr. Mashler wanted to say --

Dr. Yriart, and then I want to call on Mr. Evans

and Dr. Dion.

MR. YRIART: Very briefly, sir. I hope it's a

contribution. It's a bureaucratic contribution.

I have been getting a little confused trying to put

order in my understanding of what is being discussed. I

,come up in our UN bureaucratic language to three concepts

that are being mixed up a little bit, I think. I think we

have been talking about what we would call monitoring, we have

been talking about evaluation, and we have been talking about

mudium-tzri planning and sczt of cnrusing them all.

I would wonder what you need it for. You have given

some reasons now.

Monitoring, essentially you need to control and make

sure you don't depart from your objectives. Now, do you in

this height of your operations need to control closely the

centers, either for budgetary reasons or to make sure that

they don't depart from objectives? If you don't need it, it is

expensive.

What is it tha* you need? You need to fix priorities!.

That you do. Thatwould be a combination perhaps of evaluation

and medium-term planning.
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But above all, it seems that your first priority

is fund gathering to make sure that governments in allotting

resources are doing so to causes that they think are worth-

while. So you would have then two priorities: either what is

more important at the present time, that you establish for

governments a case, or that you fix priorities, and that is

medium term planning.

I think if you could probably divide these things,

you would come up with reasonable procedures for what you have

to do.

MR. DEMUTH: You may need both, Dr. Yriart. And I

think the program that we agreed on last year would provide

both.

MR. YRIART: I see.

MR. BELL: The point I think that Dr. Bernstein and

that we have been pushing toward is very well underlined by

Dr. Yriart's comment. We do not feel that the medium-term

planning process is nearly good enough yet. We think that

the monitoring process is not bad, although it has got a lot

of evolution still to come. The evaluation process really

hasn't started yet, except insofar as it was already going on

in the centers before this Consultative Group entered the

picture.
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But the medium-term planning process is very

ineffective at the present stage. This is not a criticism of

anybody, this is imply a report on how far along we are in ourF

business. And we urge that attention be paid to it. Joel

puts it in terms of the development of ceilings. We prefer

to use other terminology, but we are driving at the precisely

the same thing, namely, that we need some sort of apprxoimately

3-year forward program planning and financial planning which

can give us all a much firmer sense of where we are and where

we are going, the centers, the donors, the secretariat, than

we have to date.

Now, I don't urge that we try to settle this around

the table today, but I do urge that it is unfinished business,

and perhaps somehow we ought to assign either to the staff of

the secretariat or maybe even to some subcommittee of this

Group, or a special group created for the purpose, the task

of designing a way to respond to this need that we feel isn't

yet being met. Perhaps it could be done -- something useful
the

could be done between now and/November meeting which would

enable us to look at the question again in a much more orderly

fashion and with appropriate staff or appropriate paper before

us, so that -- I did not want to accept your comment that we

have got all of this in our sights. I think that piece of the
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thing is not yet sufficiently in our sights.

MR. DEMUTH: Thank you.

Dr. Yriart.

MR. YRIART: Just a word of warning because for four

years now in FAO we have been trying to do medium-term

planning, and we have tried it seriously. It is very difficul

to do medium-term planning. But medium-term planning with a

cost tag added to us so far in the present situation of

monetary instability, of inflation, and considering the

operation, the type of operation that we have which are very

similar to those of the centers, we have not discovered the

formula yet.

So if you are going to face this sort of thing, I

would say that in the terms of reference to whomsoever you

put to think on these, bear in mind that to put a tag nowadays

to medium-term -- a price tag to medium-term planning, is

very difficult indeed.

MR. DEMUTH: Mr. Yudelman.

MR. YUDELMAN: I would like to make one comment.

That is that the President of the Bank shares the views that

Mr. Bell has expressed. The only difference is he has talked

in terms of a 5-year program.

Thank you.
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MR. DEMUTH: I would like to call on Mr. Evans at

this point. I told him I was going to call on him.

MR. EVANS: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for

giving me the opportunity. I have listened with great interest
and some enjoyment, I may say, to the discussion of this.

Dr. Hanson was kind enough to tell me of the dis-

cussions he had with his co-directors, and in fact discussed

with me last night a first draft of the conclusions. I find

myself very much in agreement with his proposals for improving

the utility of the reviews, and if it is the decision to

continue with reviews of this kind, I believe that nearly allIhis proos;!1I woul1d be i-mrk.-blc an-d dsrva seri.cuc c 4c

I may say that Mr. Mathieson was also court3ous enoug

to indicate to me that he was going to refer this afternoon

to the total inutility of the reports done by Evans and Dion

this year. And I fully understand why, from his point of

view, they did not give him what he wanted.

I think I would just like to comment on a few points,

Mr. Chairman, of a rather wide subject. First of all, there

clearly is a need for more consideration about terms of

reference. The reports this year were descriptive, not entirely

descriptive, I think there was perhaps a little bit more to

them than that if they were carefully read, but they were
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certainly descriptive. And if you look at the terms of referenc:e

you will see the first page is asking the people in four

places to describe this and describe that, and on the second

page again it is really a call for description.

Also, there is some reference to analysis, but not

very much. And I believe it is possible greatly to improve the

terms of reference to make them more significant and to

reflect more closely what is wanted.

I might just refer to the fact that what is wanted

may be wanted by three separate groups of people. The reports

have apparently been read by TAC. I am not quite sure what

their ccnsansus is. We have heard scCm= ccwmnts that t-h

reports were useful. Perhaps we may hear more tomorrow.

The work of these review teams may also be of some

use to center directors. I believe that in some ways they have

been. And it is clear this afternoon that the Consultative

Group donors also have requirements from these reviews.

I don't think it would be too difficult if we had

a small terms of reference committee on which there would be

representation of Directors and donors, possibly a TAC man,

with the secretariat, to get terms of reference which would

lead to greatly improved reports next year.

It is a pity that this year there is very inadequate
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treatment of the relationship of programs to expenditures.

Had it been more specifically asked for, there might have been

more in these reports. I am not sure that there would have

been. But, Mr. Chairman, I don't believe this is necessarily

due to the intrinsic difficulty of the subject. There is a

reference to that in the secretariat's paper. I think it's

due this year to two reasons: First, that it wasn't clearly

enough asked for or specified what was wanted; secondly, I

don't believe that the center Directors were ready for it.

If this is wanted and if center Directors know what is wanted,

it would be perfectly possible to provide, I think, the kind

ff information which it is indicated that- dnors would 14ke ti

have.

It is perfectly possible also to quantify the

relationship between programs and expenditures, and there is

a whole range of possibilities here that are very sophisticated

economic processes for relating investment in research to

benefits. Some of these are so sophisticated that they are

almost useless. But without going as far as that, I believe

it is possible to introduce quite a large amount of quantifica-

tion into it, and reports would certainly be, I believe, more

useful if that was to be done. I think it can be done.

I entirely agree that it is better to have two
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reviewers than one. And I think that the timing is one of the

most difficult things to resolve. This year the timing was

extremely difficult. But some of the suggestions made by Dr.

Hanson, I think, would go some way to relieving that.

Lastly, Mr. Chairman, I do think that in considering

what kind of report you want, it is important that you get

some continuity married with some new look each time you have

a review. You also may possibly want to have some kind of

standardization of approach because if you merely employed

different consultants each year, you will get very varied kind4

of reports which would be quite hard to digest.

Thznk- you Mr. Chair-n-n.

MR. DEMUTH: Thank you very much, Mr. Evans.

Dr. Dion, do you want to add to that?

DR. DION: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I have been very interested in the debate, and I

must say I have a great deal of sympathy for all of the

difficulties that have been discussed. If I were to choose

a point of view that I wish to support, I think I would

support Mr. Mathieson's.

(Laughter.)

I think the fundamental question that has to be

addressed to this group is whether or not there should be an
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annual review and what its function is. I think there is no
question that we need to look at the various functions that Dr.

Yriart discussed. I think the question of medium-term planning

in my mind is very easy and very straightforward, should not

be done by appointees of the secretariat of the Consultative

Group. it is the primary responsibility of the institutes

themselves and their Board of Trustees. If anybody else

intervenes in this process, I think we are in grave danger of

destroying the functions of the Board of Trustees, destroying

the autonomous independence of the institutes which is one of

their chief virtues.

(DR. BELL: Point of correction,- Mr. Chairman. I

am talking about medium-term planning for the Consultative

Group, not for the institutes. Quite different.

DR. DION: I am not sure I recognize the difference,

Dr. Bell, but there may be one.

DR. BERNSTEIN: There is an important difference in

one respect, if I may, Mr. Chairman. It would be, I think,

too much to expect the management of a particular center to

concern itself with the allocation and reservation of resourc s

from some kind of total availability for purposes of other

centers existing or which might sometime exist in the future.

This is a function of this Group, and I can't see how it would
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be possible for the management of individual centers to deal
with that. Our problem is to reconcile that in the procedure

which does not interfere with the integrity of the management

of the individual centers, which I think is a possible thing

to do.

MR. DEMUTH: Thank you, Dr. Bernstein.

DR. DION: I recognize that point. I think it is

a slightly different point than the point of setting ceilings

for individual institutes and maximum budgets, and this kind

of thing, which I still feel very strongly are the prerogative

of the Board of Trustees.

I think it is ver- -ivprtart f-or us to recognize t:t-
what we are dealing with is a very sensitive type of plant.

I feel very strongly, as we all do, in the importance of

the international institutes. I think they are experimental

organisms which the foundations began and they have flowered

with tremendous success. I think we have to be very careful

how we nurture them since their care has been partially

transferred to our hands.

I think there is the problem that Dr. Bernstein

refers to, future planning for other operations. But I think

that the individual operations of the institutes should not be
interfered with nor should the Consultative Group interfere
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in the relationships between individual institutes and

individual donors. I think that is a very private and

personal relationship.

With regard to the monitoring function and the questiox

of cost efficiency, I think these kinds of questions are very

important. I don't think they can be dealt with in any way

by a team of one or two visitors on an annual basis. I think

;that is completely impossible, and unrealistic. That has to

be done, in my view, by a team of specialists in the narrow

area that is being examined which can relate the technical

promise of the program to the benefits that are obvious.

think Dr. Yrizrt atu k . repo:sivz nte i- Me

when he indicated that he thought one of the important functions

was in fact fund raising and that the annual review was to be

some kind of a link in fairly comprehensible language between

the institutes and the political entities that are liable to

be supporting it.

I think I have one virtue as a reviewer. I think

I am competent to recognize a good thing when I see it. And

I have concentrated on that.

The question of pointing out inefficiencies, I think

is a very different thing, and that I would say I am completely

incapable of recognizing since I recognize that we are dealing
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with some of the world's best people in the areas in which

they are operating, directed by the best people that can be

found on the face of the earth to direct these institutes.

It would be arrogant of me to point out how much better they

can do their work than they are doing it. And I would not be

a party to that kind of operation.

I think in view of this, I would strongly support

mr. Mathieson's proposal that we recognize that we are dealing

with the best people that can be obtained to do these functions'

for us, and that we should rely on the progress reports that

they prepare. I think there are individual problems of progress

reports that individual donors may have, and I think it is

the responsibility for individual institutes to supply the

individual needs of their individual donors. I don't think

these are general problems that have to be widespread over

all of the institutes for all of the potential donors.

I think if I were to have one word of warning to the

Consultative Group, I think it is to say that there is some

degree of apprehension in the institutes with regard to the

function of the Consultative Group. And I think we have to

examine what our particular role is, whether we are in fact

a Consultative Group which comes together to discuss internationa

research on a basis of common interest, but recognizing our
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individual enthusiasms and the right of individual agencies to

pick and choose among the possibilities. I think it is very

hazardous for us as a group, Consultative Group, which

consults together to take definitive action and to act as a

consortium, a management consortium, rather than a Consultative

Group.

From this point of view, I have, as you will

appreciate, considerable sympathy for Mr. Mathieson's point of

view. I think the basic question is whether or not these

annual reviews should be conducted. If they are conducted, for

what specific purpose?

Thank you very much.

MR. DEMUTH: Thank you, Dr. Dion.

It is getting late, and I think we are going to have

to call a halt to this meeting this afternoon. So we will

keep the item on the agenda for discussion first thing tomorrow.

I do want to make this suggestion before we adjourn.

I am convinced by this discussion -- and incidentally, it is

the discussion of the same series of issues intertwined that

we had last year and which I think was the most difficult

discussion we have had since the Consultative Group was

created.

There are a lot of different issues here. I think
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there is no doubt, and I want to say this because I don't

want to leave, close the meeting on the note that Dr. Dion

sounded about a management consortium. The one thing that

the Consultative Group, in my view, has been very, very careful

about is not to interfere with the management of these centers.

I think there is unanimity of view on that on the part of

everybody around the table.

About other aspects of this review process, I see

no unanimity of review. I think we are talking about three

different processes, as you pointed out, Dr. Yriart, and I

think we are talking about some donor governments and agencies

that have raquiramnirt6 Lor ionitoring and others that

don't feel the same requirements in order to continue to provide

their financial support.

Because of these intertwined issues and the many

differing views, I am personally very much taken by Dr.

Bell's suggestion of a subcommittee that could meet -- and I

want to say to you now that it is my intention tomorrow, after

we conclude this discussion, to put that suggestion to the

Group for their views, and I would like to have you think about

it overnight.

I would also like to ask the Directors when they meet

tomorrow to discuss specifically Dr. Bernstein's suggestion

of some sort of notional ceiling for a 3-year period and to
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back on Friday morning, because this item is going to have to

be put on the agenda again in November, hopefully if we agree

on a subcommittee with the benefit of recommendations from the

subcommitteeand the Directors' views would be a very

interesting and important input into the subcommittee's

consideration.

Dr. Boon-Long, is there something you want to say

-tonight?

DR. BOON-LONG: Yes, may I take just one minute to

give food for thought for the Group?

What I have been thinking that we are having

consideration from two points of view, from the developing

countries standpoint. One is that if the center picks up

a problem, whether it is going to develop into the size of

elephant or the siza of a car key, and onepoint of view is

that if we give something as food for it to develop into the

size of a car key, it would be just as useful to the developing

countries as one which developed to the size of an elephant.

And I would like to express this view that in terms of

developing countries trying to adapt and learn ways of research

from this institute, there is a way that we like to develop

is that the cheapest way possible. Institutes and international

centers which have available funds may tend to go in for very
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January 22, 1974

Dear Dave:

I was glad to have your letter of January 9 concerning the
conclusion of the work of the Subommittee on Center Review Pro-
cedures. On behalf of thw'Consultativo Groupj I want you to
know how appreciative we are of your accepting this responsibility
and carrying it out so effectively. Would you pleass also convey
my thanks to Lowell Hardin.

I am in full accord with the two points you make regarding
the draft: that it should be adopted in its present form as an
operational document and that the Group must expect to review the
paper in the light of a year or two of experience. Center re-
views are a very sensitive subject, and I think it is important
for us to retain a flexible approach as to how we should proceed
with our review program and what we ask of the centers.

We had in fact sent out a notice to Consultative Group mem-
bers on January 9, indicating that the draft should be regarded
as a working paper until experience indicated the need for modi-
fication. We were not aware of the comsments received by the
mid-December deadline and the Secretariat is now putting out a
supplemental note referring to these comments. A copy of the
follow-up note is attached.

Again with my thanks for your contribution to the effective
working of the Group,

Sincerely,

Warren C. Bauhf

Warren C. Baum
Chairman

Enclosure -- cleared by 'phone with Dr. Lowell Hardin, Jan. 22.

Mr. David E. Bell
Vice President
The Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd Street
New York
New York 10017
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Telejhon (Aex-a Cod. 262) 477-3592
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January 22, 17

TO: Center Diracbors

FROM: Executive Secretary

SUBJECT: Center Review Procedures

On January 9 sent you a note confirnming tha><t The Bell Committe
report on revieu procadurgs had been accepted b y the C and thiat we
now be following the procedures in that reporA. As you know, rpqir>mnt
10 of the report continues to call for annual budget proposals and audit
reponts. These dronments should be submitted in preliminary ir bv Apyi! 1,

WPjFa it would b helpfl. to sot down some moru Wails on this mutyr

1. As agr , tihe t A es in the budh\.gst proposal and the audit rpnts
be sbandardized according to the june 18, 1573 paper on Budgeting -0

A ''ing ),r.onedures and Practices of IWei aticanL ?ZrWK-n- - i a
Contow-s. From ouv 3 ecen! disonssions Qwih sons of yon and yv vtf
!a &Lo tt sna Cmam rs are nNt roady ;at to mcot ali twnaam
K the sanuardiyed prCedurpes. As a rauat, it ,Eno. to me vhn wr '--

rceco-nio that 2ome Cerbers will not be Wle to wompl in all rcsowc sis
the standardized procedures in 1974; this %pplieo particarly 0 ov a-
allucations in audit reports being prepircd now. Tne 03 would, ha :u.r,

exvct oil Cenoters to reach standardization in their udgeto W a :-At
reports prepared in 1975.

At hi poin, we do need to W e one Ohn lo te stand ardus
budget tablew. One Center has suggested Nt to -plify the vnrk invcod,
the d-bailed manpow-er tables should be prepared at An same time as th-3
budget proposal. Thus each budget propo al should inalode in the NVA
tables a Table V uhich vould b an pion of th Table Q Position
and iIanpDo er r'qu ct init 1y September 6, 1973 (table attanhal). W 1
time 02 ishla should cover tree years, 1973 (actual) 1974 (tina d .) ant]
1975 (proposed). The 0-n-we n3mter on ltdard Budget Tabin II shauld
be conoiotcNtwt thI,,, table and thus Wuludn OnlQ Senior Staff and Won-
tific aN Supervisry OWN 2.

2. As mas t of you kroog, Bruce Knek, Fill Lewis and i are now in the i45
of a serias of informal visits to the Centers with the objective of ulr:
out wilh you ways of relating the narrative sections of the budget subMs 7 .2
more closEly to the tabulation of manpower requests a-d proposed expe'di a.
i believe we arc making Yonsiderable progress. We are discussing the fornat
of the narrative section wiLh each of you in our visits, but there is one
specific point I want to make here.
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As one of the introducitory seWis of th narrative, ther. oud
be a section that traces the de ce Lotween the 1971 budget and the
proposed 19 75 u t is the foLlowing nem s,

(a) 197)j Core PeUdget

(b) Cost of full e operation i.th love
or activity 'nod for the end of 19*7.
in the 1971i udg<

plus (.1 ) Inff1 1n +
(2) Mi--- Fncreases +

(3) New Prrograms

(c) 9 )ore d

This eawlv s er Jion shqould also ;.:,aplan any di crenc-e ewnth(j 0 :1' !n b ac 1int

3 ethin~k eha Ch 19Jbde peetton sol siaesvnar
nevC JiOiIrn Vic h r 1 f.ay 1 1 ilCed -'r C ry

tral. d5 0n ron, 1
w' tn ost r ters .

1s 'nsi (1 7 4 As you know, thi-iu o ) rn to st urgan4!a
ti or" th-'ose tha. a Ce C, ro<in 1'jnc Cenler l.0 udgs 300u1 r 4
Salur :;he ex1p4 c L tgd us Il juS, 2I< ned ro U.> -l it esLti t
savil- m d po so- i n ueTanc s- e'timt s Cr 0d in C rS 1

these~~ eiae:i a nd we vmul- Tega odsuste ihyuadyu uf
Oui r 1r to 4h1 Cf this s :r wil -1nd to sfntain Com' 'im s , t
maynit ud of thI fC

4. An aditional item to b uovered his spring is o-vrhead The J new1973 p oanil budg0ting and aCc1ming deciibESlS t 'Ir C ay o4 lle-
catingr a oar Shi.r of nr c osts t Spre:cial Pro j eLs and A uiia 1
Activiti E-s ( p. 25, par a. 1 T O th e htint e hat t Vaharo oa 4-rhead

is not allocAed to S0p1 pi Vj ProjeCts and A uwiliary Pc -iv i ties, the unrevtricL'd
Gore OUdJ'nt I 'S u Is idz LJ1 'ng U 1(3 Ites The Jie - 9b 3 p p 6, pars.
23(b)) states that donors do not intend core ureT'O ritd unsa tTon be used
for those items or their indirect costs . I know you have been considOring
the mat ier of ov erhead, nind 1 have seen a prOponoal sn the subjee, I would
hope tha-t the 197 budget proposals wouald s1ow an appropriae ameunt of over-
head as, an item urder "Earned Income". Moreover, the Crenter accounting
capability needs to reach the ooi it of being able mak e an appropriate
overhead allocation in the nldit report prepared a year firim now.

y"yor st' have any quetions or cOmments on the TbUVe ponts,
113 Y' OI-' yoTh1 Ib~ COfil 8' anr the0 above- ",0

I eld 2ppreCiate bearig 1rcm you.

Attarih:r'nt
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Hr -K. Yudelinan January 22, 1974

Harold Graves c'

IRRI Program Review

I've sent a telegram to Nyle Brady, the Director of IRRI, asking
if someone from the CG may be present at the IRRI program review be-ginning January 31. The answer will come down to you when it arrives.

On terms of reference, I think these should be kept few and as
simple as possible. They were quite detailed for the exercises under-taken in 1973, with the result that both reviewers spent far too much
time telling us things that we already should have known.

A fundamental point is that the reviewer should proceed on thepremise that the Institute itself will provide an adequate description
of its research and training programs and its objectives. What we
want from the reviewer is comment which will either (a) reassure theCG, or (b) bring issues to the CG's attention. The kind of thing thatGeorge Darnell did for C.1MYT in 1972 is much more the kind of thing
we want than what George Dion did for CINMYT in 1973.

You will want to add elements of your own, but for my own part,I would be happy is the reviewer would:

(a) describe advances made in the research program in 1973;

(b) describe advances made in the training program in 1973 (i.e.,
relationships with new institutions or new countries, new
subjects of training, development of new training techniques);

(a) comeant on the research program proposed for 1975, specifically
with regard to the balance among the various elements of the
research program as measured by manpower deployment and
financial expenditures and as related to the prospects of pay-
off from these elements; and

(d) as a special topic for the benefit of Sir John Crawford, a
description and discussion of the extent to which the uplands
rice research, in terms of staff and running coats, is additive
to IRRI's previous program and the extent to which the resources
from the previous program can be or are being shifted into the
uplands rice program.

It may be that the program review will not discuss training, in which
case (b) could be dropped out and left to the budget reviewer to cover.
The reviewer also ought not be confined to these terms of reference, butshould also be free to comment on anything else he considers to be of
significance.
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If you decide that time and manpower are too short to undertake
the MI review now, we should tell Brady that we will not attend this
next review session. In that ease, I think we ought to plan to get a
scientific reviewer out to IRRI during the period of March/April. I
will be at IRRI on the budget side in February, and could set up a
scientific visit then.

ce: Mr. Darnell
HGZMJ



Miss Carol V. Barber, Executive Director's January 16, 1974

Library
Bruce M. Cheek

Annual Reviews of the International Agricultural Research Centers

I am attaching for the information of Executive Directors two

copies of the reports made in April/June, 1973, on the operations

of the six international agricultural research centers which were

then being sponsored by the Consultative Group on International Agri-

cultural Research. These reviews may be useful to Executive Directors

in reviewing requests made to them for IDA grants for the various

Consultative Group-sponsored activities. Such a request is expected

to be made for 1974 during the month of February.

Attachments (12)
BMC:mcj



EVANS - - JANUARY 11, 1974
THE OLD POST COTTAGE
MOTCOMBE LT
SHAFTESBURY
DORSET

ENGLAND

HOPE YOU WOULD BE AVAILABLE TO ATTEND COMBINED INTERNAL AND

EXTERNAL REVIEW AT IITA WHICH WOULD OCCUPY YOU AT IBADAN FROM

FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN THROUGH TWENTY TWO. YUDELMAN WILL WRITE.

GRAVES

Haiold N. Graves, Jr.

Agri culture nd Rural Dfvelopment



January 11, 1974

Dr. Lowell S. Hardin
The Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd Street
New York
New York 10017

Dear Lowell:

Many thanks for your letter on our CIP 
essay. To all the

acts of omission and commission you mention, we cheerfully plead

guilty. We are sending your letter down to Dick 
Sawyer so that

he can improve the product this spring when he 
prepares his actual

program and budget paper for 1975.

John Nickel at IITA, when we visited there last month, already

had raised the question of putting 'in the program and budget 
pre-

sentation some mention of IITA's achievements, and, in thinking

this over here, we had come to the same concluston 
as you, that a

section on this topic ought to come on the heels of 
the introductory

matter.

At the same time, I assume that the budget and program paper is

intended primarily to look forward, not back. For my own part, I

don't think of the paper as essentially a public 
relations exercise

(although several of the centers apparently 
do), and it seems to me

that the real places in which to find a discussion 
of a center's

achievements are elsewhere: especially in the center's annual re-

port, and to some extent in the reviews 
undertaken by center-

appointed panels, by the Secretariat or by 
TAC.

I have somewhat the same feeling about the discussion of issues.

The question did not arise at CIP; it 
might have had we visited tima

after the pro ra review beilg held there next week. 
We did not get

deeply into this question, either, at TITA, perhaps because the in-

ternal review had not been held there either. 
I certainly agree th&t

there could be an issues section in the budget paper, but 
would suppose

that, as far as real (i. e. unresolved) issues are concerned, it would

be fairly bland. Again, I would think a sharper treatment, if any,

would be found outside the Center's own document, 
somewhere on the

review side.



Dr. Lowell S. Hardin - 2 - January 11, 1974

Please put me further in your debt by giving me information
and advice on another matter. On the basis of data now collected,
we believe that, without many exceptions, the Centers have cash
carryovers from 1973 which not only are unspent but have not been
obligated for any purpose set forth in their 1973 programs and
budgets. The amount of such carryovers within the Center system
is large, and in the case of at least one center, may amount to
as much as 10 per cent of what donors have been asked to provide
for 1974.

In the case of Ford foundation grants, what does your agreement
with centers say about the disposition of funds left unused and
uncommitted at the end of a program year? Does the provision,
if there is one, apply only to your own funds, or is some kind of
action invoked if there proves to have been an over-subscription,
from whatever source, to a center's budget in a particular year?
Do you regard the budget as providing fixed limits, or is the ex-
pansion or acceleration of a capital program -- through equipment
purchases, say -- a kind of hatch through which excess funds might
escape the intentions of donors?

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

JiGraves :apm



Mr. Baum January 7, 1974

Harold Graves

CIP pqrt

Thank you for your corment to Mr. Cheek on the Secretariat's
illustrative program document for the International Potato Center

(CIP). The point you make is an important one, and will apply to
most centers.

As it happens, it did not apply to CIP for the year we were

treating, 1974. In 1974, CIP is still building up to the levels

of staff and budget which TAC and the Consultative Group accepted
as basic to this Center when the Group agreed to sponsor CIP in

1972. The question of justifying increments therefore does not

yet arise; and no doubt the point might have been made more

explicit in the document.

The same observation applies, broadly speaking, to 1ITA and
ICRISAT in 1974 and 1975, and in these years the figures for CIP

and CIMMYT are likely to remain stable apart from price rises.

Additions to basic staff and budget, however, are taking place at

CIAT and IUI in 1974, and may possibly continue in 1975.

One other coment has been made about the format the Secre-

tariat has proposed for the program and budget document: it

allots no special place for reporting the accomplishments of a

Center in the year preceding the year of the program proposal.

The place for this really is in a Center's annual report, but
since these reports currently are a year or more late in appearing,
we are considering what part such an element might be assigned in
the program and budget document.

cc: Mr. Lewis

RGraves: apm
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